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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why user adaptive systems
The following situation described by Dijkstra is a good example of the human
nature:
To end up my talk I would like to tell you a small story, that
taught me the absolute mystery of human communication. I once
went to the piano with the intention to play a Mozart sonata, but
at the keyboard I suddenly changed my mind and started playing
Schubert instead. After the first few bars my surprised mother
interrupted me with “I thought you were going to play Mozart!”.
She was reading and had only seen me going to the piano through
the corner of her eye. It then transpired that, whenever I went to
the piano, she always knew what I was going to play! How? Well,
she knew me for seventeen years, that is the only explanation you
are going to get. (Dijkstra, 1982)
The situation Dijkstra described above poses questions like: What happened
here? Why was his mother surprised when he started playing Schubert
instead of Mozart?
The example shows clearly that humans constantly monitor the world
around them. They make models of the objects and people in it. This is
how Dijkstra’s mother knew what he was going to play. More important,
his mother was surprised when her prediction did not come true.
Computers, however, generally do not exhibit such modelling behaviour.
Computers are built to do what they are told to, nothing more, nothing
less. Most times they are not told to make a model, but they behave de-
terministic even to the casual observer. This, however, steps over the fact
that humans are attuned to others knowing their preferences. It would be
awkward if couples would have to discuss every evening whether they will
have what coffee when. Most computer applications, however, do exactly
this. Adaptive personalisation aims to remedy this.
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1.1.1 Increasing complexity
Adding to the existing problems, computers are penetrating our lives and
become ubiquitous (see (Abowd and Mynatt, 2000) and (Satyanarayanan,
2001)). The field of pervasive computing (also called ubiquitous computing)
focuses on distributed systems where nearly everything contains a computer,
from the television system to the central heating. Almost up to the point
where everything can communicate with everything.
Besides having more computers available with more connections between
them, the complexity of information systems is also still growing. In general
this leads to more complexity in an ever more digital world. This complexity
will at some point overwhelm the users. Adaptive personalisation may help
by remembering the user and doing what the user expects.
1.2 Context of user adaptive systems
User adaptive systems may improve the experiences of users when handling
computer systems. These user adaptive systems perform incremental be-
haviour analysis to model the user and use this knowledge to personalise
themselves. As not all users are equal, this allows systems to also take into
account a minority instead of being forced to do that what is best for the
majority of users.
Besides taking into account the specific needs of users, user adaptive sys-
tems also provide new opportunities for improvement of the user experience.
A user adaptive search engine might for example provide a personalised
search option that takes into account the user’s interests (Google, 2006b).
Similarly user adaptive systems can be used for recommending books to
users who have shown interest in similar books (Linden et al., 2003).
To gain a greater understanding of user adaptive systems we first con-
sider what a user adaptive system is. The first observation that we make
about user adaptive systems is that they are necessarily interactive as such
interaction is needed to gain knowledge of the user and to use this knowledge
to personalise the system. This means that interactive systems are a good
basis for the understanding of user adaptive systems (See Figure 1.1).
Following, user adaptive systems are described, after which both are
compared. In the next two sections we will describe conventional and user
adaptive systems. Please note that these are abstract models that can not
always be traced back directly in concrete systems.
1.2.1 Conventional interactive systems
Conventional interactive systems (see Figure 1.1(a)) can be seen as so-called
state machines (Mezzanotte and Paterno´, 1996) that interact with a user.
This interaction is handled by a user interface. Each user action can induce a
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(a) Conventional interactive system (b) User adaptive system
Figure 1.1: Comparison of conventional and user adaptive systems
state change after which new user actions are possible. Such a state machine
based approach is also used in (Booch et al., 1998). In the model presented
the user interface, an event dispatcher and action handler cooperate in this
process.
When designing a system several choices have to be made concerning
the look and behaviour of the system. Many of these choices are implicit or
made by taking default choices from guidelines. For the sake of being able
to compare a conventional system with a user modelling system, we assume
that the choices made during the design are explicit. These choices are
reflected in interface properties or action properties depending on whether
they influence the user interface or the system behaviour.
The interface properties determine both the look and behaviour of the
user interface. When a user performs actions this triggers events. These
events will trigger the event dispatcher. The events are processed by the
event dispatcher which triggers the appropriate system actions. An event
might actually not involve any system action. For example, for a text editor
a mouse move event is most of the time not relevant. Such an event will not
trigger an action in a text editor.
The actions taken by the action handler are influenced by the action
properties. For example in case there are two ways to approximate a certain
value, the action properties determine which method is to be used. In most
real world cases this choice is left implicit and the system has only one
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method enabled.
The results from the action handler are then presented to the user
through the user interface. The behaviour of the user interface and the
way the results are presented are influenced by the interface properties.
Now that we have explained how events, actions, the user interface and
interface properties cooperate in a conventional interactive system, we will
show how the cooperation works for user adaptive systems in the next sec-
tion.
1.2.2 User adaptive systems
In a user adaptive system (see Figure 1.1(b)), the behaviour of the vari-
ous handlers may be affected by the adaptation component in addition to
the handler specific properties. See for example (Fink and Kobsa, 2002)
and (Fleming and Cohen, 1999) for systems that show such a change of be-
haviour. The adaptation component influences the behaviour by providing
answers to questions about the user as asked by the system. Within the
adaptation component, the question handler takes care of answering those
questions. The events from the event dispatcher are handled by the event
handler. The model thus adds an adaptation component to the model of a
conventional interactive system.
As the adaptation component can be seen as the authority on the user,
the questions should be as specific as possible to allow for making maximal
use of the knowledge about the user. For example, take the concept of a
most recently used list. Such a list allows the user to easier open the files he
opened recently. The question that should be asked in this case is however
not “Which n documents has the user opened recently?”, but instead “Which
n documents is the user most likely to open?” The latter question allows
the adaptation system to determine how this is to be answered. The most
recently opened documents are only one way of doing so.
As a consequence of the adaptation component influencing the handlers,
the user interface handler now takes into account the user model. This
leads to the user interface being personalised. The same goes for the action
handler. These places where questions about the user replace action or
interface properties indicate personalisations in the system. An example of
such a personalisation is that the system has determined that a user is a
power user. When installing a new application, the system offers the custom
installation as default instead of the standard or fast install option that is
more appropriate for most users.
The questions about users are answered by the adaptation component.
To answer these questions the adaptation uses a user model. The event
handler maintains the user model based on events fed to it by the event
dispatcher. The main point of adaptive personalisation is about how to go
from these events to the answers to questions about the user.
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It is important to know that the distinction made in Figure 1.1 is not
absolute. Adaptive behaviour has such a broad impact on the functioning
of a system that Figure 1.1(a) is actually a model of an adaptive system
where the adaptive part is cut away as much as possible.
In Figure 1.1(b) there is a part of the system that is called the adaptation
component. This adaptation component performs an inference process that
translates user actions into answers to questions about the user. The way
this inference process is shaped is very important for the behaviour of the
system. This point is argued further in chapter 6
1.2.3 Application areas
User adaptive systems can be used in many areas. In principle any program
that interacts with a user may provide adaptive personalisation. Certain
applications do however benefit more from adaptive personalisation than
others. Below we a non-exhaustive list of four areas of application.
A currently popular class of applications is that of web applications. Web
applications have various issues in regard to adaptive personalisation. Where
traditional applications have a user interface that is largely dependent on
the operating system, web applications each have their own user interface.
This means that users cannot fall back to knowledge of similar applications
to know how to operate one particular application. In this regard the user
has an increased need of assistance with the application.
A second upcoming category of systems that could particularly benefit
from adaptive personalisation is that of smart appliances. Smart appliances
are small electronic devices that, unlike computers, are tuned towards per-
forming a single task. This focus on a single task however does not mean, for
example with a personal video recorder, that the complexity is low. In this
case adaptive personalisation could also be of help. In the case of a personal
video recorder the adaptation system could take previous recordings and an
interest model into account when suggesting which programs to record.
A big software market is still found in conventional applications such as
office suites. They get used a lot and a large amount of information is cre-
ated that could in help creating an accurate user model. These applications
are also often packed with features that are hard for users to navigate. In
the case of Microsoft Office there have been some attempts at personalisa-
tion, like personalised menu’s and the office assistant. While these systems
are adaptive and user dependent, they generally do not contain nontrivial
models of the user instead implement simple direct heuristics.
A fourth category of applications that can benefit from adaptive per-
sonalisation is that of client server applications. While not as sexy as the
web, these systems are still found widely in business. Often these systems
have different classes of users that each perform different tasks. Adaptive
personalisation can help to focus the user experience on the user’s specific
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tasks.
1.3 Terminology
In this thesis we will use some terminology. To avoid confusion the most
used terms are defined here:
User model A model of the relevant characteristics of a user that is or can
be used to personalise the behaviour or presentation of a system.
Personalisation Personalisation is the activity where a system is changed
to conform better to the user. A personalisation is one particular
location in the system where personalisation is performed.
Adaptive personalisation In Adaptive personalisation the personalisa-
tion is based on a user model that is maintained adaptively. This
means that the user’s actions are observed by the system and used
to base the user model upon. This is opposed to personalisation by
means of explicit user actions (e.g. a preference screen).
User adaptive system A user adaptive system is a system that performs
adaptive personalisation.
User modelling User modelling is the area of research that focuses on
adaptive personalisation. The term is however also used occasionally
for user profiling, or to mean only the activity of obtaining user models.
In software engineering the term is used for the design activity that
creates a model of the future users of the system. We will use it as
synonym of adaptive personalisation.
User profiling User profiling entails the use of a user profile to personalise
a system. A user profile is provided manually beforehand either by
the user himself, or by a third person. As such user profiling is not
adaptive.
Adaptation model An adaptation model describes how the adaptive per-
sonalisation in a user adaptive system is performed. It describes how
events lead to user model updates and how the user model is used to
give the information for personalisations. While it does describe the
personalisations and how the information they need is to be retrieved,
it does not describe how the personalisations are to be performed. The
latter is the responsibility of the application.
Adaptation component An adaptation component is the component in
a user adaptive system that takes care of maintaining a user model
and using this model to answer the questions about the user necessary
to perform personalisations.
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Not all user adaptive systems have adaptation components, but instead
have the functionality mixed within other components. In many cases
such an implementation is sufficient.
Adaptation description An adaptation description is a description of an
adaptation model that in an appropriate language and depth such that
it can be used by an adaptation engine to determine the adaptive per-
sonalisation that is to be performed. This means that an adaptation
description also concretely describes an adaptation model.
Adaptation engine An adaptation engine is a generic adaptation compo-
nent that can implement different adaptation models. An adaptation
engine may either be embedded into a system or be a service that is
provided for one or multiple independent systems.
1.4 State of the art
The area of user adaptive systems is strongly focused on the web (Kobsa,
2001). A possible cause could be that the interfaces of web-based systems
are not as uniform as those of traditional systems. Web based systems are
often also different in function from more traditional systems and as such
might have different opportunities for adaptive personalisation. Adaptation
in web based systems is generally called adaptive hypermedia.
Within the area of adaptive hypermedia there is a strong focus on ed-
ucational systems (Brusilovsky, 2001). This is probably motivated by the
fact that educational systems offer good evaluation possibilities, especially
for academia with test subjects such as students readily available.
Before the proliferation of adaptive hypermedia (Brusilovsky, 1996) user
modelling has been undertaken most from the perspective of artificial in-
telligence research (Kobsa, 2001). As adaptive personalisation offers many
opportunities for the use of artificial intelligence techniques, it proved a good
candidate for the evaluation of those techniques.
The focus on adaptive personalisation as an application of artificial in-
telligence techniques has however led to systems that mainly focus on par-
ticular techniques (Kobsa, 2001). This has probably been caused by the
fact that the authors of those works were mainly interested in the particular
techniques used. The choice of one technique also allows a stronger focus
on creating working systems that can be evaluated.
However, as the focus has been on the evaluation of the results, little
work has been done on the conceptual core of what adaptive personalisation
is. Instead most work uses either ad hoc approaches that work in the case at
hand, or use a solution that has been described in the literature as working
in another case.
We will further review the related work in chapter 2.
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1.5 Problems
Motivated by the state of the art, we identify some shortcomings in the
current situation. In this thesis we try to correct some of these shortcomings.
We found no generic theories on what adaptive personalisation is. As a
result of this lack, theories on the incorporation and evaluation of adaptive
personalisation are not based upon such a theory. This oversight prevents
comparison of different systems and easy use of solutions from one domain
in other domains.
1.5.1 Research questions
We would like to know how to make good user adaptive systems. This
breaks down into researching how to create a user adaptive system and then
researching when such a user adaptive system is good. Because of the lack
of a strong formal theory of what user modelling is and a resulting lack of
good answers to these questions, we have decided to answer these questions
ourselves based on such a theory.
The question of what adaptive personalisation is is an important ques-
tion. It is however not important as a research question by itself, but as a
question whose answer is essential in answering the research questions. This
leads to the following research questions to be answered in this thesis:
• How can adaptive personalisation be integrated into user adaptive sys-
tems?
• How can adaptive personalisation be evaluated?
The first question deals with how adaptive personalisation can be inte-
grated is pointed at find out how to make user adaptive systems. We are not
interested though in the systems themselves, only the user adaptive part in
them. This question leads to three subquestions:
• What are user adaptive systems?
• What are the requirements for user adaptive systems?
• Which guidelines can be formulated for integrating adaptive personal-
isation?
The second research question looks at when user adaptive systems are
good. As such it also looks at what is good for a user adaptive system. This
leads to the following three subquestions:
• What is adaptive personalisation?
• What are quality criteria for adaptive personalisation?
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• What are desired properties for adaptive personalisation?
It is interesting to see that for both research questions the “what is” question
must be answered. In this work we will see that both research questions have
considerable overlap and answering one will make the answering other easier.
1.5.2 Research scope
We put some limits on the answers to the research questions. First we only
look at interactive systems. Those systems have the most interesting op-
portunities for personalisation. By the nature of adaptive personalisation,
some kind of interaction is also needed to be able to perform adaptive per-
sonalisation. In this regard a system might however also be a composition
of subsystems of which not all are interactive.
Another issue that cannot be disregarded in regard to user adaptive
systems is the issue of user identification. As adaptive personalisation gets
more effective when used over a long time (more information to base the user
model on) the system must have some means to identify the user of multi-
user systems. In this thesis we will however not address this issue further.
Means of user identification are very domain dependent. For example for an
appliance like an MP3 player, there is normally no way to identify a user.
While possible, one might argue that the user group of such a device is small
and instead of user modelling, group modelling might be used instead.
We further do not look deeply at specific issues of adaptive personalisa-
tion in particular domains. While we provide some specific examples, the
research is focused on general user adaptive systems.
Finally, this work does not aim to performing a practical evaluation of
the theories presented. While such an evaluation is important, we feel that
presenting a theoretical framework and providing a theoretical evaluation
should be done first. Proper practical evaluation can only be done when the
theory is completed and would amount to trying out the theories in many
contexts.
1.6 Thesis structure
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 further discusses
work related to this thesis. Chapter 3 describes three example cases that
show where user modelling can be used. These cases are also referred to in
other chapters. Chapter 4 introduces our model for user adaptive systems,
hereby answering the question of what user modelling is. In chapter 5 some
optional extensions to our model are then provided. These extensions offer
more advanced possibilities, but in doing so restrict the range of application
of the thus extended model somewhat. Chapter 6 then looks at adaptation
models. It provides a framework for the evaluation of adaptation models.
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Chapter 7 then shows the strengths of our model by illustrating the possi-
bilities offered by the model. Then chapter 8 provides a minimal method
for the design of the adaptation model of user adaptive systems. Finally
chapter 9 concludes this work. This thesis has been based upon, and par-
tially published before in (de Vrieze et al., 2003), (de Vrieze et al., 2004b),
(de Vrieze et al., 2004a), (de Vrieze et al., 2005), and (de Vrieze et al., 2006)
Chapter 2
Related work
In this chapter we will look at current research in the area of user adaptive
and user modelling systems. This review starts out with a short overview of
what user modelling is perceived to be. Then it takes a look at the history
of user modelling research. Finally we discuss related areas to this work.
2.1 What is user modelling
The area of user modelling is related to many other areas such as human
computer interaction, artificial intelligence, social psychology, developmen-
tal psychology (McTear, 1993), (Ho¨o¨k et al., 1996). These widely varying
sources of research in the area of user modelling have lead to a field that has
many people working only on the aspect of their expertise. We will however
try to focus on the common grounds that bind these areas of research.
The first question that we will answer is that of what user modelling is.
While most works do not give an explicit definition, there are three views
on what user modelling is. First one could see it literally and then user
modelling is the acquisition of a model of a user. Second would be the usage
of an explicit user model to adjust a system. The third approach would
be to combine the two. This last approach implies that the user model is
explicitly available to the application. If the modelling is done automatically
by the system, we call it adaptive personalisation.
Finin et al. (Finin, 1989) describe a user model as “The information that
a system has of its users is typically referred to as its user model”. The task
of a user modelling system given in that work are:
• Maintaining a database of observed facts about the user.
• Inferring additional true facts about the user based on the observed
facts.
• Inferring additional facts which are likely to be true based on default
facts and default rules.
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• Maintaining the consistency of the user model by retracting default
information when it is not consistent with the observed facts.
• Providing a mechanism for building hierarchies of stereotypes which
can form initial partial user models.
• Recognising when a set of observed facts is no longer consistent with
a given stereotype and suggesting alternative stereotypes which are
consistent.
(Finin, 1989)
While this list of tasks gives a definition of a user modelling system, it
is also specific to the use of default logic and stereotypes to perform this
user modelling. Such an approach to user modelling is typical of that time
(Kobsa, 2001). It is a good example of adaptive personalisation.
In 1993 McTear describes a user model as “Firstly, the user model can
be seen as a knowledge source which contains explicit assumptions on those
aspects of a user that might be relevant to the dialogue behaviour of the sys-
tem.” . . . “The second point is that the information in a user model is
typically kept in a separate knowledge base, rather than distributed through-
out the system.” (McTear, 1993). He further continues to describe the
functions of the user modelling component to include “construction of a
user model; storing, updating and deleting entries; maintaining consistency
of the model; and supplying other components of the system with relevant
information about the user.” This definition allows for the maintenance of
the user model to be performed by the user instead of the system.
The description by McTear still contains some notion of a logic based
approach on user modelling. Contrasting this to Fink et al. in 2000: “For
exhibiting personalised behaviour, software systems rely on a model of rel-
evant user characteristics (e.g. interests, preferences, proficiencies, knowl-
edge). Acquisition of these models is carried out by a dedicated user mod-
eling component”(Fink and Kobsa, 2000a), we see that all notion of a logic
based approach is gone. The mentioning of a user modelling component
does however point towards automatic user modelling.
In an observational approach, Kobsa (Kobsa, 1995) found the actual
tasks of user modelling shell systems to be:
• Representing assumptions on users.
• Representing assumptions on groups.
• Classification of users to belong in a group.
• Recording user behaviour.
• Make assumptions about the user.
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Figure 2.1: Classic loop “user modelling - adaptation” in adaptive systems
(Brusilovsky, 1996)
• Making stereotypes by generalising.
• Drawing additional assumptions.
• Consistency maintenance.
• Providing assumptions to applications with justifications.
• User model evaluation.
Given these definitions we define a user model to be: “A model of the
relevant characteristics of a user that is or can be used to personalise the
behaviour or presentation of a system”. In this definition no means of ac-
quisition of the model is given. A user model may be gotten adaptively, but
also given explicitly by the user himself.
User modelling could then be described as the usage of user models. This
however conflicts with the predominant meaning that includes the adaptive
acquisition of those user models. To avoid confusion, and to focus on what
is achieved instead of how it is achieved we prefer to speak of adaptive
personalisation or user adaptive systems. A user adaptive system in this
context is a system that employs adaptive personalisation.
2.1.1 Models for user modelling
In (Brusilovsky, 1996), Brusilovsky presented a graphical model for user
modelling in adaptive systems. While the paper is on adaptive hypermedia,
this model is not specific to hypermedia, but on adaptive personalisation
in general. The model is given in Figure 2.1. This picture illustrates well
how most adaptive systems work. We do believe however that this should
be extended. This picture does not take into account the fact that the user
model does not necessarily directly contain the answers needed about the
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user. Some answers can better be calculated on demand. It also does not
allow a clear separation of the user modelling from the rest of the system.
It is the application that knows how it should change itself according
to the user. It is however the user modelling system that knows how to
answer questions about the user. Putting the reasoning that transforms user
properties into answers about the user together with the actual changing of
the interface blurs this difference. As such we think that the model as
presented in Figure 2.2 is more accurate.
Figure 2.2: Improved user modelling loop for adaptive systems
If desired the adaptation component and the system could be merged in
our model. This however ignores the different roles to be played.
2.1.2 What is adaptive hypermedia
Adaptive hypermedia is the area of research that applies user modelling in
the context of hypermedia. After the mid nineties a lot of the research
efforts have been focused on this sub-area of user modelling (Kobsa, 2001).
As a result it is important to review this area to get a good understanding
of user modelling.
Adaptive hypermedia removes some of the vagueness of the term user
modelling as it is clear about its adaptiveness. At the same time, it does
not reflect however that the predominant usage of adaptive hypermedia is
used to personalise on users only. There are however also applications of
adaptive hypermedia that explicitly take issues like user location or device
capabilities into account (Fink and Kobsa, 2002).
Kobsa et al. (Kobsa et al., 1998) define adaptive hypermedia as “Adap-
tivity in hypermedia is proposed as a means to meet users with different
needs, background knowledge, interaction style, and cognitive characteris-
tics”(Kobsa et al., 1998). A definition that is quoted by Ho¨o¨k et al. in (Ho¨o¨k
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et al., 1996).
In his overview papers (Brusilovsky, 1996) and (Brusilovsky, 2001) Bru-
silovsky defines adaptive hypermedia as: “Adaptive Hypermedia systems
build a model of the goals, preferences and knowledge of the individual
user, and use this throughout the interaction for adaptation to the needs
of that user” This definition summarises adaptive hypermedia quite clearly.
Both definitions are however rather specific though in what is modelled of a
user. All things actually adapted on in the above definitions fall under user
properties.
We would like to define adaptive hypermedia as: “adaptive hypermedia
systems observe their users to deduce their properties and adapt their in-
terface and behaviour accordingly.” Some of the observation can have the
form of the user’s device informing the system of its capabilities.
2.1.3 Models for adaptive hypermedia
There are various models for adaptive hypermedia. We describe some of
them below. They are fairly similar. We choose to go into most details on the
AHAM model for adaptive hypermedia, as this model is well documented.
2.1.3.1 AHAM
The AHAM (Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model) (de Bra et al., 1999),
(Wu, 2002) model has been developed by de Bra et al. This model is fo-
cused on adaptive hypermedia. It is based on the Dexter model (Halasz and
Schwartz, 1990), (Halasz and Schwartz, 1994) for hypermedia. It is imple-
mented in the AHA! system (de Bra and Calvi, 1998), (Wu, 2002), (de Bra
et al., 2003).
The AHAM originates in the field of educational hypermedia, and these
origins can still be found in the model. There are also several features which
limit the unchanged use for general interactive systems.
Figure 2.3 (which has been copied from (Wu, 2002)) gives a graphical
overview of the AHAM model. It shows how the AHAM provides an exten-
sion of the storage layer of the Dexter model. It splits up the storage layer
into an Adaptation Model, a Domain Model, and a User Model.
The purpose of the User Model is to store the information about one
specific user. The Domain Model serves a dual purpose, both as a blueprint
for the User Model, and as a specifier of the relationships between the con-
cepts as specified by the Domain Model. The Adaptation Model defines how
the user model influences the actual system behaviour.
Domain Model As in Dexter, the central notions of AHAM are concepts
and concept relationships. An AHAM concept is an abstract representation
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Figure 2.3: The AHAM model as given in (Wu, 2002)
of an information item. Below we will first discuss concepts and then the
relations between them.
A concept represents an element of information. This could be a whole
web-page, or just a paragraph. There are atomic concepts that do not
contain other concepts (such as a paragraph describing concepts) and there
are composite concepts that contain sub-concepts (e.g. a web page). The
subconcept relationships must form a directed acyclic graph.
There may even be a sub-concept relationship between concepts. In
AHAM A concept has attribute value pairs, anchors and a presentation
specification. Anchors are used so that concepts can point to each other
(comparable to a link in HTML), a presentation specification describes how
a concept should be shown to the user (e.g. the actual text of the concept),
and the attribute value pairs allow for information to be associated with a
concept.
Concept relationships are used to implement links as seen in Dexter
or HTML (W3C, 1999). In AHAM concept relationships can only be be-
tween concepts or anchors. Concept relationships do not need to result in
links. They can also be used to specify relationships like “prerequisite” or
“inhibits”. A “prerequisite” relationship would for example mean that the
pointed to concept would need to be known before the user is considered
able to understand the pointing concept.
Concepts and concept relationships together form the Domain Model
(DM) as used in AHAM. Thus the Domain Model contains the concepts
and the relationships between these concepts.
User Model In AHAM the user specific information is stored in the User
Model (UM). This user model is an overlay of the domain model. This
means that the domain model contains the default values of all properties
in the user model and that only changed properties are stored in the user
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model. This makes handling new users easier, and reduces the size of the
user model.
The User Model is changed based on events. Possible events are for
example: “The user follows a link (to a different page)”, “the user performs
a test”, “external information about the user is imported”, or “the user
explicitly sets or changes information about himself”.
Adaptation Model The actual adaptive behaviour in AHAM is defined
by the Adaptation Model (AM). The Adaptation Model defines how events
and concept relationships lead to changes to the UM.
In AHAM there are two ways to implement an Adaptation Model. The
first way is to have default rules that describe how adaptation is done based
on the concept relationships in the Domain Model. Such an approach is
implemented in for example Interbook (Brusilovsky et al., 1996) which is
another influential adaptive hypermedia system.
The second way is to have specific rules bound to specific concepts or
groups of concepts. Such an approach is more flexible although it can make
writing the system more involved as an explicit adaptation model needs
to be written. Such an approach is used in AHA! (de Bra and Calvi,
1998). The AHA! however provides an editor that generates rules based
on graph relationships (see Figure 2.4 from http://aha.win.tue.nl:
18080/aha/tutorial/images/graphauthor.gif). Those graph re-
lationships allow again for a high-level authoring of the adaptation.
Figure 2.4: The AHA! graph author
Adaptation in AHAM is only performed using rules. The rules used
are condition action rules. These condition action rules are basically Event
Condition Action (ECA) rules (Aiken et al., 1995) where the Event has
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been merged into the Condition part. For the result this does not matter,
although splitting out the event can achieve greater efficiency.
The AHA! adaptation engine For the actual implementation of the
AHAM model in the AHA! system an adaptation engine is necessary. Ac-
cording to the description in chapter 4 of (Wu, 2002), the Adaptation Engine
(AE) used in AHA! has some web concepts build in such as session man-
agement. Session management allows the various actions of one user to be
recognised as such. A feature not offered by default in web servers. We will
only look at the adaptive functionality though.
The Adaptation Engine performs the adaptation task in a number of
stages. The tasks performed by the Adaptation Engine are:
• Initialisation of the user model from the defaults given in the domain
model.
• Loading of the user’s stored user model and overlaying it on the initial
user model.
• Determination of which concept “C” corresponds to the user’s request
and the current user model state.
• Evaluation of the rules associated with the access of that concept “C”.
• Displaying of concept “C”. Note that a concept is an abstract thing
that translates into different representations depending on the user
model.
• Evaluation of the rules that need to be activated post-access of concept
“C”.
• Updating of the user model. Note though that in AHAM properties
can have different persistence values. For example properties can be
persistent for a session, one access, or forever. This would be roughly
equivalent to having rules that would reset the properties to default
values at certain events.
As explained earlier AHAM and AHA! perform rule based adaptation.
This has as a consequence that the adaptation engine only implements rule
based adaptation. In the adaptation engine it has been tried to lower this
restriction by having non-persistent properties and post and pre concept
access rule execution. This does however not eliminate the problem com-
pletely.
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2.1.3.2 Other models
The paper (Benyon and Murray, 1993) by Benyon et al. presents a refreshing
approach on user models for intelligent tutoring in splitting them up into a
student model, a user profile, and a psychological model. It also recognises
that in most systems the domain model is implicit. If we look at the model
as we present in chapter 4 we can see that the domain is represented in
various places. In the adaptation model, as well as the application that can
perform personalisations. As such a domain model is sometimes hard to
make explicit. This aspect is very similar to the AHAM.
Baumeister, et al. in (Baumeister et al., 2005) present an aspect oriented
model for adaptive web applications. This is however focused on hyperme-
dia. Further it focuses on the system, not on the user modelling heuristics.
In (Koch and Wirsing, 2002), Koch et al. describe the Munich reference
model for adaptive hypermedia applications. Besides an adaptive compo-
nent it contains a strong web based component. Not unlike the AHAM
(de Bra et al., 1999). The user model is basically an attribute value pair
approach. It does however also link a domain meta-model to the user model.
The adaptation meta model that is used, uses rules similar to AHA. The
model does however, like the model we present, not aim to ensure confluence
and termination. It does not specify the language to be used either. This
model further does not identify the possibility of using inference on the user
model to derive specific answers based on a general user model.
2.1.4 Model elements
While many models for adaptive hypermedia are different, they share el-
ements. For example the concept of domain model is common for many
adaptive systems.
2.1.4.1 Domain model
In (Brusilovsky and Cooper, 2002), Brusilovsky et al. give a fairly detailed
description of the adapts system. This system is basically an adaptive ref-
erence of helicopter maintenance. This work is typical of many adaptive
hypermedia systems in that its design is strongly based on the idea of using
a domain model for the adaptation. Each “concept” in the reference is linked
in the domain model, and has its representation in the user model in various
attributes that describe the users abilities with respect to the concept.
The use of a domain model approach allows easy understanding of the
user model. The main limitation of the work presented in the paper is
however that the learning used is quite unsophisticated. In the context of
the system however it is sufficient, reading about the performance of a task
and performing the task map quite well to abilities on that task.
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2.1.4.2 Machine learning
In (Mu¨ller, 2003) Mu¨ller show how user modelling may be seen from a a
machine learning point of view. He points out how various methods such as
na¨ıve Bayesian classifiers, Bayesian networks, finite state machines, hidden
Markov models, artificial neural networks and relational learning can be
used. The paper also discusses some ways to avoid the problems that are
typical of the combination of user modelling and machine learning.
2.1.4.3 Personalised web advertising
In (Kazienko and Adamski, 2004) Kazienko et al. propose a way to per-
form personalised web advertisement. In this approach an advertisement is
given a document vector by analysing the pages belonging to the advertiser.
Similarly a document vector is calculated for the different usage patterns
exhibited by the user and one for the subject section on the publishers web.
These three vectors then together are used for determining the “best” ad-
vertisement.
2.1.4.4 Cognitive user modelling
The CUMAPH environment (Habieb-Mammar and Tarpin-Bernard, 2004)
uses a static user model for determining the most suitable combination of in-
teractive elements in a hypermedia presentation. The modelling techniques
used aim to model a user’s cognitive abilities and choosing from various
alternatives based on this.
To create a user model the authors use a sequence of interactive exercises
to determine 25 indicators divided into 5 sectors. Each exercise stresses a
number of cognitive properties and an individual’s performance is compared
with the population average and the population standard deviation. A score
of 50 is average, and a score of 90 belongs to a x+ 2σ performance.
This user model is then used to calculate a compatibility factor for each
permutation of a “page”. The best permutation is chosen and presented to
the user. The calculation of this compatibility factor is based on plain addi-
tion of factors without using weights to distinguish between the importance
of factors.
2.2 History of user modelling research
The area of user modelling started in the late nineteen-seventies (Kobsa,
2001). At that point the research was mainly done from the perspective of
artificial intelligence. At the same time the systems aim to improve human
computer interaction (see Figure 2.5).
Later on the area of adaptive hypermedia borrowed much from the re-
search on hypermedia, hypertext, and educational systems. Currently the
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Figure 2.5: Development in user modelling research
area of ubiquitous or pervasive computing has a strong use for user modelling
(Satyanarayanan, 2001), (Abowd and Mynatt, 2000).
In the history of user modelling research three eras of research efforts
can be discerned. We will dub these eras: early research, pre-Internet, and
Internet-time research. They more or less follow each other consecutively.
This arrangement has been loosely based on (Kobsa, 2001)
The early research roughly took place in the nineteen-eighties and is
mainly inspired by artificial intelligence research. The pre-Internet research
era followed that up to about the mid nineties when the internet gained
popularity. In this time a lot of attention went to educational systems.
The Internet-time research era followed the pre-Internet era pretty fast were
many systems were remade for use on the internet. It differs from the pre-
internet era that the majority of work is on web-based systems. Further
there has been an increase of commercial interest in these systems.
2.2.1 Early research
This review of the early time of user modelling research is strongly based
on (Kobsa, 2001). In the early research era the basis for the area of user
modelling was laid. As the main research effort was coming from the artificial
intelligence perspective, the area was rather related to artificial intelligence.
From (Kobsa, 2001) we learn that in early work the user modelling code
was integrated into the application systems. Later on designs focused more
on separating these concerns and creating a clearer separation. The resulting
user modelling components were however not really reusable.
At the end of this era new systems like GUMS (Finin, 1989), (Finin
and Drager, 1986b), (Finin and Drager, 1986a) were introduced that were
stand-alone user modelling systems or User Modelling Shell Systems as they
were later called (Kobsa, 1990a). The term Shell System stems from the use
of this term in the area of expert systems.
Common to all these systems is that they are based on particular arti-
ficial intelligence concepts. As such the systems are good in exploring the
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depths of the particular supported technique. From various overview papers
(e.g. (Kobsa, 2001), (Brusilovsky, 1996), (Montaner and Lopez, 2003)) it
can be observed that many systems were based on logic based reasoning
frameworks.
2.2.2 Pre-internet research
In later times, user modelling research put its focus on shell systems (Kobsa,
2001). In those shell systems, stereotype based approaches were often used.
In general these systems such as UMT (Branjik and Tasso, 1994), BGP-
MS (Kobsa, 1990b), Doppelga¨nger (Orwant, 1994), Tagus (Paiva and Self,
1994), and UM (Kay, 1994) only use one or a small number of techniques. Of
the five mentioned above, only Doppelga¨nger does not use a logic based ap-
proach, but probabilistic models instead. At that point the authors still ar-
gue that the supported methods in Doppelga¨nger are not exhaustive. In this
regard the Doppelga¨nger system could be regarded as an outsider (Kobsa,
2001), (Pohl, 1997), (Pohl and Nick, 1999).
2.2.3 Internet-time research
After the mid nineties, the internet started gaining momentum. At the same
time there has been an increased interest in machine learning approaches
for user modelling (Pohl and Nick, 1999). At the same time, many systems
leveraged internet capabilities and were focused on the web.
A special class of these systems are commercial user modelling systems.
While their capabilities in terms of inference were limited, they provided
other capabilities needed for commercial use. They offered features such
as linking with external data sources and a client server architecture for
scalability and flexibility.
In (Fink and Kobsa, 2000b) Kobsa lists the requirements of commercial
user modelling servers as:
• Fast.
• Extensible in the interchange of data.
• Load balancing.
• Fallback support.
• Transaction support.
The user and adaptation models supported by these commercial systems
were often directly linked to applications, without modelling general user
characteristics. From a theoretical standpoint these systems do not offer
much. Their precise workings are also regarded as trade secrets, and as such
not known.
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In (Kobsa, 2001) Kobsa predicted the following trends for user modelling:
• Generic tool systems that allow for the easy development and mainte-
nance of personalised systems.
• Mobile user models (see also (Fink et al., 1997)).
• User modelling for smart appliances.
• Multipurpose usage of user models. See also (Yimam-Seid and Kobsa,
2003).
While this prediction was made 5 years ago, we agree with it, although
it has not become true yet. The model we present in this thesis allows the
support of these features. While the prototype as yet does not yet offer much
guidance in the development and maintenance of personalised systems, it can
certainly be extended to do so. Real ease of use would however also entail
domain dependent extensions to the model. Those are would be subject of
future research, but are not presented in this work.
2.2.4 Adaptive hypermedia
Adaptive hypermedia form a stream within the user modelling community.
This research started to gain popularity around the mid nineties. In 96,
the most popular adaptive hypermedia area was that of educational hyper-
media (Brusilovsky, 1996). Educational hypermedia were seen to have the
advantage of being relatively small, and guiding users makes a significant
difference in the user experience (Brusilovsky, 1996). Many systems helped
users by providing guidance in exploring a new area (Hammond, 1989).
Looking at the field of adaptive hypermedia from then onward we can
see that the most significant systems for hypermedia originate from the area
of educational hypermedia. The models of adaptive hypermedia have done
so too. While the systems have evolved from hypertext to full multimedia,
their design is still based upon the educational hypermedia systems.
Brusilovsky found in 96 that one third of the adaptive hypermedia sys-
tems studied adapted on user knowledge of a certain area, while almost all
systems used it in some way (Brusilovsky, 1996). These systems were mostly
based on an overlay model with a structural domain model of the used sub-
jects. The overlay model approach was originally developed in the area of
intelligent tutoring systems and student modelling (Greer and MacCalla,
1994).
At the same time, stereotype models were still popular (Brusilovsky,
1996), (Beaumont, 1994), (Boyle and Encarnacion, 1994), (Hohl et al.,
1996). For adaptive navigation support techniques, many systems also use
the concept of user goals (Brusilovsky, 1996). The user goal is highly dy-
namic, but allows the system to offer suggestions for the direction to go. As
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Brusilovsky puts it “The user’s goal can be considered as a very important
feature of the user for adaptive hypermedia systems”(Brusilovsky, 1996).
While the systems up to 1996 were quite advanced, the work still lacked
somewhat in the evaluation and testing of the adaptive hypermedia systems
in an experimental context (Brusilovsky, 1996). Another missing area was
that of usability of adaptive behaviour (Ho¨o¨k et al., 1996), (Kay, 1994).
These areas have since increased in importance, but have focused more on
the usability of specific personalisation techniques than on common proper-
ties.
2.2.5 Adaptive hypermedia after 1996
In a new review in 2001 (Brusilovsky, 2001), Brusilovsky discussed the devel-
opments in adaptive hypermedia since the publication of his earlier review
(Brusilovsky, 1996). At that point, the subject of distance learning became
one of the driving factors behind the research.
At the same time, all adaptive hypermedia systems developed from that
time were based on the web (Brusilovsky, 2001). Two new kinds of adaptive
hypermedia systems were found in E-commerce systems and performance
support systems. “While a hyperspace of information items still constitutes
a major part of these systems, browsing of the hyperspace is not a major
activity, but is a byproduct of the major activity (such as performing a
particular job or shopping for goods). In fact, the better these systems
work, the less browsing should be required” (Brusilovsky, 2001). These
system formed a new perspective on adaptive hypermedia that is actually
more close to traditional user modelling.
Besides adapting to user characteristics, a number of adaptive hyper-
media systems can adapt to something else like user location (Brusilovsky,
2001). Kobsa et al. (Kobsa et al., 1999) suggest distinguishing adaptation
to user data, usage data, and to environment data. This split mainly shows
that it is important to acknowledge the fact that certain user properties
(such as user location) are highly dynamic.
In adaptation to user characteristics, user interests were becoming used
in adaptive information retrieval (Brusilovsky, 2001). On user traits, the
need for modelling these was recognised, but no agreement on their use
was found yet. There were several examples though (Carver et al., 1996),
(Danielson, 1997), (Gilbert and Han, 1999), and (Specht, 2000). Adapting
to the user environment was performed based on the user location (Garlatti
et al., 1999), or the used device/platform (Joerding, 1999), (Billsus et al.,
2000).
Brusilovsky predicted the following trends for adaptive hypermedia in
the close future (Brusilovsky, 2001):
• Classical adaptive hypermedia research is refined, and variations are
developed.
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• Integration with other systems will be explored. This would allow for
better user models.
• Adaptive behaviour is extended to open corpus hypermedia.
• Handheld and mobile devices are used for adaptive hypermedia.
Looking at current research we see that especially the mobile use has in-
deed been researched too. Integration, while done, is not explored that
much, probably because of the many issues involved. Open corpus media
are though seeing adaptive behaviour, but mainly restricted to information
retrieval. See for example google personalised search (Google, 2006b), where
google is experimenting with personalised information retrieval.
2.3 Design of adaptive systems
An important aspect of the research on adaptive systems is the design of
such systems. While many systems have been described, the way they were
designed has been somewhat neglected. Various methods, have however
been described. These methods will be discussed below.
2.3.1 AHDM
In (Koch, 1998), Nora Koch presents the AHDM. This method for the design
of adaptive systems is based on domain, user and dialog models. The model
it uses for the description of the adaptivity is different from our model. The
chosen model is on adaptive hypermedia only, and as such the method only
works unchanged on adaptive hypermedia.
The AHDM method is part of a greater method for the design of hy-
permedia in general based on UML. This method has been described in
a.o. (Kraus and Koch, 2003). As a result the AHDM method includes vari-
ous elements that, while important, are not specific to the adaptive system.
Instead the method works for designing the whole hypermedia system.
The phases used are described in (Koch, 1998) as:
• Feasibility study
• Analysis
– User analysis
– Requirement analysis
– Strategy planning
• Design
– User model design
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– Conceptual modelling
– Navigational design
– Abstract interface design
– Dialogue modelling
• Implementation
• Quality tests
• Maintenance
Many of these steps are out of the scope of our method. The first three
steps, user analysis, requirement analysis, and strategy planning would be
performed in the initial analysis stage or our method. Those parts that
do not concern the adaptive behaviour fall out of the scope of our method
completely.
The adaptive part of the method starts with analysing potential users.
This should lead to a user model. Doing so however steps over the difference
between a user model and personalisation opportunities. As a result, the
resulting model does not have a concept of questions that may be asked
about a user.
When looking at the work (Koch, 1998) that describes the AHDM, we
see that much effort is put in the description of a UML (UML, 2006) based
model of adaptive hypermedia. This model is not unlike the AHAM, and
includes various concepts specific to hypermedia. On the adaptivity part,
the model looks at relations between different pages, but does not discuss
the design of the inference parts of the adaptation model.
2.3.2 OO-H extension for adaptive hypermedia
In (Garrigo´s et al., 2003), Garrigo´s et al. describe the extension of OO-
H(Cachero et al., 2000; Gomez et al., 2000; Gomez et al., 2001) for adaptive
hypermedia. In this method, a propositional approach to user modelling is
assumed. This directly limits the applicability of the method.
Instead of guiding the design of the inference part of the adaptivity, the
model makes assumptions about users. These assumptions are then used
for predefined inferences. The method for example assumes that users have
one role at a certain time. While this makes things concrete, we believe that
the necessity of roles is domain dependent, and that a maximum of one role
may be a strong limitation.
2.3.3 Alatalo
In (Alatalo and Peraho, 2001) Alatalo et al. describe a method for the design
of adaptive hypermedia. This method does regard adaptive hypermedia to
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be adaptive to any source, not only the user. This takes the method outside
our scope of user adaptive systems, while still being limited to hypermedia.
Unfortunately, while the method does describe the position of inference in
an adaptive system, the method does not give further insights on the design
of the heuristics that perform the inference.
As the paper describes a detailed system for the performing of adapta-
tions, the results of the method could be used orthogonally with our method.
The paper is however not helpful on the design of the inference used though.
2.3.4 Frascincar
In (Frasincar et al., 2002), Frascincar et al. provide another method for the
design of adaptive hypermedia. It puts much attention on designing the
hypermedia part. It is based on the AHAM model for adaptive hypermedia
(de Bra et al., 1999). In the approach there is a strong link between the
view on hypermedia and the method. As it is based on the AHAM, there
is no strong notion on questions about the user, and separation of concerns.
It is also strictly rule based.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have provided a short overview of the research on user
adaptive system design and implementation. While we have found many
example systems, we did find the need for a fundamental model for the
design, implementation and evaluation of user adaptive systems.
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Chapter 3
Validation context
3.1 Introduction
In this thesis we will provide three cases for the illustration of our theories
and the use of user modelling in general. These cases will also be used
as examples of the specialisation of the general theory into domain specific
theories. This chapter introduces these three cases. Parts of this chapter
have been published earlier in (de Vrieze et al., 2006).
3.1.1 Three cases
Three cases have been selected for use in this thesis: a mail filter wizard,
adaptive hypermedia, and information retrieval. These cases illustrate dif-
ferent aspects and uses of user modelling. The different nature of these cases
should provide a good coverage of the different uses of user modelling.
The first case is an e-mail filter wizard. This is an example that is
focused towards the use of user modelling for personalising the interface and
interaction of a system. In this case only the wizard and the relevant context
are considered, although there are many opportunities for user modelling in
an e-mail application.
The second case focuses on adaptive hypermedia. The area of adaptive
hypermedia is popular in recent research on user modelling (Brusilovsky,
2001). Adaptive hypermedia focuses on adapting content to users. Some
parts of the content are related to interaction, but the main focus is on the
personalisation of content. This case will be based on the AHAM model
(de Bra et al., 1999), which is an important framework for adaptive hyper-
media, and its reference implementation AHA!.
The third case, information retrieval, focuses on the use of user modelling
for improving information searching. The personalisation of information
retrieval is a prime example of the use of user modelling to personalise the
dynamic behaviour of a system.
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3.2 Email filter wizard
The email filter wizard case is set in the context of a fictitious email client,
similar to for example Microsoft Outlook. This email client allows users to
receive emails, read them, and to distribute them into mail folders. Further
the client offers facilities to do automated sorting of emails based on email
filter rules.
The case we present focuses on a wizard that supports users in creating
email filter rules. Such a wizard is needed as creating email filtering rules
can be quite complex for casual users.
3.2.1 General sketch of the Email wizard case
The email filter wizard can be visualised as a graph with different paths that
the user can take. For this case these paths are visualised in Figure 3.1. It
can best be seen as a state transition graph where the initial and final states
are left out, and exceptional transitions are not included. Every state in the
graph corresponds to a page in the wizard.
Figure 3.1: Alternative paths through the wizard
In each wizard page there are choices to be made. When user modelling is
not applied by the system, the default choice is made by the dialog designer
(sometimes by failing to make a choice). While the default is normally
chosen to be the best default in general, based on conditions like being a
safe choice or being the most chosen choice, it is unlikely that this default
is appropriate in all cases.
User modelling can be used to make the defaults offered on a page better
suited to the user and the particular context of the current invocation of the
wizard. We must note here that one particular page may offer multiple
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choices each having its own defaults. Sometimes it is even appropriate to
force the user to make a choice by offering no default.
3.2.2 Example usage scenario
Before we will discuss the particular features of the mail filter wizard case
in section 3.2.3 we will first give an example of how the wizard might be
used in a semi-real world setting.
Our example focuses on a user called Joe. Joe is an average user of the
email client, and not very able on the technical area. Joe has had a good
interaction history with this user modelling email client.
In our case Joe works with his email application. He routinely reads
mails and sorts his read mails into folders. So he does today. He just reads
a mail from the linux-kernel mailing list. Because this list generates an
enormous amount of mails, he decides that it would be nice if those mails
were automatically filtered into a separate folder.
When moving the mail into the Linux-kernel folder, the user modelling
system takes notice and automatically creates a number of candidate rules.
These rules are stored in the user model. Suppose that at this moment Joe
starts the rule adding wizard (see Figure 3.2) and gets presented the opening
screen. In this screen he gets the option to choose the kind of filter he wants
to create. Since the newest automatically created rules combined with the
rest of his user model indicate that he probably wants to create a mailing
list rule, this option is preselected as default, and thus suggested to Joe as
the next action to take. As that is his goal, Joe presses the “Next” button.
Figure 3.2: Task selection screen
In the next screen (Figure 3.3) Joe needs to indicate whether he wants
to create the rule manually or based on an example email. Assuming he has
historically most often chosen to create a rule based on examples this gets
a good score. The example option is also the “best” way to create the most
likely rule, so the choice is easily made and the “create by example” option
is given as default. Joe again presses the “Next” button.
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Figure 3.3: Method selection screen
In the third screen (Figure 3.4) the actual rule is to be selected. As the
user model indicates that the most likely candidate for the example message
is the last requested email, that email is preselected. Further the most likely
rule is selected for this filtering. This list of likely rules is created by using all
candidate rules in the user model, and scoring them on age and frequency.
In this case this rule is the automatically created candidate rule that the
system still has in memory. As it happens that the rule that Joe wanted to
create, “move linux-kernel mails to the linux-kernel folder”, has already been
selected, Joe clicks on the “Next” button and proceeds to the last screen.
Figure 3.4: Example selection screen
The final screen of the wizard (Figure 3.5) allows Joe to review the rule
that the wizard will create for him. Joe’s goal was to create a rule that
ensures that all linux-kernel mail is separated out from the INBOX and
moved to its own folder. As the chosen rule satisfies this goal Joe approves
the rule and it is added to the mail filter rules the system applies. In the
whole dialog Joe only had to click “next”. This means he has successfully
been helped in making the right choice in an easy way.
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Figure 3.5: Evaluation screen
3.2.3 Particular features
In this case, the following features come forward. Two different personal-
isation strategies are used. Personalisation by offering good defaults, and
personalisation by giving suggestions where otherwise no suggestion would
be offered. Both personalisations do not alter the dialog with the system,
and can thus be seen as non-intrusive.
Note that much of the information that is used in the wizard is collected
outside the wizard itself. From the information originating in the wizard
(such as historical patterns) almost all information is used in a later session
than the session in which it is recorded. This directly shows the decoupling
of information gathering and information use.
As in this system it is important to process the events into aggregate
knowledge, without losing historical information, this case can be seen as a
good example of a case where hybrid adaptation is needed.
3.2.4 Solution approach
In solving this case we can think of using the interaction history to offer bet-
ter defaults to the user. The hypothesis that, “the recently viewed messages
indicate probable candidate filters”, is posed.
3.3 Adaptive hypermedia
The case of adaptive hypermedia focuses on AHAM (de Bra et al., 1999).
We will first give a general overview of AHAM. Then we discuss the partic-
ular features of the case, and finally indicate directions that could lead to
solutions for the case.
For this case we have decided to focus on AHAM (Adaptive Hypermedia
Application Model) (de Bra et al., 1999), (Wu, 2002) as a primary exam-
ple of adaptive hypermedia. The AHA! system (de Bra and Calvi, 1998),
(Wu, 2002), (de Bra et al., 2003) is an implementation of AHAM model as
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developed by de Bra et al. It is based on the Dexter model (Halasz and
Schwartz, 1990), (Halasz and Schwartz, 1994) for hypermedia. As a conse-
quence AHAM is not necessarily applicable in a context where the Dexter
model not is applicable.
The Dexter model for hypermedia recognises five layers in hypermedia
systems (The combination of webserver, HTML webpages and a web browser
could be seen as a hypermedia system). These layers are the run-time layer,
presentation specifications, storage layer, anchoring layer, and the within-
component layer. The AHAM specialises the dexter model at the point of
the storage layer. While the AHAM is a specialisation of the Dexter model,
it focuses on the storage layer, and a full understanding of the Dexter model
is not needed to understand the AHAM model.
AHA! and similar systems stem from the area of educational systems,
have been influenced by this background, and still find their main application
in this area (Brusilovsky, 2001).
3.3.1 Example use case
To illustrate this case we will describe the functioning of the AHA! tutorial
as comes with the AHA! system. This is a simple example of a “document”
as offered by AHA!.
When using the system, the first thing that must be done is to log in.
This ensures that the system knows who is using the system. If no user
account is present AHA! offers the possibility to create a new user, or to use
an anonymous user.
After logging in the tutorial first presents a banner page (see Figure 3.6)
that explains some properties of AHA!. After this banner page one goes on
Figure 3.6: The banner page for the AHA! tutorial
to the actual document. As parts of this document are visited the system
records which parts of the document have been seen. The system gives the
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user the opportunity to view which parts of the document have already been
seen, and which parts not yet, as well as a count on each page that indicates
how many pages have been seen and the total of pages.
AHA! will offer various kinds of personalisations. These include the hid-
ing of links, and displaying text conditionally. The information used for
these personalisations comes from watching certain pages. If for example
the user has watched all pages concerning some concept (for example the
installation of AHA!), the system assumes that the user an increased knowl-
edge of that concept and the reference on the contents page will indicate
that this concept is known.
3.3.2 Particular features
The AHAM has been described in section 2.1.3.1 on page 15. If we sum-
marise this, the particular features of AHAM are the strong basis on the
Dexter model for hypermedia (Halasz and Schwartz, 1990), and the reliance
on a domain model that intertwines the personalisation with the user mod-
elling.
3.3.3 Solution directions
Solving this case is not so much a matter of a particular strategy to retrieve
and use information from users. The main issue is of providing a good
framework and possibly even an engine for adaptive hypermedia. Such an
engine is for example provided by AHA!. Solutions for the adaptation ideas
are limited by the nature of the web, although in certain cases those could
be overcome. In general the solution of this case is to show that our theory
can apply in this case and at the same time be more general.
3.4 Information retrieval
The third case is a case on information retrieval. The aim of information
retrieval (van Rijsbergen, 1979), (Salton and MacGill, 1983) is to allow a
user to formulate a query an return those and only those documents that
are relevant for his information need.
As it is in general not possible to achieve the above ultimate goal, two
measuring concepts are used: precision and recall (van Rijsbergen, 1979).
Precision is defined as the percentage of relevant documents in the set of
returned documents. Recall is the percentage of all relevant documents that
is present in the result.
The measuring concepts of precision and recall are related however, and
there is in general a tradeoff between them. One can easily get a better
recall by sacrificing precision, and reverse. It is for example easy to get a
100% recall by returning all documents. This will however result in a very
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bad precision. Similarly returning only 1 document has a good chance to
give 100% precision, but has a bad recall.
Normal information retrieval as we will consider in this case works as
follows. Users can submit queries to the information retrieval system. The
information retrieval system maintains a database of known documents. To
answer user queries, the system checks its database for documents matching
the query. Most systems also provide a score on how well a document
matches.
3.4.1 Example use
Suppose that our user Joe is looking for information about the Java island
in the Indonesian archipel. When using Google (Google, 2006a) with the
keyword “java”, most results will be about the programming language. Joe
however is not a programmer. He likes warm tropical beaches. While he
could search for “Java island” this might not give him all sites about the
island Java. It could very well be that many pages about the island don’t
mention the word island.
This problem shows the issues there exist in translating an information
need as it exists in the user, to a query that a search engine understands.
Making the query language very powerful is not really a solution as that
would make casual query formulation hard. (Search engine statistics show
that most queries consist of one or two words). But even a very sophisticated
language capable of expressing almost anything would still have the problem
that the user must be able to formulate his need.
User modelling can help this query formulation process however. Given
that the search engine is aware of homonyms (words with different meanings)
such as “java” user modelling could use Joe’s behaviour in the recent history
to enhance the query in a way that his current interests are taken into
account.
If for example Joe has just searched for (or watched sites about) other
islands in the region like Bali, Sumatra, etc. or Jakarta (the capital of the
Java island) it is much more likely that he wants to watch pages about the
Java island, instead of the java language. In short, we can use user modelling
to perform query enrichment.
3.4.2 Particular features
The main premise of query based information retrieval is that the query
fairly represents the user’s information need. In reality this premise does
not entirely hold as we have shown above, although the query gives some in-
dication of the information need. Queries are typically formed by only a few
words. Many of the used words have multiple meanings. For example “java”
could mean a programming language, coffee, or an island. Users also make
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assumptions on meanings of words that implicitly include domain knowledge
while search engines are normally not domain aware. User modelling can
help in solving this problem.
Besides query ambiguity, another problem is formed by user preferences.
One user may prefer documents with many examples, while another user
may visually impaired and wants documents that do not rely on pictures to
transfer their information.
A part of the solution to the problem of preference of form is accurate
classification of documents, keeping into account the structure of these doc-
uments. This differs from common information retrieval approaches that
basically treat documents like unordered bags of words.
The problems sketched above could be summarised by the following two
typical problems in information retrieval: A query is only a hint of the
information need. The implicit query is missing.
3.4.2.1 Vector model
We base this example on the vector model for information retrieval. This
model uses words as indicators for concepts. The degree in which some
document is about a concept is derived from the frequency of occurrence of
the word in the document.
The most accepted approach to determine the degree in which a doc-
ument is about a concept is to combine the internal relevancy of a term
(the frequency within the document divided by the amount of words in the
document) with the popularity of that term in the collection (the inverse
document frequency IDF)
The inverse document frequency is measured as:
idf = − log(d/n)
Where d is the number of documents the term occurs in, and n the total
amount of documents in the collection. That is, as a word occurs in more of
the documents in the collection, the lower weight it gets as its occurrence is
less “surprising”. Words such as “the”, “a”, “and” etc. occur in almost all
documents and as such get a score that is very close to 0. As considering
these so-called stop words is not useful, most systems recognise them and
ignore them.
The combination of these measures (term frequency and inverse docu-
ment frequency) has appeared to be a good estimate of the concept relevance.
w(t, d) = tf × idf
where tf is the term frequency and idf is the inverse document frequency.
w is the weight of the term in the document. The assumption is that this
weight is also the relevance of this document when the term t is used as
query.
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The query and documents in the TF-IDF model are represented by a
vector that assigns the relevance to each term. By factorisation the overall
score of a document d on a query q is obtained:
rel(d|q) =
∑
t∈q
(w(t, d) · q(t))
The above is equivalent to the following similarity function that uses
vector calculus.
sim(d, q) =
d • q
|d| · |q|
3.4.3 Solution directions
Above we have illustrated some of the issues in information retrieval. As
the vector model is rather successful by itself, most opportunities for solv-
ing the problem of queries not representing information need are in query
enrichment.
One of the possible ways to do query enrichment is to represent the
user interests as document vectors. These interest vectors would then be
combined with the user query to form an enriched query. This enriched
query would be used to match documents.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter three cases were described. These cases illustrate opportu-
nities for the use of adaptive personalisation. Further these cases will be
used in further chapters as examples of the use of adaptive personalisation.
These cases were chosen to be diverse in both the area of their application,
as the kind of adaptive personalisation performed.
Chapter 4
The generic adaptivity model
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce the Generic Adaptivity Model (GAM).
We will first give a general introduction, after which a formal definition is
given. This chapter is based upon earlier work published in (de Vrieze et al.,
2004a).
4.1.1 Context
The GAM is a model that aims at describing a system for incorporating
user adaptivity into interactive systems. While the focus is mainly on single
systems and single users we will show in chapter 5 that the model also applies
to contexts where multiple users are modelled as groups and contexts where
multiple applications cooperatively maintain a single user model.
The choice of interactive systems does limit the usability of the model
for using real-time monitoring of users. An example of such an application
would be a camera that monitors the user for assessing his mood. For the
GAM to work, this information should be available as events. However
doing such in non-aggregated form would create an overflow of information.
It might be possible to use an application that does provide user mood
information as an external user oracle. This external information could be
incorporated, but this is not by default incorporated in the model.
4.1.2 Relevance
In the past there has been interest in generic engines for user adaptivity (in
e.g. (Hohl et al., 1996), (Beaumont, 1994), (Finin, 1989)). Those systems
however have limitations as discussed in chapter 2 and many of them are
written from the point of view of one particular machine learning approach.
Our approach aims to be independent of the particular learning strategies
used and as such does not suffer from problems caused by a limited scope.
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Consequently however our approach does not necessarily offer the same level
of guidance in the development of adaptive systems as other approaches do.
4.1.3 Layout
In the rest of this chapter we will first give a brief overview of the model of
interactive systems that our adaptivity model is based on. Then the formal
theory is presented, by first giving some general concepts, then the basis or
foundation of the model and finally the different components of the model.
4.2 Interactive systems
The generic adaptivity model is a model for describing user adaptive sys-
tems, i.e. systems that adapt themselves to users. The model assumes that
these user adaptive systems are also interactive systems.
4.2.1 Definition
Interactive systems are systems where a user interacts with the system. This
interaction can be modelled as a sequence of events initiated by the user, and
actions that the system performs as a reaction to these events. We consider
an application to be interactive when at least one interaction with the user
happens in a normal case. This means that a dialog-box is interactive, while
an application that gets all its information when it is called is not.
We also consider that in the case that other programs are used as in-
termediary, the interactive application is that application in the chain of
applications that determines the reaction to the user. This means that in
an interactive web application the interaction is in the description of when
to generate which pages, not the webserver or the web browser.
4.2.2 Model of interactive systems
In this section the core interaction model will be presented. This model
describes the basic interaction within an adaptive system.
As explained before, in the GAM, an application without user modelling
is modelled as a UML state diagram as seen in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The application state machine
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When the application starts, it will first respond to this “starting” event
by initialising to some initial state. In a typical application this would for
example mean that the user is presented with a screen that asks the user
whether he wants to create a new document, or wants to open an existing
document. After this initial state, the user will perform actions that lead
to new events in the system. The system will respond to these events. As
a result the system will get into a new state. This happens until at some
point a user action tells the application to close itself, and the system closes.
Besides user actions, system responses can also be triggered by external
factors like timers. Such timers also lead to events in the system.
This leads to a minimal model of interactive systems. We introduce S
as the set of all states that the system can be in. The state of the system
includes all such things as the layout of the screen. E is the set of possible
events. Then a program can be seen in its most abstract form as a function
respond0 that implements a response to the user on an event as its effect on
the overall state of the system.
respond0 : S × E → S
This respond function for interactive systems, extended for adaptivity will
in the rest of the chapter be used as the basis of our theory. The extension
will mean that we do not only look at the state of the system, but also have
a notion of a User Model that is more or less independent of the general
system state. The formal respond function for adaptivity will be introduced
in section 4.4.3.
4.2.3 Running example
In this chapter a small example will be used for illustration purposes. The
example is that of an adaptive coffee machine (as illustrated in Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: Example coffee machine
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This coffee machine recognises users by their payment card. It then tries to
help the user by predicting the drink of choice based on the time of day and
his user model.
The coffee machine also needs to be refilled and cleaned regularly. To
determine the optimal time to do this, the machine uses an aggregated user
model of all users. Successfulness of this model can be determined when
cleaning and refilling happens at times that usage of the machine is low.
4.3 User adaptive systems
In the previous section we described interactive systems in general. In this
section a general view of user adaptive systems is sketched.
4.3.1 Definition
The term user adaptive systems has been used. This thesis regards user
adaptive systems as systems that in some way automatically personalise
themselves for a user. There are two parts, personalising for a user and
automatic personalisation.
Personalising for a user means that the system knows about the user and
changes its appearance or behaviour accordingly. For example in the case
of the information retrieval system this means that it knows that the user
is not interested in programming and as such does not return programming
language results on a query for the word “java”.
Automatic personalisation, or adaptivity, means that the system creates
a model of the user in an automatic, machine learning way. This means
that the system may not rely on asking a user to describe himself. Auto-
matic personalisation does not preclude the ability to ask users whether the
conclusions of the inference process are correct. In most cases an implicit
feedback system is preferable though.
4.3.2 Why based on interactive systems
As user adaptive systems need to create in some way a model of the user,
a user adaptive system must monitor the user in some way. While non-
interactive monitoring is a possibility, the generic adaptivity model limits
itself to those applications where the user adaptive application is an inter-
active application.
The limitation to interactive systems is not major as with little effort
many non-interactive systems could be seen as interactive systems where all
interaction happens at once at the start of the program.
In describing how a user adaptive system works, it is important to know
what the difference is between an interactive system and a user adaptive
system. Let’s regard an interactive system as a system where events happen
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that trigger actions to be performed. For a user adaptive system the events
are the source of user information. The system must use these events to
build an understanding or model of the user.
The actions in an interactive system determine the way the system re-
acts to the events induced by the system. For user adaptive systems this is
where the system can be personalised. In Figure 4.3 the interaction model of
a user adaptive system is shown. The adaptation component monitors the
events, and influences the way the system responds. Besides an adaptation
Figure 4.3: The interaction of a user adaptive system
component, the generic adaptivity model also distinguishes the application
component. This application component would be the application if there
would be no user adaptiveness. As the application component takes care
of the actual personalisation it is not entirely the same as a normal appli-
cation, but as in the GAM the inference is split from the application logic,
the difference is minimal. The rationale behind this is that one could as-
sume that any application makes choices that could depend on the user.
In non-adaptive applications those choices are made at design time (and
the alternatives are not implemented) while in adaptive applications those
choices are made dynamically based on the user.
4.3.3 Introduction to push and pull
Throughout this thesis we use the concepts of push and pull adaptation.
These terms are based on the general communication information concepts of
push and pull. Pull adaptation means that the initiative for the calculations
comes from the application that wants information about the user. In effect
this means that pull adaptation is responsible for processing the user model
to get the answer that the application wants.
Push adaptation means that the initiative is at the application. This
means that the application knows when an event happens and notifies the
adaptation component of this occurrence.
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4.3.4 Layer model of user adaptive systems
The GAM model divides user adaptive systems into four layers. These
layers represent the two components of a user adaptive systems. This layer
model is shown in Figure 4.4. As the main focus of the GAM is on the
adaptation component the application component is represented by a single
application layer. The interface layer represents the interface through which
Figure 4.4: Layering of a user adaptive system
the adaptation interacts with the application component. The reasoning
layer is where machine learning strategies are used to determine how to
influence the actions based on the event history of the user. Finally the user
model layer contains the user model as stored by the system.
4.3.5 Componentisation of the layers
The interactive view on user adaptive systems leads to the following model
of the adaptation system (see Figure 4.5). First we have the application
that supplies the events that have occurred. The adaptation system takes
these events, and uses them to update the user model. While it is possible
to directly store the events, they are normally processed in some way. This
processing forms the push adaptation process.
Then, using the adaptation system, the application might have questions
about the user. The answers to these questions are used as the parameters
to the application logic. While the answers to the questions can be retrieved
directly from a user model, it is also possible to derive the answers from the
user model. This is pull adaptation.
We can split up the diagram of Figure 4.5 into four parts. The applica-
tion, the interface, the adaptation logic and the user model. The application
is straightforwardly the normal logic of the program, without the adaptive
parts. The interface model is formed by the events that are handled by the
adaptation system as well as the questions about the user that it can an-
swer. As such, the interface forms a description of the way the application
interacts with the adaptation system.
The user model contains the information about the user that has been
collected so far. In principle it can be stored in any way desired. In our
work we will use attribute-value pairs, but at this point it does not matter.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the Generic Adaptivity Model
To go from the interface model to the user model and back, the adapta-
tion logic is formed by the push and pull logics. The push logic transforms
the user model based on the events that occur. The pull logic answers the
application questions, based on the information in the user model.
4.4 A formal theory of adaptive systems
In the rest of this chapter section we will introduce our model of adaptive
systems. It is based on the view on adaptive systems that was given before.
4.4.1 Overview
TheGeneral Adaptivity Model (GAM) is a theory that is based on interactive
systems. It assumes that any adaptation system can be seen as one where
events happen that can be forwarded to an adaptation component. Further
it assumes that the system can formulate questions to ask about the user.
In this section the GAM is formally described.
In describing the GAM the layer model (see Figure 4.5) is used in de-
composing the model into smaller parts. First some auxiliary concepts will
be introduced in Section 4.4.2. Next the general interaction between the
components is given in section 4.4.3. Sections 4.4.4 to 4.4.7 will then succes-
sively discuss the application layer, the interface layer, the reasoning layer
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and the user model layer.
4.4.2 Auxiliary concepts
In the formalisation of the generic adaptivity model we will use a number
of general constructs as basis of the model. This section will describe these
constructs.
4.4.2.1 Collection
The first construct is that of a collection. The generic type C〈T 〉 represents
an unordered collection of items of type T . C〈T 〉 is defined by the following
functions:
Definition C1:
ε :→ C〈T 〉
ext : C〈T 〉 × T → C〈T 〉
elem ⊆ T × C〈T 〉
take : C〈T 〉 → C〈T 〉 × T
Concerning the collection set the following axioms are defined:
Axiom C2: Induction
Let Φ be a property for collections such that
Φ(ε)
Φ(c)⇒ Φ(ext(c, x))for all c, x
then we may conclude ∀c[Φ(c)].
Axiom C3: No elements for the empty collection
¬elem(x, ε)
Axiom C4: Elements of a collection
If x has been added to a collection C then it is an element of C
elem(x, ext(C, y)) = (x = y) ∨ elem(x,C)
Axiom C5: Extensionality
∀x [elem(x,C) = elem(x,D)]⇒ C = D
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Axiom C6: Taking elements
take returns an element from a collection and the collection without that
element
take(ext(C, x)) = (D, y)⇒ (ext(D, y) = ext(C, x)) ∧ ¬elem(y,D)
Lemma C7: Double addition has no effect:
Let ext(ext(C, x), x) = ext(C, x) for any C or x.
Proof
consequence of Axioms C5 and C4. 
Lemma C8: Order independence:
For all C, x: ext(ext(C, x), y) = ext(ext(C, y), x).
Proof
This follows as a consequence of Axioms C5 and C4. 
4.4.2.2 Sequence
The second construct is that of a sequence. The generic type S〈T 〉 represents
a sequence of items of type T . S〈T 〉 is defined by the following functions.
Definition S1:
ε :→ S〈T 〉
enq : S〈T 〉 × T → S〈T 〉
deq : S〈T 〉 → S〈T 〉 × T
app : S〈T 〉 × S〈T 〉 → S〈T 〉
elem ⊆ S〈T 〉 × T
Axiom S2: Induction
Let Φ be a property for collections such that
Φ(ε)
Φ(s)⇒ Φ(enq(s, x)) for all s ∈ S〈T 〉, x
then we may conclude ∀c[Φ(c)].
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Axiom S3: Getting an element from the front
deq(enq(ε, x)) = (ε, x)
deq(enq(enq(C, z), x)) = (enq(D,x), y)
where (D, y) = deq(enq(C, z))
Axiom S4: Appending a list
app(C, ε) = C
app(C, enq(D,x)) = enq(app(C,D), x)
Axiom S5: Extensionality
deq(C) = deq(D)⇒ C = D
Axiom S6: Elements of a sequence
¬elem(ε, x)
elem(enq(S, y), x) = (x = y) ∨ elem(S, x)
4.4.3 Model foundation
The main function in an adaptive interactive system is the respond function
that determines the new state of the system and user model. When an event
occurs, this respond function has two jobs. First it forwards the event to
the adaptation system so it can update the user model. How this updating
works is defined by the update function.
Second the respond function must determine the new state of the system.
As the application is adaptive, the new state is dependent on the user model.
More precisely, we see what needs to happen as a mapping from parameters
to a new state. This mapping is described by the Actions set.
These parameters are then filled in with the answers to specific user
questions. The consult function determines the answers to these questions.
Looking formally at this, in an adaptive system, the function respond
has an extra parameter, the so-called user model. We introduce the set U
as the set of all user models. What this set looks like will be discussed in
section 4.4.7, but intuitively one can consider an element u ∈ U to contain
a number of attribute-value pairs.
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With the set U of all user models, the function respond for adaptive
systems can be defined as:
respond : S × E × U 7→ S × U
So respond(s, e, u) = (s′, u′) expresses the fact that the system (being in
state s) responds to event e from a user known as u by entering state s′,
for example by adding an image to the screen, and updating the knowledge
about the user to u′.
Example
If for example the system is a coffee machine with three states, “waiting”, “mak-
ing coffee”, and “making tea”, the response to the “get coffee” event for a user with
a user model u (the user is identified by his payment card) in the waiting state would
be:
respond(“waiting”, “get coffee”, u) = (“making coffee”, u− 1 credit)
Where u − 1 credit represents a new user model where the balance of the card
is decreased by the price of one cup of coffee. In this example the system did not
adapt itself to the user, but the user model was updated.
Before giving a definition of respond that refines the description of the be-
haviour of the system first a number of functions need to be defined. Those
functions correspond to aspects of the adaptation component and the appli-
cation component.
First we describe the functions related to the adaptation component
(update and consult). Next the functions that enable embedding of the
logic in the application are described (parms, action, apply). The update
function is responsible for updating the user model according to the events
that occurred. It is defined as:
update : E × U → U
that updates the user model in response to the event. In a way it pushes
information into the user model. The implementation of this function is
system dependent and defines what information of a user is deduced and
stored. In many cases the information that is put into the user model is
not an event but more a general user property. So instead of storing “the
user selected the colour red” the user model might be updated to contain
“the favourite colour of the user is red”. This function is further detailed in
section 4.4.6.1.
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Example
In our coffee machine example this would mean that the system changed the bal-
ance of the user. The adaptation system would also have recorded some infor-
mation that can later be used to determine that the user’s favourite drink is coffee
instead of tea.
The second needed function is the consult function that uses the user model
to determine the answers to questions. The set of possible answers is rep-
resented by A, the set of possible questions by Q. The consult function is
defined as follows:
consult : Q× U → A
This function is the other side of the coin in modelling users. In our ap-
proach the application looks at the adaptation component as a black box.
The application does not care what happens as long as it gets answers to
its questions about the user. As an example, the consult function takes a
question from the system like “what is the colour that should be used as
background for the user?” and calculates an answer based on the corre-
sponding user model. As the user model has red as the favourite colour of
the user, the answer that this consult function gives to the application layer
is “red”.
Example
Let’s imagine for our coffee example that there is a button labelled “make favourite
drink”. To perform this action, the coffee machine needs to know the user’s favourite
drink. To this end it uses the consult function to determine the answer to this
question:
consult(“favourite drink?”, update(u, “get coffee”)) = “coffee”
With the update and consult functions we have defined the behaviour of
the adaptation component. This leaves the application component. Here
we need to define how the personalisation is integrated into the application
response to the user.
The behaviour of the application component is defined by the action
it performs in response to the user event. As the system is adaptive, this
action is parameterised. The set Actions contains all the actions that the
application component knows. There are two functions, parms and apply ,
defined on this set. These functions will be discussed after the example
below.
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Example
In our coffee machine example the action for the “make favourite drink” event would
attribute to something implementing:
if (“favourite drink?” = “coffee”) then “make coffee” else “make tea”
As there is a specific set of answers needed to be able to get the actual
response of the system we introduce another function questions that given
the action response determines the questions that must be answered.
parms : Actions → C〈Q〉
Example
The result of parms in the coffee example would then be:
parms(action(“make favourite”, u)) = {“favourite drink?”}
The consult function needs to be overloaded to be able to answer collections
of questions. consult : C〈Q〉 × U → C〈A〉 is defined by:
consult(ε, u) =ε
consult(q, u) =ext(consult(X,u), consult(r, u))
where (X, r) = take(q)
There is one thing that must be noted for this overloaded consult function.
That is that it seems that there is no way to associate an answer to a
question. This problem can be illustrated with two examples. The first
example is that of the log function. As a collection does not have an order
defined, log{a, x} might either mean loga x or logx a.
If however we look at common Unix commands like grep we can see that
the options do not have any actual order; grep -E -r query is equiva-
lent to grep -r -E query. In this example the options themselves give
enough identifying information such that order is irrelevant.
To solve this problem the question : A→ Q must be defined to retrieve
the question that is answered by an answer. In line with this there must
also be a value : A→ V function that retrieves the value of an answer where
V is the set of possible values. One can think of an answer from set A as
a tupple containing question and value pairs where the question identifies
which question is answered by the answer.
Next, as it is also necessary to get the state that results from the action
with the specified parameters, the apply function is specified:
apply : Actions × C〈A〉 → S
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The apply function does whatever is necessary to execute the action and
get the new state. The apply function, the Actions set, and the parms
function are application specific. Their implementation is not relevant for
our model. They will only be specified in the formalisation of the example
cases in chapter 7.
Using the above functions we can then implement the respond function
that models the system response to user actions as follows:
respond(s, e, u) =(apply(a, p), u′)
where a = action(s, e)
and u′ = update(e, u)
and p = consult(parms(A), u)
First a new user model is retrieved using the update function. The
original event and the application state are then used to determine the
question about the user that must be answered. The consult function is
then used to determine the answer to this question. This answer is used as
parameter to the action function together with the current state and the
event that occurred. The action function then respond to the user action
by changing the application state.
If we look back at Figure 4.3, we can identify the functions in an inter-
active system. They are shown as labels in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: The interaction of a user adaptive system
Example
In the coffee machine example the “make favourite” event event leads to the follow-
ing values for the respond function:
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a will be the action ‘if (“favourite drink?”=“coffee”) then “make coffee” else
“make tea”’
u′ will be the user model with a reduced balance taking into account the price
of coffee (u− 1 credit).
p will be the set of answers to the questions about the user that are parame-
ters to the action:
p = {consult({“favourite drink?”, u)} = {“coffee”}
The respond function is then:
respond(s, ”make favourite”, u) = (apply(a, {“coffee”}), u− 1 credit)
Example
As another example, say that the user performs some “setBackground” action in
which the user asks the application to set the background to a default background.
This event does not lead to a user model update. There is however question that
must be answered for the system to be able to respond to this event. This question
is “What should be the background colour?”. The pull function knows that a good
way to answer the question is to use the user’s favourite colour and answers “red”.
The action function consequently sets the background to red and the interaction is
finished.
In the next sections we will first describe the user model in more detail, then
describe the push adaptation logic of the update function, and after that give
a more detailed description of the consult function that implements the pull
adaptation logic.
4.4.4 Application layer
The application layer is defined by the application itself. As this is applica-
tion dependent the application layer has no further component in the model
besides the functions defined in the foundation.
4.4.5 Interface layer
The interface layer describes the interface in which the adaptation com-
ponent interacts with the application component. This model allows for
pluggable adaptation components. As far as the application is concerned,
when two adaptation components have the same interface layer, they are
equivalent.
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Note that this pluggability does not extend to the user model. As the
reasoning layer implementation is only partly dependent on the interface
layer, different reasoning or machine learning strategies could be used to
achieve similar effects, with very different user models.
The interface layer consists of two parts, the event component and the
question component. The event component contains the events that the
adaptation system can process. The question component defines the ques-
tions that the adaptation system needs to be able to answer.
4.4.5.1 Event component
The event component defines the events that may occur for a particular
function. Formally we model this as an events function that for an implicitly
given adaptation system returns the events that the system can handle.
events :→ C〈E 〉
4.4.5.2 Question component
Similarly the question component defines all questions that may be asked
about a user by the application component in a given adaptation system.
This function possibleQuestions has the following signature:
possibleQuestions :→ C〈Q〉
4.4.6 Reasoning layer
The reasoning layer can be split up into two components. The push reason-
ing and the pull reasoning. The push reasoning is responsible for processing
events, and updating the user model accordingly. The pull reasoning is re-
sponsible for retrieving information from the user model. The pull reasoning
is not allowed to change the user model.
In the next two sections we will first describe the push reasoning, and
then the pull reasoning.
4.4.6.1 Push adaptation component
Push reasoning is responsible for acting upon events and updating the user
model accordingly. While the push logic can be treated as a monolithic
black box, we try to look at it in smaller pieces.
The set R is defined as the set of possible rules. In any model a number
of functions must be defined over R. These functions are:
Definition R1:
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cond ⊆ R× E × U This function determines whether the rule
is triggered to be executed for the current
event and user model.
ac: R× E × U → U When the conditions of a rule are met and
the right event has occurred, the ac function
will be executed. This function takes care of
updating the user model
cq : R× E × U → S〈E 〉 In certain rule models it is possible that
changes to the user model may trigger new
rules. In this case this function returns the
events that result from the execution of the
given rule
Axiom R2: Rule equality
If rules have equal behaviour for cond , ac and cq then they are equal.
Axiom R3: There is a rule ρ with special properties for all fn : E × U ×
S〈R〉 → U .
It is always possible to find a rule that has no consequences, whose condition
holds, and whose action is equal to the result of a given function fn:
∀X∃ρ∀e,u[cond(ρ, e, u) ∧ ac(ρ, e, u) = fn(e, u,X) ∧ cq(ρ, e, u) = ε]
Now that the functions over the set R of rules have been defined, the update
function can now be given as:
update : E × U × S〈R〉 → U
The update function takes the current user model, an event, and a sequence
of rules that describe how the updating should function. It returns the new
user model. It is important that the rules are a sequence as the order of
evaluation determines the resulting user model. Any implementation of the
update function should be according to Axiom R4 on the following page.
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First a number of auxiliary functions should be defined:
hasR ⊆ S〈R〉 × E × U
hasR(X, e, u) = ∃r[elem(X, r) ∧ cond(r, e, u)]
sW ⊆ S〈E × R〉 × E
¬sW (ε, e)
sW (enq(S, (f, s)), e) = (f = e)
lnk(ε, e, r, E)
lnk(enq(S, (f, s)), e, r, E) = (f = e ∧ s 6= r) ∨ elem(E, f)
proc : S〈E × R〉 × U × S〈R〉 × S〈E 〉 → U
proc(ε, u, x,E) = u
proc(enq(S, (e, r)), u,X,E) =
if (cond(r, e, u) ∧ elem(X, r) ∧ lnk(S, e, r, app(E, cq(r, e, u))))
then proc(S, ac(r, e, u), X, app(E, cq(r, e, u)))
else ⊥
fi
The function hasR determines whether there is a rule that is triggered by the
given event, user model combination. The function sW defines a relation
between two update traces. It is true if the first event-rule pair in the trace
contains the given event. lnk is a function that determines whether the next
elements of a trace are valid for the current event and user model. This
ensures that there is no duplicate rule execution for the same event instance
and that the new event-rule pair is a consequence of the current or previous
events. Finally the proc function takes everything together that both checks
for invalid traces and determines the resulting user model for valid traces.
By ψ(X,Y, e, u) the condition (from Axiom R4) of a well-behaved func-
tion is abbreviated:
ψ(X,Y, e, u) = (sW (X, e) ∧ proc(X,u, Y, ε) = update(e, u, Y ))
All update functions must be well-behaved:
Axiom R4: update well-behavedness
hasR(X, e, u)⇒ ∃Y [ψ(X,Y, e, u)]
4.4.6.2 Comparing update functions
In this section different update functions are compared. Update functions
may be nondeterministic. It can however be proven that given the above
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Axiom R4 that for a specially constructed set of rules the outcome is de-
terministic, and can even be determined independent of the particulars of
that update function to be the action for that particular rule. This specially
constructed set of rules consists of only one rule, that has a condition that
always holds and has no consequences.
Lemma R5:
(cond(ρ, e, u) ∧ cq(ρ, e, u) = ε)⇒ update(e, u, ext(ε, ρ)) = ac(ρ, e, u)
Proof
Suppose ρ is a rule whose condition always holds, and that has no con-
sequences.
cond(ρ, e, u) ∧ cq(ρ, e, u)
From the definition of elem we know that elem(ext(ε, ρ), ρ) is always
valid.
elem(ext(ε, ρ), ρ)
Using this and the fact that the condition of ρ always holds, we know
that hasR(ext(ε, ρ), e, u) always holds.
hasR(ext(ε, ρ), e, u)
Now by Axiom R4 we know that there must be a trace T that describes
the update function in terms of a pair of (rule, event) pairs.
sW (T, e) ∧ proc(T, u, ext(ε, ρ)) = update(e, u, ext(ε, ρ))
By Axiom R4 we also know that such a trace must always start with the
event parameter of the update function. Resulting we know that trace
T has the form T = enq(S, (e, r)).
T = enq(S, (e, r))
Looking to the update equality, we know from the definition of proc
that the guard must hold.
cond(r, e, u) ∧ elem(ext(ε, ρ), r) ∧ lnk(S, e, r, app(ε, cq(r, e, u)))
By the definition of append we know that appending a sequence to the
empty sequence results in that sequence.
cond(r, e, u) ∧ elem(ext(ε, ρ), r) ∧ lnk(S, e, r, cq(r, e, u))
Then by definition of elem we know that r = ρ as ρ is the only element
of the set containing only ρ.
cond(ρ, e, u) ∧ elem(ext(ε, ρ), r) ∧ lnk(S, e, ρ, cq(ρ, e, u))
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The first two elements of the guard are now found to be true. So
concentrating on the lnk element we know that its final parameter must
be ε.
lnk(S, e, ρ, ε)
Suppose that S has the form S = ext(U, (g, s)) we then know from
the definition of link that (g = e ∧ s 6= ρ) ∨ elem(ε, g). The second part
is obviously false, and the first part can not be true either as then the
recursive invocation of process would require that s = ρ. We thus know
that S = ε.
We have thus found that T = enq(ε, e, ρ). As these are all bound
variables we know that this T is unique. From then evaluating proc we
find that in this case update(e, u, ext(ε, ρ)) = ac(ρ, e, u), and introducing
the initial assumptions we come to a conclusion for any update function
for a special rule set with only one rule that has no consequences and is
always true. We know that the value of the update function in this case
is equal to the action of the rule in the special set.
(cond(ρ, e, u) ∧ cq(ρ, e, u) = ε)→ update(ext(ε, ρ), e, u) = ac(ρ, e, u)

Using the above Axiom R4 we can prove that all implementations of the
update functions are equivalent in terms of the achievable user model update
results. For this we will first introduce a number of abbreviations. We will
write realisesUpdate (I) as an abbreviation for:
(I : E × U × S〈R〉 → U) ∧ (I |= {R4})
We will write I1 5 I2 to mean that I2 is as complete as or more complete
than I1:
I1 5 I2 = ∀X∃Y ∀e, u[I1(e, u,X) = I2(e, u, Y )]
Given a function with the signature of an update function I1 with a rule
set X, and a proper update function I2 it is possible to find for each X a
rule set Y such that I2(e, u, Y ) is equivalent to I1(e, u,X).
Lemma R6: Update implementation equivalence
(I1 : E × U × S〈R〉 → U) ∧ realisesUpdate(I2)⇒ I1 5 I2
Proof
Suppose a function I1 that has the update signature and a function
I2 that makes the update Axiom R4 true. From Axiom R5 we know
that we can choose a special rule ρ. Given this rule ρ and the rule set
containing only ρ we know by Lemma R3 that I2 can be parameterised
by this rule set to be equal to ac(ρ, e, u). By definition of ρ we know that
I2(e, u, ext(ε, ρ)) = ac(ρ, e, u). As such we know that a rule set exists
that makes I2 as complete as, or more complete than I1.
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
As the rules can do their own updating, the main responsibility of the update
function lies the definition of rule evaluation semantics. There are various
choices that can be made for this model. While each model has its merits
we have chosen to give two alternative example definitions. Our theory does
not necessarily prescribe a certain model of rule evaluation. Furthermore by
Lemma R6 above we have proved that all implementations are equivalent.
As such the choice only influences the form of the rules, not the possible
results. The two example definitions are similar, and only differ in whether
they allow event propagation.
The first implementation of a rule evaluation model is provided by the
update1 function. This function implements a simple rule model where rule
executions cannot trigger new events. Further update1 function is also a
recursive function where update is not. The update1 function is defined as:
update1 : E × U × S〈R〉 × S〈R〉 → U
where update(e, u|M) = update1(e, u,M |M). The update1 function is then
defined as follows:
update1(e, u, ε |M)=u
update1(e, u, enq(P, r) |M)=

if (cond(r, e, u))
then update1(ac(r, e, u), e, P |M)
else update1(e, u, P |M)
fi
When all rules have been processed, the update1 function returns the new
user model. If not, it possibly updates the user model and processes the next
rule, taking one rule from the sequence of rules that must still be processed.
Example
In the coffee machine example the rules would for example be:
r1: on “make coffee” if true then ext(u,“favourite drink”,“coffee”)
r2: on “make tea” if true then ext(u,“favourite drink”, “tea”)
r3: on “make coffee”, “make tea”, “make favourite” if true then
ext(u, “balance”, get(u, “balance”)− 1)
WithM = r1r2r3, e = “make coffee”, fd = “favourite drink”, the steps of the
update1(e, u, ext(P, r),M) function would then be as follows:
function new user model u P
update1({(“balance”, 10)},
e, r1r2r3)
(fd , “coffee”), (“balance”, 10)} r2r3
update1({(“balance”, 10)},
(fd , “coffee”)}, e, r1r2)
(fd , “coffee”), (“balance”, 10) r3
update1({(“balance”, 10)},
(fd , “coffee”)}, e, r1)
(fd , “coffee”), (“balance”, 9) ε
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While the push logic as described in update1 is sufficient, for the purpose
of code reuse it is also possible to have changes of the user model to trigger
events. In this case we define a new function update2 : E×U∗×R∗×R∗ → U
that implements a different rule evaluation model as follows:
update(e, u|M) = update2(u, {e},M |M)
The update2 function is defined as follows:
update2(u, ε , P |M)=u
update2(u,E, ε |M)=update2((u, F ),M |M)
where (F, e) = deq(E)
update2(u,E, enq(P, r) |M)=
if (cond(r, e, u))
then update2(ac(r, e, u), append(E, cq(r, e, u)), P,M)
else update2(u,E, P |M)
fi
where (F, e) = deq(E)
When there are no events to be processed, the update2 function returns
the user model. When all rules have been processed, the update2 function
continues with processing the next event and reinitialises the set of rules. In
the other case, there are two possibilities. Either the events and conditions
of the rule match the current event and user model. In this case, the update2
function is called again with the user model that results from the action, a
new sequence of events that has the events resulting from the rule appended,
and the sequence of rules that excludes the current rule. Otherwise the
update2 function is called with the rest of the rules that still need to be
evaluated for this event.
The implementation in the prototype adaptation engine (see chapter 5)
conforms to this second definition. The strategy used in this implementation
is to first fully evaluate the current event, before evaluating new events. It
is also possible to immediately evaluate the events resulting from an action.
Secondly this implementation evaluates all rules that get triggered for a
certain event. Please note though that there are other valid implementations
of the update function. For example AHA! (de Bra et al., 2000) uses a
different rule evaluation model. Alternatively one could only evaluate the
first rule for which the condition is met.
Another point of interest is that for avoidance of code repetition it is
possible for the condition and action functions to use the questions as defined
in the pull logic (see section 4.4.6.3). This however does not change the
nature of the GAM model.
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4.4.6.3 Pull adaptation component
Recalling from section 4.3, the consult function that determines an answer
to a question about the user given a user model has the following signature:
consult : Q× U → A
In this section we split up this pull logic into question implementations.
A question implementation then being a function that answers a specific
question.
First the set I of all functions that provide implementations for questions
is defined by two functions apply and parms. The function apply determines
the answer based on the user model and parameters in the way defined by
the implementation object:
apply : I × U × C〈A〉 → A
The parms function returns analogously to parms on Actions elements
the parameters that are needed to get the answer to the question:
parms : I → C〈Q〉
Now we need some way to map a question to its implementation. For
this the function impl is defined to give the implementation for a question.
impl : Q→ I
Axiom Q1: One-to-one relationship between implementations and ques-
tions
There is a one-to-one relation between implementations and questions in a
specific system.
impl(q) = impl(r)⇒ q = r
Using this set I of question implementations and the extended parms
function, the consult : Q× U → A function can be defined as:
consult(q, u) = apply(impl(q), u, consult(parms(impl(q)), u))
In the pull logic stage the user specific user properties get transformed
into answers that the application system needs to be able to personalise
itself. As these questions need to be answered at the moment they are needed
by the system, the algorithms for the functions in the pull logic should take
speed issues into consideration. If the time needed to respond to the user is
too long, all advantages of adaptive personalisation are abolished.
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4.4.7 User model layer
In this and the following sections the actual implementation of the adapta-
tion functions is described starting with the user model.
The user model contains the knowledge of the adaptation system about
the user. The notion of user model used is a narrow notion where a user
model does not consist of information that can be deduced from the user
model.
The set U represents the set of user models. For applications the user
model is hidden by the update and consult functions. These functions form
a kind of user oracle where the application gives information about the user
to be able to ask questions about this user.
If we look inside this “user oracle” the choice of what is contained in the
user model is difficult. There are reasons to argue for storing all the events
received through the update function. There are however also good reasons
to argue for storing the answers to specific user questions. If we look at for
example AHAM (de Bra et al., 1999) it is much more inclined towards this
event storage. The structure of the user model is as such tightly linked with
the reasoning layer.
In this respect it would seem that the best user model in the narrow
sense would be an event log. There are however concerns that make this
not universally true. These concerns will be handled in chapter 6 that deals
with the evaluation of adaptation models.
In our model we assume a user model can be adequately described by
providing a sufficient number of characteristics of that user. A characteristic
is seen as an attribute-value pair. While describing something by giving
attributes sounds naive we must state that the values of attributes can be
complex and thus contain whatever is desired. A value could for example
contain a measure of the certainty of user model on the value.
In our model we assume a set N of possible attribute types, and a set V
of possible values. A user model instance is a value assignment to a subset
of these attributes. It will be sufficient to describe how property sets are
constructed and how their values are retrieved. Note that we will restrict
ourselves to the minimum requirements, leaving as many possibilities for
implementation as possible.
Mathematically seen, a user model is introduced constructively as follows
by the following functions on the set of user models U :
Definition U1:
ε: → U This function creates the initial user model.
ext : U ×N × V → U The ext function extends a user model with an
attribute-value pair.
get : U ×N → V This function retrieves the value of an attribute.
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Each user model is constructed from the empty model by adding attribute-
value pairs. Their construction property is reflected in the following axiom.
Axiom U2: Induction
Let Φ be a property for user models such that:
• Φ(ε)
• Φ(u)⇒ Φ(Uext(u, n, v)) for all u, n, v
then we may conclude: ∀u[Φ(u)]
Axiom U3: Getting an element
The get function is defined inductively as follows:
get(ε, n) = ⊥
get(ext(u,m, v), n) =
{
v if m = n
get(u, n) otherwise
Lemma U4: Double addition
We want to prove that for double addition, only the last addition has
significance.
∀n[get(ext(ext(u,m, v),m,w), n) = get(ext(u,m,w), n)]
Proof
There are two cases: n 6= m, then for both cases we reduce to get(u, n);
n = m, then by applying Axiom U3 we get in both cases w as result.
get(ext(ext(u,m, v),m,w), n)
= (n = m ∧ w) ∨ (n 6= m ∧ get(ext(u,m, v))) by axiom U3
= (n = m ∧ w) ∨ (n 6= m ∧ ((n = m ∧ v) ∨ (n 6= m ∧ get(u, n)))) by axiom U3
= (n = m ∧ w) ∨ (n 6= m ∧ n 6= m ∧ get(u, n)) by logical simplification
= (n = m ∧ w) ∨ (n 6= m ∧ get(u, n)) by logical simplification
= get(ext(u,m,w), n) by axiom U3 
Axiom U5: Extensionality
If 2 user models look the same then they are, irrespective of the way of
construction or history, equal.
∀n[get(u, n) = get(v, n)]⇒ u = v
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As a consequence, the order in which attribute-value pairs have been added
has no meaning.
Definition U6: UStartsWith
UStartsWith defines a relation between two user models. It is true if the
first user model is an extension of the second.
UStartsWith ⊆ U × U
UStartsWith(u, ε)
¬UStartsWith(ε, ext(u, n, v))
¬UStartsWith(ε, ext(u, n, v))
UStartsWith(ext(u1, n1, v1), ext(u2, n2, v2)) =
(ext(u1, n1, v1) = ext(u2, n2, v2)) ∨UStartsWith(u1, ext(u2, n2, v2))
4.5 Conclusions
The model presented in this chapter forms a theoretical foundation for cur-
rent and future applications of user modelling. This model will serve as basis
of extension in chapter 5 where several possible extensions will be discussed,
including an extension for an adaptivity engine.
In many cases the expressive power of isolating the application logic from
the adaptive behaviour is not needed. In those cases question asking may
be embedded within the application logic.
In relation to the research questions, this chapter has provided a model
that will be used as basis for their answers. It further shows the relation of
the adaptation component with the rest of the system, providing a part of
the answer on the integration of adaptivity into user adaptive systems.
Chapter 5
GAM extension
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will describe a number of extensions to the generic adap-
tation model (GAM) as described in chapter 4. These extensions could have
been a direct part of the model, but we have chosen not to do this. The rea-
son is that the GAM is designed to be general. These extensions reduce the
general nature of the model while they offer possibilities for extra features.
Many of the extensions, such as the first one that describes how an adap-
tation engine may be designed on top of the GAM, are certainly desirable.
They do however mean that the GAM can no longer be used descriptively
for all classes of user adaptive systems.
By designing the GAM to be modular, adaptive system designers further
have the possibility to identify those features that are desirable in their
domain, and use the extensions that provide those. The modularity ensures
that features that hold for the GAM will also hold for extended models. This
means that the adaptation model design method as introduced in chapter
8 will also be usable when one does not use an adaptation engine, but
implements the adaptivity directly. Various parts of this chapter have been
published in (de Vrieze et al., 2004b) and (de Vrieze et al., 2006).
5.2 The theory extended in the context of an adap-
tation engine
In the previous chapter the general theory for adaptivity has been described.
For effective use this model has been integrated in an adaptation engine.
This adaptation engine is a generic component that takes care of adapta-
tion for an application. This engine allows for the easy incorporation of
adaptivity into applications.
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5.2.1 Context description
In an adaptation engine the actual behaviour is defined by the client appli-
cation. We will call such a definition an adaptation description. If we look
at e.g. AHAM (de Bra et al., 1999) we can see that an adaptation descrip-
tion incorporates the AHAM concept of an adaptation model. Please be
aware though that the adaptation description does not describe the person-
alisations that are performed by the application. These personalisations are
system dependent, and have a strong interaction with the system. As such
they are not performed by the adaptation engine, but by the system itself.
Looking at an adaptation engine, three responsibilities can be distin-
guished: user model initialisation, user model updating and system adapta-
tion. These three processes are depicted in Figure 5.1. Besides allowing for
Figure 5.1: The three processes involved with the user model
easy reuse, such an engine allows for more advanced features such as sharing
models between applications, or even using models that are shared between
multiple users.
5.2.2 Model overview and architecture
First of all, the system must be able to handle new users in some way. In
many cases that means that the user model needs to be initialised. For this
reason the adaptation description includes a Meta User Model that describes
all attributes in the user model, their types and their initial values.
After the initialisation, user interaction with the system leads to the need
to update the user model. The push part of the adaptation model describes
how this task is performed. Finally the information in the adaptation system
needs to be accessed in some way that leads to system adaptation. The pull
adaptation model describes this.
Looking at Figure 5.2 we can see the generic adaptivity model with
around it the various parts of an adaptation description. Each of these
parts describes an element of the GAM for use by an adaptation engine.
The Event Interface model first describes all events that can be handled
by the adaptation description. Then the push adaptation model describes
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Figure 5.2: Overview of adaptation descriptions
how these events lead to user model updates. The meta user model describes
what this user model looks like, what properties there are, what their types
are and what their initial value is. The pull adaptation model describes
how these user properties lead to the answers to questions. Finally the
Question interface model describes all questions that can be be asked using
this adaptation description.
5.2.3 Adaptation descriptions
The set AD is the set of all adaptation descriptions. There are five functions
that are defined on an adaptation description. Please look at chapter 4 for
the meanings of the used sets:
Definition AD1:
events : AD → C〈E 〉 Retrieves the event interface
model for the description.
metaUM : AD → C〈N × C〈V 〉 ×V 〉 Retrieves the meta user model
that defines the names of at-
tributes, their allowed values and
their default value.
rules : AD → S〈R〉 Retrieves the push adaptation
model.
questions : AD → C〈Q〉 Retrieves the question interface
model for the description.
qImpls : AD → C〈Q × I 〉 Retrieves the pull adaptation
model.
An adaptation description is fully defined by these functions.
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Axiom AD2: Extensionality
Adaptation descriptions are equal if the functions on them all have equal
results.
∀a,b∈AD(events(a) = events(b) ∧metaUM (a) = metaUM (b)∧
rules(a) = rules(b) ∧ questions(a) = questions(b)∧
qImpls(a) = qImpls(b))→ a ≡ b
Axiom AD3: Limit on the result of qImpls
qImpls may only contain one implementation for each question.
∀a∈AD,q∈Q,i1,i2∈I [elem(qImpls(a), (q, i1))∧elem(qImpls(a), (q, i2))]→ i1 = i2
Adaptation descriptions are compatible if they define the same events
and questions.
Definition AD4: Compatibility
compatible(a, b) = (events(a) = events(b) ∧ questions(a) = questions(b))
By definition compatible is reflexive, and equivalent adaptation descriptions
are compatible. Compatibility means that for applications using the adap-
tation engine and description, both can be used with only a trivial change
needed in the application. The only change required would be that the
application must tell the adaptation engine to load a different adaptation
model. This might even be done with a configuration file.
5.2.4 Auxiliary concepts
The adaptation model forms the core of the adaptation description. It de-
scribes how the event interface model is linked to the meta user model and
how the meta user model is linked to the question interface model.
The adaptation model consists of two parts: push and pull. The pull
adaptation model consists of questions that can be asked about the user.
The push adaptation model consists of rules that determine how events can
lead to user model updates.
For an adaptation engine to be able to be driven by an adaptation de-
scription for the push adaptation model and the pull adaptation model, it is
needed that those models are described in some language that is understood
by the adaptation engine.
5.2.4.1 Script language
Both parts of the adaptation model have in common that the implementa-
tions are described in some language. We denote the set of all valid expres-
sions in this language as L. In the case of rules this means that the language
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is used for describing their conditions and actions. For questions means that
the question implementation is described using the language.
Language L has three sub-languages. LU ⊂ L is the set of expressions
that will change the user model. LB ⊂ L is the set of expressions that lead
to a boolean return value. Finally, LV ⊂ L is the set of expressions that
lead to a return value from the set V of possible values.
In this respect there are three prototypes of an eval function that eval-
uates the language:
Definition L 1: Language evaluation
eval : LU × U × C〈A〉 × E → U × S〈E 〉 Evaluate user model updates
eval : LB × U × C〈A〉 × E → B Evaluate conditions
eval : LV × U × C〈A〉 → V Evaluate questions
There are also some auxiliary functions defined on the language. The
first function parms determines the names of the questions that a language
expression needs as parameters:
parms : L → C〈N 〉
The overloaded version of parms with signature parms : L×AD → C〈Q〉
determines the questions corresponding to the names:
parms(l, a) = parms(parms(l), a)
parms(ε, a) = ε
parms(ext(N,n), a) = ext(parms(N, a), question(n, a))
The function attrs similarly determines the user model attributes that
are read or set by the language expression:
attrs : L → C〈N 〉
Axiom L 2: initUM invariance of eval
startsWith(u, initUM (a))⇒ startsWith(u′, initUM (a))
where (u′, E) = eval(l, e, u, consult(parms(l))
This means that the evaluation of a script with a given user model, will
result in a user model that has the same origin as the given one.
These two functions described above are sufficient for describing the
implementation of the adaptation model as illustrated in the rest of this
section.
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5.2.5 The components of an adaptation description
In this section we will describe the elements of an adaptation model. These
elements are formed by the functions as given in Definition AD1.
5.2.5.1 The event interface model
The interface model consists of the event interface model and the question
interface model. In an implementation the function events : AD → C〈E 〉
that maps an adaptation description to a collection of events must be de-
fined. This events function represents the event interface model.
5.2.5.2 The question interface model
Similarly the questions : AD → C〈Q〉 function that determines the questions
that can be answered in the adaptation description must be defined.
5.2.5.3 The push adaptation model
The push adaptation model describes the rules that are used for updating.
Rules are described by their condition and their action. Using our language
L, two functions are defined:
cond : R→ LB
code : R→ LU
Where cond gives the expression for the rule condition, and code gives the
expression for the action of the rule.
Recalling from section 4.4.6.3, the holds ⊆ R × E × U function can be
defined as evaluating the condition script of the rule:
cond(r, e, u) = eval(cond(r), e, u, consult(parms(cond(r)), u))
Similarly the action (ac : R×E×U → U×S〈E 〉) function can be defined
as evaluating the action script of the rule.
ac(r, e, u) = eval(code(r), e, u, consult(parms(ac(r, e, u)), u))
Axiom R7: Expressions of L
∃l∀e,u[eval(l, e, u, consult(parms(l), u))]
∃l∀e,u[eval(l, e, u, consult(parms(l), u)) = f(e, u)]
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5.2.5.4 The pull adaptation model
The pull adaptation model contains the questions that can be answered.
Looking at section 4.4.6.3 the following functions need to be defined: apply :
I × U × C〈A〉 → A, parms : I → C〈Q〉, and impl : Q→ I.
We first consider the definition of impl . In the context of adaptation
description a, the implementation of a question q is found by inspecting the
question implementations in a:
impl(q) = findImpl(qImpls(a), q)
The function findImpl is a helper function that finds the implementation
corresponding to a question from a collection of question implementation
pairs:
findImpl(ε, q) = ⊥
findImpl ′(ext(C, (r, i)), q) =
{
i q = r
findImpl(C, q) q 6= r
The language expression corresponding to the question implementation
can be found with the code function with the following signature:
code : I → L
The parameters of an implementation i (parms : I → C〈Q〉) are given by
the question names that are the parameters of the corresponding language
expression:
parms(i) = {question(n)|n ∈ parms(code(i))}
The apply : I ×U ×C〈A〉 → A function can be defined in terms of L as:
apply(i, u, a) = answer(q, eval(code(i), u, a))
5.2.5.5 The meta user model
The meta user model determines what the user model looks like. Its func-
tionality is twofold. The most important function of the meta user model
is that it defines all the properties that must exist for a user model for a
new user, and what the values for these properties should be. The second
function is that it is able to check property values for validity.
The initialisation function is performed by the initUM : AD → U func-
tion:
initUM (a) = addAttrs(ε,metaUM (a))
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Where addAttrs : U × C〈N × C〈V 〉 ×V → U 〉 is defined as
addAttrs(u, ε) = u
addAttrs(u, ext(A, (n, V, v)) = ext(addAttrs(u,A), n, v)
The initUM function creates a user model from an adaptation descrip-
tion. The initUM function provides a user model that is appropriate for an
unknown or new user. Such an initialisation is needed to allow the adapta-
tion logic to assume the existence of an attribute. It allows to ensure a valid
user model.
The function of validity checking of a user model is performed by the
isValid function that determines for an adaptation description, a property
name and a value whether that value is a valid value for that property in
the adaptation description.
isValid ⊆ AD ×N × V
5.2.5.6 Properties of adaptation models
Axiom AD5: Completeness
An adaptation description is complete when all its code snippets refer to
complete questions or attributes of the user model.
complete(a) = completeQ(questions(a), a)∧
completeR(rules(a), a)
completeQ ⊆ C〈Q〉 ×AD
completeQ(ε, a)
completeQ(ext(Q, q), a) = completeI(impl(q, a)) ∧ completeQ(Q, a)
completeI ⊆ I ×AD
completeI(i, a) = completeL(code(impl(q, a)), a)
completeU ⊆ C〈N 〉 ×AcompleteU (ε, a)
completeU (ext(N,n), a) = completeU (N, a) ∧ hasAttr(metaUM (a), n)
hasAttr ⊆ C〈N × C〈V 〉 ×V 〉 ×N
¬hasAttr(ε, n)
hasAttr(ext(A, (m,V, v))) = (n = m) ∨ hasAttr(A,n)
completeL ⊆ L×AD
completeL(l, a) = completeQ(parms(l, a)) ∧ completeU (attrs(l), a)
completeR ⊆ S〈R〉 ×AD
completeR(ε, a)
completeR(enque(R, r), a) = completeR(R)∧
completeL(cond(r), a)∧
completeL(code(r), a)
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Lemma AD6: User Model definedness
All user model properties are defined.
Proof
• All properties are defined for the initial model. Follows from defi-
nition of initUM .
• From Axiom L 2 it follows that new user models resulting from the
eval function retain the property that they start with the initial
user model. As such all properties are still defined. 
Lemma AD7: update and consult results are never undefined for complete
adaptation descriptions
∀a,e,u[complete(a) ∧ startsWith(u, initUM (a))⇒
update(e, u, rules(a)) 6= ⊥∧
∀q[elem(questions(a), q) ∧ consult(q, e, u) 6= ⊥]]
Proof
It is easiest to see that the consult function is not undefined for a com-
plete adaptation description. First of all, the user properties are defined.
As completeness of a question requires the questions it uses to be com-
plete, only the undefinedness of a user property could make the question
undefined.
Similarly the completeness of rules is given by the fact that rules are
complete if their conditions are complete and their actions. Both are
defined to be complete when the questions and user properties they use
are defined. The user properties are defined, and the definedness of the
questions has been shown above. 
5.3 A prototype to implement the theory
In section 5.2 we presented the principles of our adaptation engine. In this
section we will describe the actual adaptation engine implementation that
has been developed according to these principles. The purpose of this was
to show the feasibility of the theory, to gain a greater understanding of
the theory, and to be able to perform experiments with the theory. The
engine was developed in Java. Appendix A gives more information about
the details, and the syntax of the used language.
There are a number of functions that the adaptation engine performs:
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• Maintaining an adaptation description abstraction, including saving
and restoring this adaptation description to and from an XML file.
• Maintaining a user model abstraction, including saving and restoring
this user model to and from an XML file.
• Handling incoming events and updating the user model as a result.
• Handling incoming questions, and returning the resulting answers.
The adaptation description abstraction is provided in the prototype by
the AdaptationDescription class together with a number of auxiliary
classes. These classes for example provide typing, event types, attribute
types and question types.
User model maintenance is provided by the UserModel class. This class
stores all the properties of the user. In the implementation we have used
a lazy initialisation approach that makes that attributes are only stored if
their value has been set. For attributes whose value has not yet been set,
the adaptation description is consulted.
In terms of the formalisation, this can be seen as all user models being
extensions of the same parent.
Besides attributes the adaptation engine implementation provides lim-
ited support for objects. These objects allow for the grouping of attributes,
events, questions, etc. in a way that multiple instances can be defined with
the same code. While objects are not necessary, they make writing and
maintaining adaptation models simpler.
The handling of events is performed by the postEvent method of the
UserModel class. It is important to note that, because of object support,
events can have a context. This context is the object for which the event
occurred. Events that occur in a global scope do not have a context.
Our adaptation engine uses condition action rules for handling the events.
This occurs according to the following pseudocode. This code corresponds
to the mathematical description of update2 in section 4.4.6.2:
while ¬eventList.empty do
ev ⇐ eventList.pop
obj ⇐ ev.object
if obj 6= null then
for all rule ∈ obj.rules do
if rule.isTriggered(ev) then
rule.fire(ev)
end if
end for
end if
for all rule ∈ rules do
if rule.isTriggered(ev) then
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rule.fire(ev)
end if
end for
end while
An important note to make concerning the pseudocode is that user model
changes lead to change events. These internal events are added to the
eventList list. As a result one event can lead to a waterfall of rules to
be triggered. As it is very well possible to create an endless loop, we have
implemented a hard limit on the number of events that can be processed as
a result of one event posting. This limit is arbitrary but ensures that the
engine does not become unavailable. It should be high enough though, not
to limit the adaptation model design in any way.
In other words, if the rule execution limit is set to a value that would
already form a problem in the user interface because of serious unrespon-
siveness, the limit should not restrict actual adaptation description design.
Handling questions happens in the askQuestion method of the user model
class. When a question is asked, its code is retrieved and executed. In the
question and rule code, the user model attributes are available as variables.
Questions are available as functions and can be accessed from the rule and
question scripts.
An important property of questions is that they are not able to change
user model attributes. This ensures that the user model stays consistent
and that question results can be cached.
5.3.1 Auxiliary applications
Besides the actual engine we have also implemented two applications. The
first application is an adaptation model viewer (Figure 5.3). This viewer
can be used for simulating the functioning of an adaptation description. It
loads an adaptation description. Then the user is able to ask questions to
the (initially empty) user model. It also offers the possibility to post events.
It is then possible to watch the effect of the events on the user model, and
even possible to change user model attributes.
The second application is an adaptation description editor (Figure 5.4).
This editor allows the adaptation model to be edited more conveniently
than by editing the XML source. Editing the source XML files is especially
cumbersome because the adaptation model scripts are in XML format and as
such need both XML escaping and explicit line endings. With the editor this
is automatically taken care of. Further the editor ensures that default values
of an attribute are valid to the type of the attribute, and that attributes
have a valid type. The editor also offers the possibility to run the viewer
(see Figure 5.3) on an adaptation model that is being edited.
In this section we have explained the key parts of the adaptation engine
implementation. Furthermore we have pointed out some of the main issues
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that have to be taken into account. Moreover we have presented to two
applications that help in creating the adaptation models for the engine.
In short, this adaptation engine shows that hybrid adaptation is a valid
adaptation strategy that can be implemented efficiently.
5.4 Basis of analysis
In the previous sections of this chapter we have provided some extensions
to the GAM model. With those extensions and a prototype implementation
it is possible to look at the quality of adaptation descriptions. In this sec-
tion the basis for analysing adaptation descriptions is given. To be able to
perform analysis on smaller parts of an adaptation description we will first
introduce the concept of a personalisation. Then use these personalisations
with the adaptation description concepts to create an adaptation graph.
Section 5.4.3 the splits the adaptation graphs into adaptation elements.
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On additional point in this is that we assume that question, event, and
user property names identify only one and the same concepts (no homonyms
or synonyms). Later in section 5.6.1 we will show how semantic web tech-
nology can be used to achieve this.
5.4.1 Personalisations
The initial concept in adaptation graphs is that of a personalisation. A
personalisation is the smallest self-dependent unit of user adaptation in an
application. In an application it is possible to apply or not apply a per-
sonalisation without making the application inconsistent. An example of a
personalisation in the email wizard case would be to suggest the user what
his next screen in the wizard will be. Section 8.2 describes a method for find-
ing adaptation models that gives a complete overview of the email wizard
case.
A personalisation is the smallest indivisible unit. As the general idea is
to have all user reasoning happen in the adaptation component (whose be-
haviour is described by the adaptation description), a personalisation maps
to one question in the question interface. The answers to this question may
of course be composite. Many systems are also built of only one personal-
isation. In the case of for example the USCSH (Matthews et al., 2000) it
might be a highly complex one.
5.4.2 Adaptation graph
An adaptation graph as shown in Figure 5.5 is basically a directed depen-
dency graph for personalisations. It shows what parts of an adaptation
description depend on each other, enabling educated decisions on disabling
or changing specific parts.
The concept of the adaptation graph and the highly related concept of
adaptation elements (which will be described in section 5.4.3) is central to
the analysis of adaptation models. It allows complex adaptation models to
be split up into the smallest parts, to see overlap between the implementa-
tions of different personalisations and to make more detailed decisions on
the adaptivity to be actually implemented in a system.
Let the set P denote the set of personalisations, then the set N of adap-
tation graph nodes is formed as follows:
N = E ∪N ∪Q ∪ P
where we recall from chapter 4 that E is the set of events, N is the set of
user property names, and Q is the set of questions.
The set A of adaptation graph arcs is then restricted to:
A ⊆ P×Q ∪ Q× (Q ∪N) ∪ U × (Q ∪ U ∪ E)
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Figure 5.5: The adaptation graph
An example of an adaptation graph in the email wizard case is given in
Figure 5.5. Given the set A of adaptation graph arcs the functions begin :
A→ N\E and end : A→ N\P are defined to return the start and end points
of an arc. Note that adaptation graphs are directed from the requiring node
to the required node (So personalisations can only be begin points of an arc
and events only endpoints).
5.4.2.1 Constructing an adaptation graph from an adaptation
model
An adaptation graph can be constructed both as a result of our method for
incorporating adaptivity as discussed in section 8.2, as from an adaptation
model. This section discusses the construction of an adaptation graph from
an adaptation model.
The first step is to identify the personalisations. Assuming that the
adaptation model does not contain duplicates, it should be safe to assume
that all questions in the question interface of an adaptation model are related
to one separate personalisation. After finding appropriate names we have
found the personalisations. The dependencies of these personalisations are
also obvious as the questions are those that have been used to find the
personalisations from, and their dependencies can be mechanically found.
The nodes of an adaptation graph are events, user model properties, user
questions and personalisations. The edges and their labels are formed by the
heuristics or algorithms that transform between them. The directions are
determined by the prerequisiteness relation. For example in our case there is
an edge from the lastMessage user model property to the mailViewed event.
5.4.3 Adaptation elements
Adaptation graphs as explained in the previous section (see also Figure 8.6
on page 140) can now be used to determine adaptation elements. Adap-
tation elements are subgraphs of the adaptation graph that by themselves
implement one personalisation. An adaptation graph might contain multi-
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ple ways to implement one personalisation. This takes the shape of multiple
adaptation elements.
The process of finding the adaptation elements works as follows: for
each personalisation consider the arcs starting in that personalisation. The
subgraph that is reachable from such an arc is an adaptation element. So
there is an adaptation element for each edge out of a personalisation.
The algorithm for determining the adaptation elements is implemented
by the getAdaptationElements function as follows:
function: getAdaptationElements → P(P(A))
X ⇐ ∅
for all p ∈ P do
for all a ∈ A ∧ begin(a) = p do
X ⇐ X ∪ {closure(a, ∅)}
end for
end for
return X
end function
The closure function is an auxiliary function that determines the transitive
closure of a node in the graph:
function: closure(a ∈ A, s ∈ P(A))→ P(A)
if a ∈ s then
return ∅
else
r ⇐ {a}
for all a′ ∈ A ∧ end(a) = begin(a′) do
r ⇐ r ∪ closure(a′, r ∪ s)
end for
return r
end if
end function
This recursive function returns a set of subgraphs of the adaptation graph.
Every outgoing arc from every personalisation signifies one adaptation ele-
ment. The closure function returns the transitive closure for these arcs such
that the returned arcs form an adaptation element.
An adaptation element can either be complete or incomplete. An adapta-
tion element is complete when all leaf nodes are events, and there are no fur-
ther sinks. The algorithm for determining completeness of an adaptation ele-
ment is defined by the function complete1 as follows:
function: complete1(p ∈ P)→ boolean
return complete2(p, {p})
end function
The complete2 function is a recursive auxiliary function that performs the
actual complete functionality. The complete1 function calls it with the cor-
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rect initial arguments.
function: complete2(n ∈ N, v ∈ P(N))→ boolean
if n ∈ E then
return true
else
S ⇐ {a ∈ A|begin(a) = n ∧ end(a) 6∈ s}
if S = ∅ then
return false
else
b⇐ true
for all a ∈ S do
b⇐ b ∧ complete2(end(a), v ∪ {end(a)})
end for
return b
end if
end if
end function
The complete1 function is embedded in the complete2 function that performs
the actual work. The recursive complete2 function determines for every
outgoing arc from a node whether the nodes reachable from this arc are
complete. Event nodes are always complete. When a node has no outgoing
arcs, or only outgoing arcs that have already been seen, it is incomplete if
it is no event node.
5.5 Common Generalisations
Based on the cases and literature review there are a number of common
concepts that are used by many adaptation models. These common concepts
could be implemented by an adaptation engine for making the construction
and maintenance of adaptation models easier.
5.5.1 Session identification
One common generalisation is the utilisation of a session, where a session
is a short continuous utilisation of a program or system. For a program
this would for example mean the period between starting a program and
stopping it.
The identification of sessions is useful for at least two purposes. The
first useful purpose is to aid in the maintenance of short term user models.
With short term user models we mean for example user models that try to
assess the goal or mood of a user.
A second useful purpose of session identification is to allow for the be-
haviour of the system to remain stable during a session. This should provide
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users with a better sense of stability and predictability of a session.
5.5.2 Session generalisation/aggregation
Session generalisation or aggregation means the idea that past sessions are
not stored indefinitely, but are sort of summarised and stored as such. This
allows for shorter and thus faster user models that do not contain unused
information.
5.5.3 Generation and selection of alternatives
Many opportunities for personalisation can be found in the area where users
are offered more than one path to take and need to be guided in the selection
of one of those paths. Such a problem can be solved well by retrieving the
alternatives (for example by generating them), scoring the alternatives, and
finally selecting the best one. This strategy can be refined by for example
recognising alternatives with a very similar score and taking appropriate
action.
5.5.4 Event filtering
In the push part of the modelling system one common strategy involves
monitoring of events to recognise complex sequences. This is the area of
event filtering. While event filtering can certainly be performed inside the
adaptation system it might be better suited to perform this filtering task
inside the application. The reason for this is that event filtering takes a lot of
knowledge of the application domain, and some short term memory, but does
not by itself provide much insight on the user. The event filtering system
might provide aggregate events to the user modelling system. An example
might for example be the detection of users performing an suboptimal move
by first performing a copy and then a delete operation. The event filtering
system might well provide an aggregate “move by cp rm” event for this.
5.5.5 Event prediction feedback
The best adaptive systems also learn from feedback to fine-tune their be-
haviour to the user. As many personalisations can be seen as the prediction
of future events it is possible to monitor whether these events took place
and adjust the model accordingly.
For different adaptation models the ease of adding a feedback loop is
different. For example, if there are many steps in the model, then there is a
high possibility of noise in using the feedback to improve the model.
Besides determining where the feedback should influence the user model,
there is the issue of determining the cause of the feedback. It could well be
that the personalisation does not have the intended effect. Meaning that
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the correctness of the adaptation model is not sufficient as the answers that
are given about the user are used in a way that does not achieve what was
aimed at by the designers of the system.
5.6 Multi-user and multi-application model
With the rise of ubiquitous computing multiple sources of user information
become more and more probable. In this respect it is sensible to extend the
model to allow multiple applications to share a user model.
Similarly there are advantages in sharing parts of user models across
users and user groups, or even allowing all users to be modelled by one user
model.
To achieve multi-user and multi-application capabilities, the GAMmodel
can be extended in the following way:
• Every event has its user and application as parameter.
• Every question has the relevant user as parameter.
• Attribute (and other) names (N) may include a namespace specifica-
tion that specifies the application and user (groups).
• The initUM function that initialises a user model for a user needs
to be extended to add attributes for one user to the general model
(possibly based on other users).
• As outlined in (Fink, 1999) a transaction system must be used to en-
sure a consistent user experience. This means that one must ensure
that no two events or questions interfere with each other and produce
unexpected results. One could do this by using a database manage-
ment system.
5.6.1 The semantic web
The semantic web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Kim, 2002) offers technology
that for adding semantic meanings to definitions. The goal is to allow rea-
soning about them and conversion between different related concepts. When
applications from different sources need to cooperate on maintaining user
knowledge they want to do that from different conceptual backgrounds. For
the user knowledge to be really shared by applications, there must be some
agreement on the meanings (semantics) of the shared concepts. This is one
of the problems that the semantic web tries to solve. As such semantic web
technology, when completed, could be leveraged to improve the sharing of
user models by different applications.
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5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have introduced a number of extended concepts for adap-
tive systems. These concepts aim to be generic extensions on to the base
GAM as described in chapter 4. The concepts introduced in this chapter
define various features that are used to show the quality of the GAM. Other
concepts such as the adaptation graph and adaptation element are essential
building blocks for evaluating adaptation models. The next chapter looks
at evaluation of user adaptive systems.
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Chapter 6
Reflections on adaptation
models
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will look at the question how adaptation models can
be evaluated. This includes dimensions on which to evaluate adaptation
models, and a general picture of the consequences of the choices to be made.
This is based on our work presented in (de Vrieze et al., 2003) and (de Vrieze
et al., 2005).
6.2 General evaluation framework
At some point adaptation models need to be evaluated. This need can
for example be seen in step 7 of the method as presented in section 8.2.
While evaluation is also discussed in papers like (Hothi and Hall, 1998),
(Weibelzahl and Weber, 2003) and (Tobar, 2003), we add an evaluation
approach that takes the structure of an adaptation model into account.
For evaluation we distinguish three levels of evaluation (see Figure 6.1).
These levels have increasing costs. They also differ in the point in the
system development cycle where they can first be employed. The first level of
evaluation is a preliminary evaluation that looks very roughly at adaptation
models, and gives some hints as to its properties, based on its class.
The second level of adaptation model evaluation is structural evaluation.
This evaluation level looks in detail at the adaptation model to determine
its strengths and weaknesses. To do this the adaptation model is broken up
and evaluated according to a number of dimensions. For each dimension, a
number of indicators are used.
The last level of evaluation is user test evaluation. This involves hav-
ing real users use the program and monitoring their interaction. Not all
dimensions, such as privacy, can be evaluated well with user tests. For those
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Figure 6.1: Levels of adaptation model evaluation
dimensions the structural evaluation is probably the best way to predict
them.
In the next sections we will give short descriptions of each of the levels.
6.2.1 Preliminary evaluation
Preliminary evaluation of an adaptation model just looks at the general con-
cepts of the model. For preliminary evaluation we have proposed a frame-
work (de Vrieze et al., 2003) that is given in section 6.4.1 that can then be
used to get an indication of the performance of an adaptation model for a
number of dimensions.
6.2.2 Structural evaluation
In structural evaluation, the preliminary evaluation is taken to the specifics
of the adaptation model. For structural evaluation we propose a number of
indicators for each evaluation dimension. These indicators allow to deter-
mine how well an adaptation model performs on that dimension.
6.2.2.1 What to evaluate
The first step in evaluating the structure of adaptation models is choosing a
proper structure for their representation. Because adaptation models have
a dependency structure that has the form of a directed graph, adaptation
graphs as presented in section 5.4.2 are a good candidate.
It is however useful to be able to evaluate parts of adaptation models.
In that perspective it makes sense to look at adaptation models as sets of
adaptation elements (as introduced in section 5.4.3) To view an adaptation
model solely as a set of adaptation elements is however not appropriate either
as adaptation elements may have partial overlaps between them. Those
overlaps might lead to very different results when looking at the adaptation
model as an adaptation graph instead of as a set of adaptation elements.
For these reasons we will look at individual adaptation elements when
appropriate and at adaptation graphs when adaptation elements are not
the appropriate level of granularity. Note that adaptation elements are
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themselves valid adaptation graphs but do not necessarily describe the whole
adaptation model.
6.2.2.2 How to evaluate – balanced scorecard
Once scores have been determined on all dimensions for a given adaptation
model, these scores must somehow be combined into an overall score. The
matter is further complicated by the fact that many indicators do not give
direct numerical results, but have qualitative results.
In information systems research this problem is also very present and
far-reaching when making investment decisions for mission critical informa-
tion systems. A common way to handle evaluation of qualitative criteria is
the balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). Usage of the balanced
scorecard would be a good way to compare adaptation models.
6.2.3 User test evaluation
User testing is a useful method for evaluation. It however also has draw-
backs. First of all, it is expensive and time consuming to do. Further,
user testing can only be performed when at least a functional prototype is
available. At that point some choices have already been made. A final dis-
advantage can be found in the fact that adaptation has three opportunities
for failure.
The first opportunity for failure is in the induction of user properties
based on user actions. One cannot hope to get correct adaptation if the
system already makes wrong assumptions of the user.
The second opportunity for mis-adaptation can be found in the wrong
deduction of answers to questions about the user from user properties. As
this deduction is not necessarily deduction as logicians see it, there is not
a possibility of formal proof of correctness of the deduction. If the system
for example knows that I am a coffee drinker, that does not mean that I
would to drink coffee now. There is thus no certainty that the answers to
questions like “What would the user like to drink now?” is correct.
Finally, personalisations can be wrong or inexact. An example of this
would be an application offering the user a list of files he is likely to open
(like in a most recently used list). The user might however want to open a
totally different file that could never be predicted.
In user testing it is very hard to distinguish these areas of failure. Only
very complicated test setups with many subjects and many alternative adap-
tation models might be able to locate the origin of failures.
While all the above drawbacks of user testing exist, it is still a valuable
tool in determining the quality of a user modelling system. User testing
is however a well researched area (Hothi and Hall, 1998), (Weibelzahl and
Weber, 2003), (Tobar, 2003) and setting up a proper user test is application
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specific. Therefore we will focus in the remainder of this chapter on eval-
uation of adaptation models based on their internal structure. This does
not mean however that user testing can be skipped in the deployment of a
system.
6.3 Adaptive system evaluation dimensions
For evaluating adaptation model structures we first need to determine the
evaluation criteria. These evaluation criteria are valid in all levels of evalu-
ation. Some criteria are universal such as “the system should function,” or
“the system should satisfy its design requirements,” etc.
We do not state those requirements here as they have very little to
do with adaptation models. The criteria we use for evaluating adaptation
models are the following:
• Predictability. The system should not give the user unpleasant sur-
prises. If it would, the user would not feel “in control” of the system,
and abandon the system (or put the user modelling feature off if pos-
sible).
• Adaptability. The user should be able to manually adapt his model
to a certain extent. This manual adaptation should never lead to an
inconsistent user model.
• Supportability. A system that applies user modelling should still be
supportable by a (corporate) support organisation (help-desk). This
could mean that a system has an option to temporary turn the user
model off (reverting to a standard model).
• Control. The users should be in control of the system, not the reverse.
This can mean that the user has the ability to freeze adaptation, or to
turn certain personalisations off without significant loss of functional-
ity.
• Speed. The users’ perception of the system’s speed should not decrease.
This basically means the responsiveness of the system needs to stay
good.
• Extensibility. The user model/system should be extensible while re-
taining the existing knowledge about its users. For web-based system-
s/adaptive hypermedia this means it is desirable to have the option to
change/extend the system while running. That could mean that users
starting a new session would get the new environment while users al-
ready in a session would automatically retain the old environment.
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• Model size. In environments where amount of user models on one
server can be big, model size is very important. Also such an environ-
ment it is desirable to have fixed bound to the size of each user model,
or even to have constant size user models.
• Privacy. The system should be designed in such a way as to guarantee
the highest possible level of privacy for the users. This is especially
true for internet-based systems, but is still valid for company internal
systems. One way this might be achieved is to keep the user model at
the user instead of at a central repository. To keep the model at the
user poses some problems though, and would probably require parts
of the functionality to be performed at the user’s side of the system.
The privacy problem of course is smaller when the system is not dis-
tributed, and only exists on the user’s computer. In that case there is
no way for anyone else but the user to get information about the user.
For a discussion of privacy see (Charters, 2002).
• Concurrency. Depending on the kind of application the importance of
a consistent behaviour towards reentrant or concurrent access varies.
For an architecture though it is necessary to consider concurrent access
to the user model. The need for this is pointed out by a.o. Fink in
(Fink, 1999). While a full solution is not offered in neither the article,
nor this thesis, concurrency is an issue that must be considered when
evaluating an adaptation model.
The concurrency demand can be summarised in the ACID principle
(see (Gray and Reuter, 1993)) as used in database theory. The acid
principle has four pillars:
– Atomicity : A transaction is indivisible, and is only executed fully
or not at all.
– Consistency : Any transaction must leave the user model in a
consistent state regardless of failure or success.
– Isolation: A transaction may not be affected by concurrent trans-
actions. This makes locking necessary.
– Durability : After successful completion of a transaction the chan-
ges should be persistent, even through system crashes.
The durability demand is not that relevant in the context of this the-
sis. There are technical solutions to this problem, and most database
systems implements one. The solutions of the durability issue are
also rather technical and do not change the conceptual model of user
modelling.
• Prediction quality. At some point it is important that the predictions
about the user are close to the truth. By itself prediction quality is
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not a property of adaptation models, but could be a consequence of
the inference methods used.
6.4 Preliminary adaptation model evaluation
For preliminary evaluation of adaptation models we propose a classifica-
tion framework given in the next section (largely based on (de Vrieze et al.,
2003)). This framework allows for the classification of systems. The frame-
work is then used to derive general properties on the evaluation dimensions
as presented in the previous section.
6.4.1 Two-dimensional user modelling classification frame-
work
Figure 6.2 presents the proposed framework. Our framework looks at all
kinds of user modelling systems and is not made by classification of existing
systems. In this it differs significantly from the framework in (Montaner and
Lopez, 2003). Along the horizontal axis is the inference process. It goes from
the event model to the user model, and from the user model to the system
concept model. The event model consists of the actual events generated by
the system. The user model of the most system independent user properties,
and the system concept model consists of all the user questions that can be
asked by the system.
For certain user properties many derivation steps are necessary, and for
others only a few. Because of this reason we model the progress in that
process, not the steps. Further we define the model that is least domain
dependent to be in the middle. For that reason all systems will have their
highest point in the middle.
Figure 6.2: A two-dimensional user modelling classification framework
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On the vertical axis we model system independence. At the start of the
adaptation process, there are events generated by the system. These events
are maximally system dependent. An example of such an event could be:
“The user fills box 123 with a purple background”. We call the model here
the event model.
For adaptation purposes the events generated by the system are not
that relevant. An adaptation system wants to use specific cases to infer
knowledge of the general case. This inference process goes in a number of
steps. In one of these steps a point is reached where the inferred properties
of the user are most domain independent. An example of knowledge that
can be inferred here is: “The user’s favourite colour is purple”. This is part
of the user model.
At a point where the user model is known, the system needs to know how
this model fits into the questions a user modelling system might have. A
user modelling system wants to know the answer on a question like: “What
background colour should a new box have?”. In the adaptation phase of
the system, the adaptation system will try to get system dependent answers
based on the general knowledge in the user model. The model of answers
to system questions is called the system concept model. The system concept
model is where the user properties live.
6.4.2 Use of the framework
We can use the framework of Figure 6.2 to determine two properties of
systems. Firstly, we can look at the hight of the triangle to determine
how system specific an adaptation system is. For example in Figure 6.3
we see the systems S2 and S4. S2 is more system independent than S4.
This could mean that S2 can be more easily be extended to provide more or
different adaptation. We will go further into system independence in section
6.4.3 The second property we can distinguish is, where in the inference
Figure 6.3: Use of the two-dimensional classification framework
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process a persistent model is stored. This is an important measure as the
process is different before and after storage. Before storage a push process
needs to be used to create the model. Push here means that the arrival of
an event generates a waterfall of subsequent events that lead to updating
the persistent model. We call this push adaptation. We will discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of push based systems in section 6.5.
After storage we need to use a pull strategy to perform adaptation. This
starts with the system requesting the value of a certain property from the
adaptation system. For determining the value of this property the adapta-
tion system might want to use the values of other properties that might also
need to be calculated. This goes on until the persistent model is used. We
call this pull adaptation.
As an example of the use of the framework we look at Figure 6.3. In
Figure 6.3 there are six systems with all different properties. System S1 is
almost a purely pull-based system, as its persistent model is created very
early on in the inference process, while S5 can be classified as a hybrid
system and S6 is a rule-based system. The other systems are all different
kinds of hybrid systems. Note that while S5 is almost in the middle, a
system completely in the middle would be rather unrealistic. This would
mean that one could identify the middle point accurately.
Based on the locations of the systems in Figure 6.3 we can say things
about the systems, especially relative to other systems. As an example
looking at systems S3 and S5 we can say that system S3 has a bias on pull
modelling compared to S5 and that S3 is more system dependent than S5.
This can be used to say things about these systems like: “the persistent
model of S3 is probably relatively bigger than the persistent model of S5”,
“It is probably more easy to extend the adaptation system of S5 than to
extend that of S3”, and “The persistent model of S5 is less system dependent
than that of S3”.
6.4.3 Analysis of system independence
In this section we try to look at the meaning of system independence for an
adaptation model. In general the idea is that the more system independent
a user model is, the easier it is to use the model for other uses than the
application it was originally intended for.
To explain better what system independence is for a user model, we take
a look at Figure 6.4. This figure shows a “universe” in which we model the
many-dimensional user models in a 2-dimensional way. The distance from
the baseline determines the level of system dependence. Close to the baseline
the dependence is maximal. At the maximum the system dependence is
minimal. The horizontal position of a point from the origin represents the
subject of that user property.
In the context of figure 6.4, system A is a system that is system depen-
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Figure 6.4: Example of different user models according to system depen-
dence
dent. It does cover many subjects though. System B covers all subjects and
is system independent.
System C is a system that is very focused on one subject, but is rather
complete in that subject containing many properties. System D has a
broader subject range, but within that range differs significantly in sys-
tem specificity. System E could be seen as similar to the combination of
systems C and A in that it is system dependent for many subjects, but for
a certain subject range also is system independent.
The systems from Figure 6.4 are examples of possible user models. It
shows that user models can be very and that every property in the user
model can have a different system dependence.
If we, however, do not look at the level of the whole system, but use
adaptation elements as introduced in section 5.4.3, the variation is less.
This lower variation directly follows from the reduced size of an adaptation
element. It also allows comparison on equal level as large systems have
more areas of adaptation and thus bigger adaptation models than smaller
systems.
6.5 Push adaptation models
Push adaptation models are adaptation models, that let events propagate
on to the values of a user model. Many systems that use push adaptation
models use a rule-based adaptation model as employed in (Wu, 2002). That
work describes the adaptation system of the AHA system, a research system
for creating adaptive hypermedia. Rule based adaptation models are based
on active database technology and as such inherit limitations from database
systems. The rules are based on the Event Condition Action (ECA) rules
from active database technology (Aiken et al., 1995). ECA rules are invoked
upon a certain event, specified in the rule. At occurrence of such an event
the conditions are evaluated. If the conditions evaluate to true the actions
get performed. The actions can then trigger other events which can trigger
other rules etc.
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Figure 6.5: A push adaptation model
There are several points to ECA rules. There is the possibility of end-
less recursion (ending out in an infinite loop) which is obviously unwanted.
Further, a choice of techniques of achieving confluence needs to be made. It
should not be possible that equal starting models and equal events lead to
different final user models.
One advantage of push adaptation is the fact that the content of the
user model is well aggregated. This has as advantage that this content can
easily be understood. Another advantage is that the size of the user model
stays small, and that the size does not change during regular use of the
system. This does however impede the possibility of basing values for newly
introduced attributes upon already seen behaviour of the user. The use
of predefined user profiles can be helpful here only if those profiles can be
defined before use of the new property in the system. It is doubtful whether
this is possible in most cases, except when a testing phase is used before
introduction of a new domain model.
The techniques needed to achieve termination and confluence with rule
based adaptation models complicate the adaptation system. There are pos-
sible ways of limiting the adaptation rules to avoid these problems. Those
techniques limit the ways in which rules can trigger other rules. Note that
to prove termination the halting problem must be solved which has been
proven to be undecidable in the general case.
The first possible way to achieve termination and confluence is through
only allowing updates of attributes that are not dependent on the values of
any properties. This makes events caused by change of properties almost
pointless as it would mean there is no way for rules to depend on attributes
in the user model.
A second way is to disallow any activation of rules as the result of updates
of the user model. In this case there is no recursion possible. To assure
confluence other measures need to be taken. One way is to impose an
ordering on the rules.
A third way is to disallow cycles in rules. This would too solve the prob-
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lem of recursion, but be less strict as the second way. Also here confluence
is not taken into account.
A fourth way to combat the recursion problem is to allow only a limited
number of rule invocations per user event. This will cut off any recursive
rule invocation. The number of invocations needs to be fairly high so as to
minimise the problems of unpredictability caused by sudden cutoffs of rule
execution as different sequences of user actions might make cutoffs happen
at different points in the execution path.
6.5.1 Point by point evaluation of push adaptation models
In this section we present a point by point evaluation of push adaptation
models, referring to the evaluation dimensions given in section 6.3.
• Predictability. Push adaptation models, provided that there is no prob-
lem involving confluence, are in principle predictable. The main point
in predictability is the design of the domain model. This is system
specific.
• Adaptability. Because the user model stores high level concepts it will
be fairly easy for users to adapt the model to their wishes. If concepts
get too focused to particular system concepts this advantage might
vanish as it becomes harder to influence the overall behaviour of the
system.
• Supportability. As the amount of attributes in the user model is lim-
ited, user support departments have an easier task to support the user
model.
• Control. This point is mostly influenced by the domain model and
other options within the system unrelated to the adaptation model.
There is one point of control, though, that is very dependent on user
model. That is the possibility to ask the system to undo certain be-
haviour, or even to ask it to exclude a certain time period from the
model.
Undoing user models is possible with push adaptation models us-
ing snapshots and increments. This allows reconstruction of the user
model at a certain state. Disregarding certain time periods from the
model is impossible though.
• Speed. Provided that the amount of rules stays within limits there are
no serious speed issues with push adaptation models.
• Extensibility. Push adaptation models are similar to database theory,
and are often based on it. In connection with that they inherit one
problem of databases: database systems are not good at data model
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change. This is the same with rule based adaptation models. Intro-
duction of new attributes must go together with explicit defaults for
the attributes involved. This can be hard as different user models
might need different default values for new attributes. The use of user
profiles here is hard as obtaining those profiles is a problem since there
is no possibility to use existing user models as a base.
There are less problems with default values of new attributes when the
new attributes are related to new concepts that are largely unrelated
to attributes in the existing user model. As an example let’s consider
the addition of a new concept. Suppose the access to this concept
A is dependent on an attribute of another concept B (e.g. whether
that concept is known to the user). At the point where concept B is
known before concept A is a part of the user model there is a problem.
Using only adaptation rules and default values there is no possibility,
except by forcing a change of the attribute of concept B, to ensure the
expected behaviour in this case (Allow A if B is known and disallow
A if B is not known).
In the AHAM model (Wu, 2002), the approach is taken to actually
evaluate the visibility of a certain concept at the moment it needs to
be shown. While this “solves” the problem it introduces the problem
that one still cannot now beforehand whether a link to this concept
is warranted. We believe users should never see any links to concepts
they cannot access.
• Model size. A push adaptation model has a user model with a limited
size. This is because events are aggregated into a user model at the
moment they happen.
• Analysis possibilities. The fact that event aggregation in rule based
adaptation models happens at the moment the events happen makes
it hard to impossible to perform time based analysis on user actions.
Also aging (as weighing recent events higher than older events) is hard
to implement.
• Concurrency. Push systems work by updating the user model based
on a rule and consequently executing all rules triggered by this update.
To allow concurrency within push systems therefore all data properties
that can change must be locked before the execution of the rule is
started. Based on the rules a sizeable part of the model might need to
be locked. This seriously limits the possibilities for concurrent access
of the user model.
• Prediction quality Without knowing the predictions that are made,
or the way they are determined, the prediction quality can not be
determined.
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From this point by point overview we can see that push adaptation
models are especially good in the areas of model size and complexity. The
weakest points lay in extensibility of the model.
6.5.2 Examples of push models
Push adaptation models are very popular within the domain of educational
systems. Those systems can be characterised by the fact that the user
properties that need to be modelled are often concrete in the sense that
they for example reflect the knowledge of the user on a certain subject.
Push adaptation models are, however, used in other systems too. Examples
of push adaptation models can be found in for example: (Wu, 2002), (de Bra
et al., 2000), (Brusilovsky and Cooper, 2002), (Encarnac¸a˜o and Stoev, 1999),
(Montaner and Lopez, 2003).
6.6 Pull adaptation models
Pull adaptation models (see Figure 6.6) perform adaptation from a differ-
ent direction than push models. In the extremity a pull adaptation model
records all events in the user model. High level attributes are then derived
based on lower level attributes and querying of the event record / user model.
Figure 6.6: A pull adaptation model
The pull model can be seen as being functional. The functional model
is not based on databases, but on mathematics instead. As such the model
does not suffer from the problems of the push systems that make domain
model extension hard.
Confluence problems can not occur within a functional model. There
can, however, be a problem of termination. A solution to this could be to
disallow recursion. Disallowing recursion in a functional model is not that
problematic as disallowing recursion in a rule based model. In a functional
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model the results of the recursive function can often be calculated in other
ways. Certain classes of recursive functions can also easily be shown to
terminate. If termination is an issue, disallowing those functions for which
termination is not easily proved, should cause little practical problems.
One problem with the functional model though is the fact that the
recorded data has very little value on itself. For adaptation purposes one
would prefer to know concepts of user behaviour, not individual events. Rule
based adaptation makes sure that concept generation needs to be done only
once. Certain concept generation rules might be quite complex and would
take a long time to recalculate on every use. Caching could be very helpful
here, but it very much depends on the functions involved.
6.6.1 Point by point evaluation of pull adaptation models
In this section we present a point by point evaluation of pull adaptation
models, referring to the evaluation dimensions given in section 6.3.
• Predictability. Pull models do not have inherent predictability prob-
lems. There are clear mathematical rules of preference in cases where
non-confluence could occur.
• Adaptability. Pull models have problems with adaptability. This is
caused by the fact that user models store huge amounts of abstract
facts. One can not expect even experts to be able to make predictable
changes in such a user model. An exception to this is that exclusion
of time periods is easy in pull models. All events have a timestamp,
and removal of facts just leads to different results of the functions.
We believe though that there are certainly possibilities to let users
specify override values for the functions in the adaptation model. That
can adapt fewer, more concrete values. The system needs to specify
though which functions can be overridden, and which not. In certain
cases inverse functions could be used to propagate a default value for
a high level function to lower level functions.
• Supportability. The problems of adaptability arise also on the point of
supportability. The undo possibilities though can be a very big help
for support departments.
• Control. Control depends most on the domain model, but the possi-
bility to exclude data from certain time periods helps the users to be
in control of the system. The system could also employ time series
analysis tools to identify different periods of system use.
• Speed. As user models that store events can get very big there is
certainly the need to use extensive caching of intermediate results.
The language used to query the user model could provide tools for
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incremental queries, where old results get enhanced with newer facts.
Also the set of matching events can be stored to be used as a base for
the query at a later time.
At the point that events have been executed, the pull model can be
faster as only the functions involved in a certain concept need to be
executed.
• Extensibility. The pull adaptation model scores very well on the point
of extensibility. As abstract events are stored there will be many cases
where new user attributes can be derived from behaviour before the
attribute was introduced. Further, the user model format does not
need to change at the moment the domain model changes.
• Model size. Model size is a disadvantage of the pull adaptation model.
With a little loss on model quality though old events could be aggre-
gated into smaller parts or even discarded. If the amount of users of
the system is not that high we don’t believe there is a big problem on
model size.
• Analysis possibilities. The pull adaptation model allows for more anal-
ysis possibilities. As all data in the user model is time stamped, time
based analysis and aging are easily performed. There are no analysis
possibilities in the push model that are not available in a pull model.
If necessary a Turing-complete language could be used to write the
functions in the adaptation model. This does include problems with
termination though.
• Concurrency. Pull adaptation systems are rather well suited for con-
currency. As a (pure) functional system does not update data, every
transaction needs to know which data item is the top item at the start
of the transaction. During the transaction only items earlier than this
item are considered which guarantees consistency when new items are
added in the mean time.
In case of maintenance by data aggregation we again have the advan-
tage of the fact that normal operation does not update data items,
but only adds. This means the only time locking is necessary is when
the aggregated data needs to replace the original data items. These
replacements might even be scheduled for later processing at a time
when the store is not being used.
• Prediction quality Without knowing the predictions that are made,
or the way they are determined, the prediction quality can not be
determined.
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6.6.2 Examples of pull models
Pull based adaptation models are currently not common. They are especially
utilised in cases where combinations of events need to be analysed to retrieve
the goals of a user. A pull based adaptation model is for example used in
(Linton et al., 1999). In this article the interaction of users with a word
processor is studied. This interaction is used to make recommendations to
the user on doing things more efficiently. Another example of pull models are
attentive systems. They need to determine whether a user can be disturbed.
These systems are highly dynamic and thus do not fit well with the static
nature of the push model. Examples of these systems can be found in (ACM,
2003). Other pull systems can be found in: (Bull et al., 2001), (Bull and
McCalla, 2002), (Virvou et al., 2000), (Fleming and Cohen, 1999)
6.7 Hybrid adaptation models
Both adaptation models have their advantages and disadvantages. The push
model for example might need workarounds for dates, or age (date depen-
dent) of a person. The pull is not very good at storing static user properties,
and can be very space inefficient.
Looking at the two phases of the user modelling process we can see that
while the he model use phase is especially suited for a pull approach. The
modelling phase is more directed towards a push approach. As a result of
this there is the possibility to have a mixed adaptation model. Such a mixed
model can combine the advantages of both pure models.
6.7.1 Point by point evaluation of hybrid adaptation models
• Predictability. As hybrid system the system inherits the predictability
of the push and pull systems. Both have good predictability, so a
hybrid adaptation system should also have good predictability.
• Adaptability. By storing system independent user properties the hy-
brid system can offer the user clear high-level properties the user can
change. This could mean that the adaptability of a hybrid system is
better than both the rule based and functional approaches.
This better adaptability could vanish if the rule based and functional
models offer adaptability of intermediate concepts that are at the same
position as the user properties of the hybrid model.
• Supportability. The supportability of a hybrid adaptation model is
probably less than that of the rule based model, but certainly better
than the functional model. Also a good hybrid model can retain undo
capabilities.
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• Control. Depending on the exact adaptation model there are still
possibilities to do time based analysis and time period exclusion.
• Speed. Hybrid adaptation models should relieve many of the possible
speed problems in the functional model as it can reduce the complexity
of the event store in the functional model.
• Extensibility. The modelling process goes from very system specific
events to less system dependent concepts. Those system indepen-
dent concepts can be building blocks for extension. System dependent
events cannot really do that. So there is no real loss in extensibility
when using a hybrid model where concepts are stored that are less
system dependent.
• Model size. In the hybrid model the model size can be significantly
lower as not single events are stored, but more high-level concepts.
• Analysis possibilities. As hybrid adaptation models allow for different
adaptation strategies for different properties, they can retain most of
the analysis possibilities that function-based adaptation models have.
At the same time hybrid adaptation models can take advantage of
properties of rule-based adaptation models where analysis offered by
a function-based approach is not necessary.
• Concurrency. Hybrid adaptation models need a concurrency frame-
work that is as capable as that of rule-based adaptation models. The
hybrid nature, however, of the models can lead to more localised lock-
ing needs than the needs of rule-based models. As such locking should
be less of a problem in hybrid models.
• Prediction quality Without knowing the predictions that are made,
or the way they are determined, the prediction quality can not be
determined.
6.7.2 Examples of hybrid adaptation models
Hybrid adaptation models are more common than one would expect. They
can often be found in systems where no special effort was put to the adap-
tation model. One area where they are almost unavoidable is the area of
recommender systems. These systems tend to be focused on document user
matching techniques. Many of these systems make a single “user model” out
of the event history of the user-system interaction. Those user models are
then used at time query time to make a rank of different recommendations.
Examples of recommender systems can be found in: (Montaner and Lopez,
2003), (Maglio and Barrett, 1997)
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6.8 Structural evaluation
To make well-informed decisions on adaptation models one can use the bal-
anced scorecard method as discussed in section 6.2.2.2. This method needs
dimensions of evaluation. As the balanced scorecard method is normally
used for making investment decisions, a wide range of related dimensions
is normally used. These dimensions may still make sense for user mod-
elling systems. We will however not discuss them further, but add our own
dimensions as described in section 6.3.
6.8.1 Indicators for structural evaluation
To determine the scores on the dimensions based on an adaptation graph
we need to find indicators for that dimension. These indicators give an
indication of the performance of the adaptation graph on the dimension.
They are not guarantees though, only indications of likelihood.
A number of indicators will be given further on in this section. The
indicators can either be quantitative or qualitative. If an indicator requires
a subjective judgement, such as how privacy sensitive a user property is, it
will always be considered qualitative. The reason for this is that it is hard
to give a meaning to any quantitative value, and such an indicator being
quantitative suggest a precision that is not there.
Please note that qualitative indicators can be made semi-quantitative by
mapping each possible qualitative value to a numeric value in a given range.
Similarly a quantitative indicator can be made qualitative by dividing the
range of the indicator into a fixed number of classes.
Indicators can further be distinguished on whether they work on adapta-
tion elements or not. If indicators can be used per adaptation element, they
can be used in a straightforward way to make a decision between different
alternative adaptation elements.
If indicators do not work per adaptation element, there is however a
way to still get a measurement for a specific adaptation element. This can
be done by measuring the indicator for the adaptation model with, and
for the adaptation model without the element. Please note though that this
“contribution” measurement is dependent on the full adaptation model, and
as such cannot be fully trusted to give correct results on different adaptation
models. This makes using this method less desirable for determining whether
or not to include a specific personalisation.
6.8.2 Predictability
To determine how predictable an adaptation model or element is for the
user the following indicators can be used:
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• Moment the knowledge gets used. The predictability of a person-
alisation depends on when new knowledge is used for the personalisa-
tion. If information is put aside too long before using it for personal-
isation the user might have forgotten his previous behaviour and find
the personalisation unpredictable. Similarly, if the interface changes
all the time, this decreases predictability.
This indicator works on adaptation elements and leans towards be-
ing a qualitative property with values such as “immediate”, “shortly
delayed”, “next session”, “next day”.
• Mathematical complexity of push algorithm. If the push algo-
rithm is complex, the time needed to update the user model makes
that changes cannot happen immediately. If the system waits for the
algorithm to finish this would of course result in even worse behaviour.
The mathematical complexity works on adaptation elements. Its re-
sults are qualitative, by virtue of returning a complexity class, not a
number.
• Impact of reactions to user behaviour. If user actions have a
small impact (not much changes) then the system is in general more
predictable for the user. If for example one user action triggers ev-
ery part of the system behaviour to be different, the predictability is
diminished.
The impact indicator works on adaptation elements and in most cases
gives a qualitative results. In certain applications it is possible to give
impact quantitatively though. An example of such an application is
a search engine where one can determine that the change of the user
properties in the adaptation element will change the results on average
such that one returned document is different.
• Variance in the impact. Just as the size of the impact to behaviour
determines the predictability, the variance in this size influences the
predictability greatly. If, for example, stereotypes are implemented
improperly, this can be an issue: assume that stereotypes are used
to determine the behaviour of the system, and the system monitors
the user to determine the most appropriate stereotype. It might then
very well happen that at some point the user performs an action that
leads the system to believe that the most appropriate stereotype is
different. This action then has a big impact as all personalisation
happens according to the new stereotype whereas other user actions
did not have any effect by not indicating a change of best matching
stereotype.
Impact variance can like the impact itself be determined on adaptation
elements, and has the same qualitativity or quantitativity.
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• Stability and graceful degradation of the AI method applied.
For adaptive personalisation to work, artificial intelligence methods
must be applied. There are many different artificial intelligence meth-
ods that could be used (for example simple rule based reasoning on
one side, and neural networks at the other).
It is important to recognise that in adaptive personalisation it is un-
realistic to expect these methods to always return the correct result.
Users for example change, or are new to the system. All artificial
intelligence methods have their own strengths and weaknesses, and
perform different when giving wrong predictions. For predictability
of the system it is important that when wrong predictions are given,
they are as close to the true answer as possible. If the answer is too far
of from the right answer, it is further more desirable that the system
indicates that it does not know the right answer than that it just gives
the wrong one without warning.
The AI method stability indicator works per adaptation element, and
is qualitative.
6.8.3 Adaptability
To determine how easy it is for users to change the adaptive system by
overriding the behaviour analysis we find the following indicators:
• Concreteness of user properties. The first indicator for adaptabil-
ity of an adaptation model is the concreteness of the user properties.
If user properties are very concrete, users can easily understand their
meaning, and can easily give a correct value.
Concreteness is a qualitative property that can be determined per
adaptation element.
• Impact of properties. The impact of user properties looks at how
much changes when the user property is changed. When too little
changes on a changed property the property does not well support the
changing of the user model. If however the behaviour of the whole
system changes when a single user property changes, it is again hard
for a user to make correct changes as the required precision in the
changes is too large.
The impact of user property changes can best be determined for a
whole system as that gives the overview for determining the impact.
It is normally a qualitative indicator.
• Predictability of changes. Further it is important for the adapt-
ability of the adaptation model that users can easily predict what the
results of their actions are. If it is hard for a user to determine the
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results of a change, most users will be afraid of making such a change,
or make a wrong change.
While user property changes normally influence multiple adaptation
elements the predictability of the results still applies to individual
adaptation elements. As such the indicator works on individual ele-
ments. It is possible to give a quantitative measure for this indicator
in the probability that the user mis-predicts the changes that occur.
In many cases there will not be enough information to determine that
though. Further mis-prediction probability does not take into account
how serious the mis-prediction is. A qualitative approach on this in-
dicator can do this more easily.
6.8.4 Supportability
Most information systems are used in a context where people are supported
by others in their work with the information system. Think about the
support desk of bigger organisations, or the help-desk of the internet service
provider. The following indicators help in determining how supportable an
adaptive system is:
• How much can support staff see (or recreate) the user en-
vironment. To be able to support a user in the use of an informa-
tion system it is often very helpful to be able to see what the user
sees. While one could always use a tool to copy the user’s screen to
the screen of the support staff, such systems are not always available
(especially in non-corporate environments). It is then important for
support staff to be able to recreate the information system as the user
sees it. The possibilities for this are dependent on the system. For
a proper recreation of the system it is necessary for support staff to
access the user model. When the user model is stored on the user’s
local machine this is not straightforward.
How much support staff can see or recreate of the user environment
is only dependent on the system that is used. It is not dependent on
adaptation models, and as such determining this on a higher granu-
larity makes no sense. This indicator is qualitative.
• How much can support staff understand the user environ-
ment. Once the support staff is able to have a view of what the user
sees, it is important that the support staff is able to understand the
user interface. From a support perspective it is for example hard when
users have completely customised menus and toolbars (as most office
applications allow). It is easier though to tell users not to mess up
their toolbars than it is when changes are adaptively performed by an
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approved system. It is therefore important for supportability that the
behaviour of the system stays close to the default or initial behaviour.
Understandability is a property that can be perceived per personalisa-
tion, and as such is determined per adaptation element. The indicator
is normally qualitative.
• Location of personalisation (what gets personalised). The lo-
cation of the personalisation also determines the supportability of the
system. If for example the personalisation only gives hints or improved
defaults for the user, the user interface is not changed. If, however,
the personalisation influences the behaviour or layout of a system it is
harder for support staff to understand and support the system.
Like the understandability indicator, the location indicator can be
directly mapped to personalisations and adaptation elements. It is a
typical qualitative indicator.
• Transparency of the user model. To be able to really help users
it is also important that support staff can easily understand the user
model. Support staff might for example be asked by users to “fix”
their user model, or to explain why the system does personalises an
action in a certain way. This indicator is strongly linked with the
adaptability dimension for evaluation.
Transparency can be determined per user property. As such it can also
be determined per adaptation element. It is a qualitative property.
6.8.5 Control
To determine how much a user can feel in control of the system, the following
indicators can be helpful:
• Can the adaptive behaviour be turned off or recording frozen?
If the system allows users to turn of the personalisation, to freeze the
personalisation, or to turn off updating of the user model, this allows
the user to control more precisely how the adaptive personalisation
affects his use of the system.
This indicator is for a system feature and as such independent of the
adaptation model. It is a qualitative indicator that can be answered
by “yes” and “no”.
• Is the adaptive behaviour invasive? The degree in which the per-
sonalisations influence the system have a big influence on user control
of the system. If for example the system only offers personalised sug-
gestions on the users’ request, there is no reason that the user should
feel out of control. If however the system in the users’ view seems
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to randomly change its behaviour, the user is likely to feel frustrated
with the system.
Invasive behaviour can be determined per personalisation and as such
per adaptation element. It is a qualitative property.
• Is there a possibility to block the adaptive system from per-
forming certain personalisations? While it is important that the
adaptive system can be frozen or turned off completely, it is in many
cases better for the user experience to have more selective control. If
a user would be able to tell the system not to perform certain person-
alisations this is better for user control.
While this is in principle a system property it can be determined and
differ per adaptation element. As blocking is either possible or impos-
sible, it is a qualitative property.
6.8.6 Speed
Another very important part of the user experience is the reactiveness of
the system. Simple things should not take long, and in any case the system
should react fast to any user actions. A number of indicators can be used to
determine how an adaptation model will perform on the speed dimension:
• Pull mathematical complexity. As pull adaptation means that
the answers to system questions about the user need to be determined
at the moment the system reaction is determined, the time this takes
directly influences the speed. The mathematical complexity of the
algorithm that determines the answer to the question is a good indi-
cation for the time needed to perform the algorithm.
The mathematical complexity can be determined per adaptation ele-
ment. Complexity is a qualitative measure.
• Upper bound. If there is an upper bound to the time taken to
perform a query operation that means that systems can rely on this
time. For real-time or near real-time systems such a property is very
important.
The presence of an upper bound on the time needed for an algorithm
can be determined for each adaptation element. It is a truth value, so
qualitative.
• Cacheability / precalculatability. If it is possible to cache already
given answers, or to calculate the answers before they are given, the
responsiveness of the adaptive system increases. This also increases
the responsiveness or speed of the full system.
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Whether values can be cached or precalculated depends on whether it
is possible to predict future user behaviour. Caching also depends on
how often questions are repeated. Both can be determined quantita-
tively. This indicator works per adaptation element.
• User count. In a case where there are multiple users that use the
adaptation system simultaneously on the same computer, the resources
of this computer must be shared between them. While a single user
system is most of the time waiting for user inputs, adding users does
gradually put a load on the system, and impacts reaction speed.
The expected user count is a system property. It is by definition
quantitative.
• Update and query frequency. As system resources might be shared
with other users, or multiple applications that want information about
the user, the speed could be affected. The impact of this is influenced
by the frequency that the user model is updated or consulted. The
more frequently the user model is updated or consulted, the lower the
speed gets.
The update and query frequencies can be determined per adaptation
element. Their values can either be predicted or measured experimen-
tally. Both are quantitative.
6.8.7 Extensibility
• Where in the framework is the adaptation element? If we
look at the framework as presented in section 6.4.1 the position of
the adaptation element in the framework is a good indication on the
extensibility of the system. In general the less information is lost in
transformation (deducing properties of the user), the easier it is to
use the information of past behaviour to deduce the values for newly
introduced properties.
In general the process of going from events to questions about users
loses information. The trick however is that the answers to questions
about the users are based on many events, and as such they are still
based enough on information about the user (actual user behaviour).
The position in the framework works on adaptation elements. As the
framework is fuzzy by nature, it is normally better to determine this
position qualitatively. The value could be determined quantitatively,
but the meaning of the values would not be clear.
A quantitative value for this indicator can for example be determined
by the following method. For each user property determine the average
length of the path to each event it is connected to. Average this
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over all user properties. This gives an average push length. Then
determine an average pull length by averaging the path length from
the personalisation to each user property. The ratio of the push length
and the pull length is an indicator of the position in the framework.
One should however be aware that while average push length and
average pull length are related to the position in the framework, this
is not an absolute. The real position is determined by how close the
user property is to the maximum system independence.
• How hard is it to maintain a consistent user model? For an
adaptive system to work properly it is important that the user model
is consistent. If the adaptation model make it hard to maintain consis-
tency this means it is hard to create new rules in the push adaptation
model that maintain a consistent user model.
To determine how hard it is to maintain a consistent user model one
can determine the chance that a random user model, that is valid,
is consistent. A user model is valid if the values for user properties
correspond with the types of the properties. Consistency in this case
means that it corresponds with what the existing adaptation model
expects of the user model.
Difficulty of consistency can be determined per adaptation element. It
can be determined as a probability, so the indicator is quantitative.
• How domain independent are user properties? If user proper-
ties are domain independent, it is likely that they are relevant to other
domains too. Similarly if user properties are domain dependent, it is
unlikely that they are relevant in other domains. As adaptation model
extensions normally extend the domain of the adaptation model, it it
important to know how relevant the existing properties are to the ex-
tended part of the domain.
Domain independence of user properties is determined per user prop-
erty, and aggregated over an adaptation element. As domain indepen-
dence can for now not be determined with an objective measure, this
indicator is qualitative in nature.
6.8.8 Model size
For some classes of systems (mainly those in restricted environments, or
where many user models are maintained at one location) it is important that
the size of the user model is restricted. For determining how an adaptation
model performs on user model size the following indicators could be used:
• Adaptation element size. In principle the size of an adaptation
element is the sum of the sizes of all properties. The number of prop-
erties is in our model maximised, or if one fully initialises user models
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fixed. The size of the properties is however not fixed. Depending on
the property type, this size can be fixed, bounded or unbounded. To
calculate the size for this indicator one can take an average property
size for a reasonable use.
The size of an adaptation element is determined per adaptation ele-
ment. The size can be determined or predicted quantitatively.
• Stability: degree of size increase with time (space complex-
ity). As an adaptive system is used more by the user, properties that
record the history get an ever increasing size. The space complexity
of the rules in an adaptation model gives an indication of the spaced
used by the properties. The space complexity can be either in terms
of events or in terms of days.
Space complexity like time complexity is a qualitative property. It can
be determined per adaptation element.
• Is there an upper bound (maximum size)? In systems where
it is essential to know that things will continue to function correctly,
for example embedded systems, it is important that the size of a user
model will never grow beyond a certain upper bound. The existence
of an upper bound (which is equivalent to having a constant space
complexity) guarantees that a certain amount of space allotted to a
user model is always sufficient.
The upper bound indicator is related to the space complexity. It works
on adaptation elements and is qualitative as an upper bound is either
present or not present.
6.8.9 Privacy
The importance of privacy should be clear. Some systems are not really
sensitive as they live on the users’ private computer, but others certainly
are. Even in a work setting, there are certain requirements on the privacy of
the employees. As most systems will also be employed in work environments,
it is important that adaptive systems take the privacy issues into account.
Here we present some indicators for determining how privacy sensitive an
adaptation model or system is.
• Sensitivity of user properties. Some user properties are more
privacy sensitive than others. As a result when an adaptation model
has more sensitive user properties than another one, it is more privacy
sensitive.
Privacy sensitivity can be determined for each user property in an
adaptation element. As such the indicator works on adaptation ele-
ments. There is no objective measurement of how privacy sensitive a
user property is, so it is considered qualitative.
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• Where are user models / properties stored (who can access
them)? The location of the storage of user models is important. If
the information is stored at an untrusted location, privacy is seriously
threatened. If it is stored at a central trusted location, the threat is
smaller, but this location is still an attractive target for malevolent
persons. Privacy is probably best protected when the user model lives
with the user on a device he controls. Of course that also means that
the device should be sufficiently protected against people breaking in
and as such stealing the users personal information. If one cannot trust
that the user device is sufficiently secure to not allow stealing of the
user information, it might be the best option to store the information
with a trusted third party that acts on behalf of the user.
The location of user properties is mainly a property of the system.
While personalisations do differ in how easy it is to store a user prop-
erty away from the application logic (which may be performed on a
central server), this are properties of personalisations, not of the adap-
tation model involved. Personalisations do however correspond with
adaptation elements, and as such the indicator can be used per adap-
tation element. One should note though that this indicator can only be
used to dismiss or accept personalisations, but not to determine which
adaptation element is a better implementation of the personalisation.
The location is a qualitative property by nature.
• Amount of user models stored at the location (attractiveness
of target). Most people tend to make some cost benefit analysis in
what they do. The benefit in this case is the acquiring of privacy sen-
sitive data. This benefit is increased with the amount of user models
that can be acquired by one action. This means that it brings more
benefit to break into systems that contain thousands of user models,
than to break into the system of a single user. In general those systems
that contain more models are however also harder to break into and
as such have a higher cost. This indicator as such only shines light on
one aspect.
The amount of user models at a location is related to the location of the
user properties involved. As it is possible that user properties of one
adaptation model exist in multiple locations, one can determine this
property per adaptation element. It is clearly a quantitative indicator.
6.8.10 Concurrency
As systems get more advanced, more things will happen in parallel. Adap-
tive systems should go along, and as such it is important to know how well
an adaptation model works in a concurrent environment:
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• Event frequency. Concurrency support normally implies some kind
of locking or other consistency maintaining operations. The general
rule is that the least that is needed, the better. If the event frequency
is low that means that the chance for lock contention is lower. As such
there is a higher capacity for parallel access.
The event frequency can be determined per event and thus per adap-
tation element. This allows a distinction between noisy and less noisy
adaptation elements. Of course overall adaptation model event fre-
quency is also important. Event frequency is a quantitative property.
• Event footprint. Similarly one does not need to lock a full user
model, but only that part of the user model that is relevant for the
event to be processed. Doing so means that unrelated queries and
events can be processed at the same time, and don’t need to wait on
the completion of this event.
Event footprint is determined per adaptation element. It can be de-
termined quantitatively by counting the amount of user properties
written to and the amount of user properties only read. These two
measurements can be combined with a weighing factor that weights
writes heavier than reads.
• Question frequency. Questions only perform read operations on
the user model. As such the evaluation of a question can never block
the evaluation of another question. They do however block, and are
blocked by, the updating of a user model as the result of an event.
As such the higher the frequency of questions, the less concurrent
processes can be run.
The frequency of questions can be determined per adaptation element.
It is a quantitative property.
• Question footprint. Similar to the event footprint, the question
footprint determines how the part of the user model is that is affected
by its lock. The smaller the footprint, the more events can be processed
while the question is answered.
The question footprint of an adaptation element can be determined
by the amount of user properties in the adaptation element. This is a
quantitative measure.
• Event – Question overlap. In the model as explained in chapter
4 events are normally followed by questions on the model. It is often
possible to know the questions that are going to be asked without
knowing the system state. If the footprints of those questions overlap
the event, this means that the updating of the user model as a result of
the event must complete before the questions can be answered. Please
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note though that one could also evaluate the questions first, but that
would lead to different semantics and different results. It would also
reduce the predictability of the system as an action leads to a delayed
reaction.
Event question overlap can be determined within an adaptation ele-
ment, but it often useful to determine the overlap for the full adap-
tation model. That gives a better picture on the interaction between
the adaptation elements. The overlap can be counted and as such is a
quantitative indicator.
6.8.11 Prediction quality
Prediction quality depends on the inference method chosen. In general one
can say that the more information is available, the better is the quality of
the predictions. Otherwise, prediction quality can only be determined by
trying out the predictor on representative data and measuring the squared
errors.
• Input information The information that is put into the system is an
indicator of the quality of the predictions from the system. The infor-
mation used for an adaptation element can be determined per adapta-
tion element. While estimating the amount of information from events
is not always very easy, the indicator can still be seen as quantitative.
6.8.12 Taking things together
The indicators above can be used to make decisions on adaptation models
and adaptation elements.
Indicator Quantitative per element
Predictability
Moment of usage x
Reaction impact half x
Impact variance half x
AI method stability x
Adaptability
Concreteness of user properties x
Impact of user properties x
Change predictability half x
Supportability
Ability of support staff to see the user en-
vironment
Understandability for support staff x
Location of personalisation x
User model transparency x
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Indicator Quantitative per element
Control
Can the adaptive behaviour be turned off
or recording frozen?
x
Is the adaptive behaviour invasive? x
Cacheability? x
Speed
Pull mathematical complexity? x
Upper bound? x
Cacheability x x
User count x
Update and query frequency x x
Extensibility
Position in the framework half x
Difficulty of consistency x x
User property domain independence x
Model size
Adaptation element size x x
Adaptation element space complexity x
Upper bound on adaptation element size x
Privacy
User property sensitivity x
Location of user properties x
Amount of user models stored at the lo-
cation (Location attractiveness)
x x
Concurrency
Event frequency x x
Event footprint x x
Question frequency x x
Question footprint x x
Event – question overlap x limited
Prediction quality
Input information x x
Table 6.1: The indicators for adaptation model evaluation
6.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we have provided a framework for the evaluation of adapta-
tion models and adaptation elements. This framework has three evaluation
levels that are appropriate at different states in the development of adaptive
applications. We have presented a method for preliminary adaptation model
evaluation that allows for early decisions. We have further provided a view
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on structural evaluation of adaptation models and elements. This evaluation
allows evaluation of adaptation model properties without performing user
tests. We have however not presented any user test method in this chapter.
User testing is not within our scope of expertise, and further is sufficiently
researched. This does not mean however that user testing should be skipped
before actual deployment of adaptive applications. While prediction quality
might be determined using a different source of information, this is not true
for determining the effectiveness of personalisations.
This framework provides a good basis for answering how adaptivity can
be evaluated. While one must take domain properties into account in ac-
tual evaluations, the presented framework allows one to make domain inde-
pendent statements. This includes the possibility to compare domains by
comparing typical examples of the domains. The framework will be further
evaluated in section 8.6.
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Chapter 7
Validation of the generic
adaptivity model
7.1 Introduction
To show that the GAM as introduced in chapter 4 is valuable we will show
that its costs are low while the benefits are high. We will show that this
is true along the lines of a vision of where adaptive personalisation can go.
This vision is illustrated along various aspects that together show adaptive
personalisation performed in a way that allows systems to cooperate on
maintaining user models, while protecting the user privacy and allowing
group user models. This vision is also still broadly applicable to various
systems.
In the remainder of this section we will first introduce the points that
show that the costs are low. Then we show the benefits of the theory.
7.1.1 Costs of the GAM
The costs of a model are formed by the assumptions it makes. If those
assumptions are hard to satisfy, the model is expensive. In section 7.6 we
argue that the assumptions made by the GAM are light. This is illustrated
by showing how the cases from chapter 3 fit into the model.
Looking at the assumptions made by the GAM we see that the use of
events, rules, user properties and questions in combination with a power-
ful rule and question language does not seriously restrict adaptation model
designers in any way. The inference process can be performed with any tech-
nique desired. The update function compatibility described in section 4.4.6.2
ensures that the rule system semantics can be chosen with few restrictions.
Using the build model can also be performed in almost any way. The
only restriction is that model use may not influence the model. We believe
that this restriction is fair in that it forces events to be explicit.
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If so desired, it is even possible to discard the application part of the
GAM. The respond function binds the user modelling part and the appli-
cation logic together. This function describes the running of the system,
but is not used elsewhere in the system. This means that if so desired, the
respond function can be replaced by a different application model that fits
the application closer, but does not have all the gains of the function used
in the GAM.
In general, the GAM does not prescribe how the adaptation inference
process should be performed. In section 8.2 we have described a method for
designing adaptation models that may give some guidance, but again does
not prescribe the inference method. It is however possible to make extensions
to the GAM that further restrict the GAM towards a more restricted set of
inference methods.
In the GAM there is no guarantee that adaptation models are proper.
The models makes no effort to ensure that all legal adaptation models will
terminate, or produce confluent results. While giving such guarantees has
advantages, it also disregards a large class of adaptation models that are
confluent and terminating, but do not fit the restrictions that are designed
to ensure it. To ensure termination it is for example necessary that the
event and question language not be Turing complete, as termination of Tur-
ing complete languages is indeterminable. Not having a Turing complete
language would however diminish some of the strengths of the model.
7.1.2 Benefits of the GAM
The restrictions of the GAM make possible to achieve a number of useful
features. They allow privacy to be guaranteed as illustrated in section 7.4.
They allow the sharing of user models between users and between applica-
tions as shown in sections 7.3 and 7.8. By sharing the user models between
users and applications the GAM can achieve better user models (based upon
more information), and as such better personalisation.
7.2 Aspect: Speaking each other’s language
Different applications have different visions on user modelling and on the
domain. This results in issues like using the same name for different concept,
or different names for the same concept.
The first problem in unifying meaning is the use of the same word to
represent multiple concepts. This confusion leads to unpredictable adapta-
tion. To solve this problem, section 5.6 has introduced the possibility of
namespaces.
Giving each application its own namespace solves the problem of over-
lapping. It does however introduce a new problem in that it nullifies the
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benefits of collaboration between applications by making everything sepa-
rate.
Using only a standard namespace of previously agreed-upon names en-
ables efficient sharing. It is however very unlikely that all thinkable concepts
get standardised names. It also hampers flexibility in the design of adaptive
systems.
As a result, multiple namespaces should be used. There may be one
or multiple standard namespaces (multiple in the case of domain specific
namespaces), as well as application specific namespaces. Doing so allows
sharing information where possible, while still allowing applications to have
specific behaviour.
Example
Take for example two applications: a word processor and a drawing program. Both
these programs have a concept of “favourite storage directory”. The user however
has different preferences on where to store text documents, and where to store
images. This shows that these concepts are in fact domain dependent and should
live in either a domain namespace or the applications namespace, but not in a global
namespace.
These two applications could also have the ability to show a tip-of-the-day when
the user starts the application. As it is likely that the preference of a user towards
wanting to see tips is largely independent of the application, there is a global prop-
erty “likes tips”.
As the user may still have application specific preferences towards seeing a tip-
of-the-day, there can also he an application specific “likes tips” user property. There
is then a question that combines the application specific preference and the global
preference to determine the answer for a specific application.
7.3 Merging adaptation models
While section 7.2 offers support for a naming structure for adaptation models
used by multiple applications there is more that can be done. What would
be ideal is the automatic merging of adaptation models. This would allow
unrelated applications to jointly maintain and use a user model. Thanks
to the adaptation element concept we can provide a method for automated
merging of adaptation models.
In adaptation models there are four named concepts. There are events,
user properties, questions and personalisations. Personalisations are appli-
cation specific, and as such only live in the application specific namespace.
Questions only derive answers about users based on the user model. As
the questions do not add information about the user, there is no benefit in
sharing questions, so they also live in an application namespace. (Note that
even for equal questions, merging has no effect in the results). Events are
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generated by the application. By themselves events do not have behaviour,
so events in a shared namespace can stay shared.
This leaves user properties. The values of user properties are determined
by rules. These rules may be application specific in interacting with each
other. This means that user property names in a common namespace and
the accompanying rules can just be merged. If we look at the part of an
adaptation graph such as in Figure 7.1 we can see that user property U2
depends on user property U1 and on events E1 and E2. For a different
adaptation model, the same property might be determined based on different
information. For example such as in the adaptation model shown in Figure
7.2.
Figure 7.1: Adaptation graph for adaptation model 1
Figure 7.2: Adaptation graph for adaptation model 2
If we look at both adaptation graphs we see that for user property U2
these models are overlapping, but not equal. In general three cases can
be distinguished for the subgraphs starting at a user property. The first
case is that the subgraphs are not overlapping. In this case merging is no
problem. The second case is that there is an overlap but the subgraphs are
equivalent. The third case is that there is an overlap but the subgraphs are
not equivalent.
It is impossible to always decide equivalence of programs. As an adapta-
tion model contains programs, and an adaptation graph is a representation
of an adaptation model this holds for adaptation models too. This holds for
the subgraphs too. As such there are advantages if it would not be neces-
sary to handle the equivalence case. Fortunately the method for resolving
the non-equivalent overlap problem works perfectly on equivalent overlap,
so it may be used. This reduces the cases to handle to only two: No overlap
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and overlap.
7.3.1 Merging overlapping adaptation models
To merge overlapping adaptation models a strict procedure can be used. The
procedure starts by putting the names of all user properties in the applica-
tion namespace (making sure there are no overlapping names, renaming if
necessary). These changed names are also used in the rules that affect these
user properties. This ascertains that assumptions of one application do not
break assumptions by another application. Questions do however not use
these application specific names, as that would remove many advantages of
merging the adaptation models in the first place (only event sharing would
remain). To make questions then work again, a question is created. This
question combines the values of the application specific user properties into
a common value. Questions use this value which allows them to benefit from
the information that other applications generated.
Figure 7.3: Adaptation graph for merged adaptation model
Figure 7.3 shows the results of merging the adaptation models repre-
sented by Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The solid lines represent shared adaptation
model elements. The dotted lines represented the adaptation model from
Figure 7.1, and the striped lines those in the namespace of the adaptation
model of Figure 7.2.
In this example, property U1 is really shared as the rules creating it are
equal. Property U3 does not exist in the namespace of the first adaptation
model. Property U2 illustrates property merging. The property U2 exists
in both adaptation models, but the way it is updated differs. To ascertain
that hidden assumptions by one adaptation model do not flow over to the
other, the properties are put in a namespace specific to each model: U ′2 and
U ′′2 . Further a question U2 is created that combines both. Other questions
that would refer to the property U2 will now refer to the question with the
same name.
This merging makes additional assumptions on the applications. First
of all it assumes that applications maintain the semantics as defined for
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events and user properties. This first of all requires proper definition of
those semantics.
One might assume that it is not necessary to put overlapping properties
into the application namespace. There is, though, at least one example that
illustrates that it is necessary. Assume that in the second adaptation model
U ′′2 is updated on the occurrence of event E5, with a value based only on U3.
This is perfectly legal, but doing so with a shared property means that the
value of U2 is reset to disregarding events E2 and E3. This means that the
information from application 1 is not shared with application 2. Application
2 overrides application 1.
Another advantage of not sharing the user properties between adaptation
models is that it allows detection of broken assumptions. If the value for a
user property from one adaptation model differs significantly from the other
model, this is a strong indication that one of these models does not follow
the semantics of the user property or the involved events. At that point
the user could be notified. The user might then choose that the sharing is
undone.
A worthy point to mention in merging is that when merging more than
two adaptation models the merging of the properties is not straightforward.
One could merge incrementally (first 2 models, and then merge the result
with another model). That however creates order dependence in the merging
for many merging methods. The best solution would be to store the original
adaptation models after merging them. This would also allow for the removal
or replacement of a model.
There is one final issue with this approach. Merging property values
is not always easy. For simple values, taking the average might work, but
if the scale is logarithmic, that gets the wrong results. For other types of
values, such as structured values, the problems get even worse. To solve this
one would require the definition of a shared namespace to include a merging
function. This function then can be used to merge this property in a way
appropriate for its type.
7.4 User control and privacy
Thanks to the separation of concerns in the model as presented in chapter
4, the application logic and the user modelling can be separated. This
separation allows the user to be responsible for his own model. Doing so
increases the privacy of the user, and the sharing of data between disjoint
organisations without prior agreement.
There are two ways in which the separation of the application logic and
the user model can be achieved. The first one would mean that the user
system merges the action and the user model to achieve the result. The
second one would mean that the user provides the answers to questions and
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lets the application provide the result.
The first way, where a user merges the action determined by the appli-
cation logic and the user model to determine the final application action
is the closest to the model. It has some restrictions however. First of all
the application that performs the merging needs to know the actions that
the application logic can perform. This means that it is harder to share
this application with other providers of application logic. Second, in some
cases the action is fairly large, so transferring it over a network diminishes
performance too much.
The second way of having the user model at a separate location is to
provide answers to the application. Of course this means that the application
gets to see possibly privacy sensitive data. This problem is not as big as
it seems though. First, the application sees the answers to its questions
about the user, not the user properties. Second, it is possible to provide the
application with n alternative answer sets. The application then indicates
which answer set is used for the answer, and the system local to the user
selects the right one. That way the central application does not know what
is true about the user.
7.5 Effectiveness of the user model
Thanks to the collaboration between multiple applications there is more
information to base the user model on. This collaboration is made possible
by namespaces as described in section 7.2 and by adaptation model merging
as described in section 7.3. Section 7.4 shows how the user model can be
under the control of the user. That enables sharing adaptation models as
the providers of individual applications do not have to agree on the sharing
of the models.
Together the three previous sections show that the effectiveness of user
modelling can be increased by using shared user modelling. Given the as-
sumption that more information about the user leads to better accurateness
and effectiveness of a user modelling system, one can be certain that shared
user modelling does not decrease the effectiveness of the user modelling.
There are two kinds of user properties. Those that are shared, and those
that are not. Those that are not shared, receive the information from only
the application that defines them. Their values, and the information they
are based upon are then based on at least the events from that application.
User properties can however also be based on shared events from other
applications. This will increase the information the user property is based
on.
If user properties are shared, section 7.3 defines the merging to treat
them as living in separate namespaces, using the results by merging the
values. Non-shared user properties do maintain information. Merging two
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sources of information by definition increases the information. So the shared
case increases the information upon which the user property is based.
As all user properties in the shared user model stay equal or increase
in information upon which they are built, the user model (which is an ag-
gregation of user properties) also increases the amount of information upon
which it is built. Given the assumption that increased information leads to
increased effectiveness, the sharing leads to equal or increased effectiveness.
In most cases some properties or events are shared, so the effectiveness will
actually increase.
7.6 Broadly applicable
The model as presented in chapter 4, and the extensions as presented in
chapter 5 present a framework for user adaptive applications that makes
only weak assumptions on applications. As such the framework is broadly
applicable.
In the rest of this section we will first look at the assumptions, then use
the three cases as introduced in chapter 3 to show that implementing these
varying cases is viable.
7.6.1 The assumptions made by the model
The first assumption made by the model is that the application is inter-
active. This restriction should be no problem. We see only two cases of
non-interactive applications. First of all, there are applications that do not
directly involve users (think for example of an application that monitors
a network, or disk usage). Second, there are applications that do involve
users.
If applications involve users, there is either the option that users can
influence the application, or that users can not. If users can influence the
application, this could be modelled as interactively asking the user for the
parameters, and thus making the application modelled as interactive. Only
the case in which users can not influence the application causes a case where
no information can be gained about the user. In that case the application
can not model the user. If, however, user information can be gained from
other sources (shared user modelling) this information can still be used to
perform personalisation.
The second assumption is that applications provide events to the user
modelling part of the system. Given that, by nature, interactive applications
react on input from the environment, there are events occurring in interac-
tive applications. If these events occur, there should be no major obstacle
in providing these events to a user modelling (sub)system.
The third assumption is that applications have personalisations that use
the information from the user modelling subsystem. As the whole point of
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adaptive personalisation is to modify the presentation or behaviour of the
system, the requirement to do so should not put restrictions on a system
that provides adaptive personalisation.
The fourth assumption is that applications will be able to ask questions
about the user. Questions can be seen as functions. As information about
the user must be acquired in some way, using functions should be a simple
way of doing so.
The fifth assumption is that the application is able to identify the user.
The model assumes that the user model is known. The user model can
come into life in two ways. It can be created from the meta user model,
and it can be loaded from a persistent store. To load or store the model, it
is necessary that a model is identified. As the model is based on the user,
that effectively means that the user must be identified. The identification
of users is a general requirement on user modelling systems. In certain
cases this identification could be done automatically by recognising user
behaviour, and thus finding the appropriate user model. Doing so should
however be seriously reconsidered, as the chance for alienating users is high.
The sixth assumption is that the application logic can be modelled as
producing actions. A central concept to our model is the concept of Action.
This concept allows querying it for questions to ask, and using the answers to
these questions to produce a change in the application state. Conceptually
it is not needed to know the questions to ask. While it is not practical, the
answers to all questions could be returned.
That leaves the concept of some action that can be parameterised by
answers that returns a state change in the application. Given the repre-
sentation of the applications presentation to the user as a state, the action
could be seen as a procedure or function in the native representation of the
application (e.g. machine code) that has as one of its parameters the list
of answers. This is no restriction as for a non-adaptive application there
is some point where such a procedure could be defined except without the
parameter.
In concrete terms the action concept can in many cases be replaced by
the application asking questions about the user, and producing the result.
Only in the case where the user’s local system is responsible for the merging,
this is not equivalent.
7.6.2 Email wizard case
In section 8.2 we have described our method for designing adaptation mod-
els. In doing so we have given as example an adaptation model for the email
wizard case. This adaptation model shows that the method works for the
email wizard case as an example of an application that adapts the interface
and interaction of an application based on a user model.
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7.6.3 Adaptive hypermedia case
In this section we will sketch a way to use our model to provide adaptive
hypermedia. This way is not compatible with the AHAM model. While it
would be possible to do so, the AHAM model is in nature different from our
model. Providing compatibility would be possible, but not in the spirit of
our model. In our sketch we will however stay close to the idea of AH, while
the actual adaptation semantics differ.
7.6.3.1 Concepts
To sketch an implementation of a hypermedia system based on the GAM as
presented in chapter 4 we first need to introduce some concepts. Our adap-
tive hypermedia system is based on XHTML (W3C, 2002), HTTP (Fielding
et al., 1999), XInclude (W3C, 2004) and related technologies.
In our sketch we will not go deep into how hypermedia applications work.
For brevity we will therefore not use the full Dexter model. This model
should still apply though, should one choose to. The application will be
based on resources. A resource is what is identified by a URL (see (Berners-
Lee et al., 2005)). In our system each URL that exists within the system
is represented by a file on the filesystem. This file is a special XHTML file
that may contain XInclude tags, and user modelling related tags.
These user modelling related tags live in their own XML namespace, and
as such should not conflict with the regular XHTML tags. The tags that
are available fall into two classes. The first class is conditional tags (such as
if or switch statements). These tags allow for conditional displaying of
parts of the page. The second class is formed by an output tag. This tag
allows the answer to a question to a user to be included in the file.
7.6.3.2 Sketch of the application logic
These adaptivity XHTML files, form the elements of the Actions set. The
application logic is responsible for identifying the file requested, and sending
it to the composing module. The application logic is thus fairly simple. It
does however need to take care of some things. The main thing is that it
needs to take care of user management. As such it should always start with
presenting some login possibility such that the user may identify himself. As
at that point the user is unknown this is not personalised. Once the user is
identified, the application logic is responsible for maintaining the link with
that user by maintaining a logical user session. This can for example be
done using HTTP cookies. The application logic is further responsible for
allowing ensuring that the user model is persistent between user sessions.
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7.6.3.3 Adaptive part of the adaptive hypermedia implementa-
tion
The adaptive part of the implementation consists of three elements. The
first element is the event handling. In principle there is only one kind of
event in a web-based adaptive hypermedia application. This event is the
user clicking on a hyperlink. This click is represented as a request for a
specific resource.
There is however a catch. By allowing the inclusion of other pages by
use of the XInclude specification, it is possible to see such inclusion also as
a request event, for that resource. If the inclusion is conditional on the user
model, the inclusion only happens at the moment that the current action is
processed. By definition this event can thus not influence further processing
of that action. This is a deviation from AHAM where this is the case. Both
approaches have their advantages. It should be clear though that it is always
possible to explicitly take into account previous adaptations within the same
page by looking at the answers to the relevant questions.
To make things easier for adaptation model designers, another tag is
defined in the resource files. This tag identifies the name of an additional
event name to be fired when the page is read. This allows concept names
independent of the location of the concept. It is basically syntactic sugar.
The second element of the adaptivity part of the implementation is the
question handling. The question handling does not have any particulars for
adaptive hypermedia.
The third element of the adaptivity in the implementation is the appli-
cation of actions. The actions are formed by the extended XHTML files
that the application logic returns. The action application determines from
the adaptivity tags in the file, which questions need to be asked. The user
model is queried to determine the actions to these questions. The answers
are then used to determine the results of the tags. In the result these tags are
replaced by XHTML tags that correspond to the answers to the questions
about the user. Additionally XInclude tags are replaced by the included file.
The result is then returned to the user as a regular XHTML file.
7.6.4 Information retrieval case
In the case of information retrieval the dynamic behaviour of the system is
changed according to the user model. In section 3.4.3 we have suggested the
solution to be to combine user interest vectors with the query to produce
an augmented query vector. This augmented vector would then be used to
determine the search results in a standard way.
We will assume that the information retrieval system is web based. This
means that the events available are the searching of the user with a particu-
lar query, and the user opening a particular result (the latter can be achieved
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using redirector URLs). Both these events provide indications for user in-
terests. The particular algorithm to determine “the user interests” user
property is not interesting for us, as the rule language is expressive enough
to allow any reasoning model. As indicated in chapter 4, user properties can
also be of any type, including document vectors or sets of document vectors.
The question that is then asked about the user when a personalised query
is performed is the relevant interest vector given the query. As queries may
have parameters this should not be a problem.
The action application then performs the actual searching. As the in-
formation needed for searching, and the possible user models are almost
endless, this means that for information retrieval it is not practical to per-
form the application of this action at the user location. The model itself
does however not say where the action should be performed, so this is a valid
application of the model although it does restrict what model extensions are
possible.
7.7 Disabling personalisations
As the model as described in chapter 4 does define a default user model, it is
possible for the application to allow personalisations to be disabled. Doing so
would amount to the application using the default user model to determine
the answers to questions needed for personalisation. It is important to notice
that these answers are needed. Personalisations depend on getting such
answers.
7.8 Sharing user models between users
Section 5.6 provides namespaces for addressing the user properties belonging
to different users or even groups of users. As the definition of user models
in chapter 4 does not restrict user models, the user model can contain user
properties for all users and user groups. The namespacing allows using the
properties of the right users.
Providing support for user models shared between users, allows the sys-
tem to take advantage of domain knowledge acquired by means of one user,
to give predictions about other users. It does so by looking at the similarities
between the users.
7.9 Non violating
In chapter 6 a number of dimensions for the evaluation models have been
introduced. We have argued that the score on some of these dimensions is
not dependent on the adaptation model, but on the system itself. In this
section we will argue that the GAM does not put restrictions on achieving
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good scores on these dimensions. We will discuss each of the dimensions in
the rest of this section. This will be done along the indicators as defined in
that chapter.
7.9.1 Predictability
Most predictability indicators do not have a direct relation with the GAM.
The GAM does not restrict the moment that knowledge gets used. Mathe-
matical complexity is also out of control of the model. The full range from
trivial functions with O(1) complexity to nonterminating functions can be
used. The impact of changes, is not restricted at all by the GAM, neither
the related variance. Finally as GAM does not restrict the use of any ar-
tificial intelligence method, the GAM does not restrict stability or graceful
degradation of the used method.
7.9.2 Adaptability
The GAM does not describe the meaning of user properties. As such it does
not restrict user property concreteness. It similarly does not restrict where
and how often a property is used to answer questions about the user. Finally
the predictability of changes is a property of the question implementations
and the personalisations. The GAM does not describe their semantics. As
such it does not influence the predictability of changes.
7.9.3 Supportability
The ability of support staff to see the user environment is a property of the
application, not of the GAM itself. Understandability has most to do with
the personalisations, that are also defined by the application. The GAM
does not put any restrictions in that area. The same holds for location of
personalisation. The transparency of the user model is determined by the
semantics of the user model. The GAM does not define the semantics of
user properties. As such the GAM does not restrict the transparency of the
user model.
7.9.4 Control
Whether adaptive behaviour can be turned off is mainly determined by the
application. As the GAM does not prescribe that events must be generated,
or that a non-default user model must be used, the GAM does not restrict
the system from offering the ability to turn off the adaptation, or to freeze
user modelling.
The fact whether adaptive behaviour is invasive is determined by the
semantics of the involved personalisations. As the GAM does not prescribe
semantics, this is not influenced by the GAM.
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Like turning off personalisation globally, turning off personalisation per
personalisation is not influenced by the GAM.
7.9.5 Speed
As the language that can be used for questions is Turing complete, the GAM
does not put any restrictions on pull mathematical complexity. It is however
possible to make an extended model that makes such a restriction. As such
the GAM itself does not restrict ensuring low mathematical complexity.
Similarly the GAM does not define an upper bound on the calculations,
but neither does it stop such an upper bound from being defined in the
application or an extension.
While the GAM itself does not have special support for caching questions
about user properties, it does not prevent this from happening. Further the
concepts of adaptation elements and adaptation graphs allow the system to
know when a cached value must be invalidated. As such the GAM helps
caching of values.
The amount of users is not at all a property that is influenced by the
GAM, neither is the update or query frequency.
7.9.6 Extensibility
The framework from section 6.4.1 is defined to be compatible with the GAM.
As such the GAM allows the position in the framework to be determined in a
numeric way. The GAM is designed to allow any choice of adaptation model.
As such it does not put any restrictions on the position in the framework.
The question of how hard it is to maintain a consistent user model is
dependent on the semantics of the user properties in that model. As the
semantics are not defined by the GAM, it does not improve, nor hamper
consistent user models. The same holds for domain independence of user
properties.
7.9.7 Model Size
The GAM allows any size of user property values. As such it does not restrict
the model size. Similarly the space complexity of adaptation elements is not
restricted in either way. The existence of an upper bound to size of user
properties also depends on the type of the user properties. The GAM does
not restrict the types that can be used. Possible extensions could provide
such a restriction.
7.9.8 Privacy
The privacy sensitivity of user properties is determined by their semantics.
The GAM does not restrict user property semantics, and as such allows
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properties of any sensitivity. As shown by section 7.4, it is possible to store
user models at the user location, or even at a third party location. A central
storage of user models is also still possible. As such the GAM does not
influence the user model location indicator. The amount of models stored
at a location is an organisational matter. It is not related to the GAM.
7.9.9 Concurrency
The question and event frequency and footprint indicators are determined
by the application, the adaptation model and the semantics. The GAM
does not put any restriction in this area. The overlap between questions
and events is similarly a consequence of the adaptation model design. Fur-
ther the GAM does not restrict the concurrent use of an adaptive system.
The inductive nature of user models as represented by the GAM even al-
lows a straightforward solution to concurrent events and questions without
requiring locking. Transaction locking is beneficial though in cases where
multiple personalisations must be consistent with each other.
7.9.10 Prediction quality
The GAM does not prescribe any inference method. Any method thinkable
could be used. This means that the GAM does not influence the prediction
quality aversely. Note that the GAM does not protect against wrong choices
as a direct consequence of the freedom.
7.10 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown that the GAM, while having few restrictions,
helps in delivering desirable features for adaptive personalisation. We have
shown the broad applicability of the theory by both arguing why the restric-
tions are low, and by showing how the cases given by chapter 3 fit into the
model.
In respect to the research questions, this chapter has argued that the
GAM is indeed a good basis upon which the answers to the research ques-
tions can be based. We have already seen in chapter 6 that the evaluation
framework fits well together with the model. Chapter 8 will show that the
GAM leads to a very natural method for designing adaptation models.
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Chapter 8
A method for designing
adaptation models
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will provide a method for the design of adaptation models.
This method is designed to fit the GAM, be minimal, and to use existing
knowledge where possible. Further we will evaluate this method and the
evaluation framework as presented in chapter 6. The method is published
in (de Vrieze et al., 2006).
One important point left after the discussion of the structure of adap-
tation models and certain strategies to employ is a method that helps in
designing adaptation models. For this purpose we have created a method
for incorporating user adaptivity into software systems.
The method assumes there is already a general design of the system,
but that the choice on the provision of adaptivity still must be made. The
method then helps in finding a good adaptation model to use.
Essential to the method is the notion that the adaptiveness consists of
two parts: a modelling part, and a personalisation part. The personalisation
part is the responsibility of the application design and out of the scope of the
method as far as the implementation and design of the actual personalisation
code is concerned. For the method a personalisation is a goal that should be
achieved by an adaptation model by providing the answers to the questions
needed to perform the personalisation.
We will first discuss the seven steps of the method in section 8.2. After
that, section 8.3 discusses the results of the method as illustrated based on
the mail filter wizard case outlined in section 3.2. Section 8.4 explains the
design of the method, and section 8.5 reflects on the method. Finally section
8.6 reflects on the evaluation framework as introduced in chapter 6.
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8.2 A method for incorporating user modelling
In this section our method will be described. The purpose of this method is
to aid the introduction of user modelling into a system. We do not aim to
replace existing software engineering methods, but rather to augment them.
The method consists of seven stages (see Figure 8.1):
1. analysis of the application,
2. finding possible personalisations,
3. identification of the questions about the user needed to determine these
personalisations,
4. determining the needed attributes for the user model,
5. selection of the events needed to maintain this user model.
6. combining the results of the previous steps in an adaptation graph,
which is then cleaned of infeasible personalisations.
7. Finally for those personalisations that have multiple possible imple-
mentations, the best implementation is selected.
Figure 8.1: Method for adaptation model design
The method is based on two pillars. The first pillar is formed by tra-
ditional software engineering methods. The second pillar is the GAM as
outlined in chapter 4. With the method we hope to provide guidelines that
help in determining which personalisations could be provided and how they
might be implemented.
Looking at our model for adaptivity, two parts can be distinguished:
push and pull modelling. Push modelling is that part that updates the
user model (from left to right), while pull modelling is the part that queries
the user model (from right to left). These parts are regarded as equally
important in the user modelling process. Their processing is decoupled by
the user model which basically is a persistent storage facility.
Our method can be seen as the process of selecting personalisations
and their implementations. This is done by creating an adaptation graph,
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processing it, identifying the adaptation elements, and then selecting these
adaptation elements.
To this end the concept of adaptation elements has been introduced in
section 5.4.3.
8.2.1 Analysis of the initial state
The first stage of our method consists of the analysis of the system as it
exists, without user modelling. This helps to understand the system itself
and to find the main points where a user may benefit from user modelling.
Various traditional methods may be used to gain an understanding of
the system. As our case is fairly small, we have, for the sake of brevity
chosen to use a simple informal method of analysis.
One way to look at the mail wizard case is to use the concept of goals.
Here the assumption is that a user has a goal that he wants to achieve
with the use of the wizard. For Joe the goal is to create a filter that will
automatically filter all the linux-kernel mails to the linux-kernel folder.
The email filter wizard presents itself as a set of screens. At every screen
the user needs to make a particular choice. This choice then leads to a
new screen, but different choices can lead to different screens. When the
screens are seen as nodes, and the transitions between the screens as edges,
the wizard can be seen as a graph. It should be fair to assume that user
modelling can help the user to find the most appropriate path through this
graph.
The first step taken in the analysis of the case is to identify all paths
that can be taken through the dialog, and to make up the goal a user might
have taking that path. In this analysis the cases where the dialog is ended
prematurely are not considered. See also Figure 8.2 for an overview of the
possible paths through the wizard.
Figure 8.2: Possible paths through the filter wizard
The following paths and likely goals can be identified:
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Main screen → Mailing-list filter → Direct input of list → Rule evaluation:
The goal of this path can be to make a rule for a mailing list for which
the user (1) knows how to filter on and (2) wants to specify the rule
manually.
Main screen → Mailing-list filter → Automatic mailing list detection →
Rule evaluation:
The user goal could be to make a rule for some mailing list based on
example mails from that list.
Main screen → Filter on person → Automatic sender → Rule evaluation:
The user wants to create a filter based on the sender of messages, and
wants the rule to be created based on an example message.
Main screen → Filter on person → Manual sender → Rule evaluation:
In this path the goal of the user may be to create a filter based on the
sender of messages, but wants to specify it manually.
Main screen → Filter on group → Filter by examples → Rule evaluation:
Possibly the user wants to filter on a group of senders/receivers based
on a selection of emails that denote the group.
Main screen → Filter on group → Filter direct group → Rule evaluation:
The user’s goal is probably to directly specify a group on which he
wants to filter.
Main screen → Direct rule input → Rule evaluation:
In this path the user wants to manually specify a rule.
When looking at these paths, a number of observations can be made. The
hope is that these observations help us in finding the opportunities for per-
sonalisation:
1. There are many ways to achieve the same results. For example using
manual or automatic rule creation.
2. There are many user goals, over different paths that lead to the same
results.
3. There is a level of correspondence between goals and paths. Paths are
however also influenced by external factors. For example when auto-
matic rule creation fails, the user will need to use a manual approach,
even when his goal is to do it automatically.
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8.2.2 Finding personalisations
After the analysis of the original situation, it is necessary to look at possible
ways in which the wizard can be personalised. In order not to reject options
at an early stage, the feasibility of coming up with the needed data must not
be considered for candidate personalisations. The feasibility is considered
in the sixth stage (pruning).
To find personalisations, traditional requirement analysis methods can
be used. When looking at new systems instead of existing systems, the
only difference is this and the previous step. The rest of the steps are only
considered with the definition of the adaptation model.
After this step to find personalisations has finished, the personalisations
need to have been identified. Note that our method does not by itself pre-
clude the use of new interaction models based on adaptiveness. Creating
new interaction models however is a highly creative and by definition hard
to structure process that is outside the focus of this work.
In the example case we can regard the personalisation to be perfect when
all the user needs to do is to click the next button. Two personalisation
options can be identified. As first option, the most likely transition or option
can be offered as default for the user. Many systems already have a static
way to do this, but the aim in user modelling is to do this dynamically,
based on the user model. The system could for example offer the creation
of a mailing list rule as the default.
The second personalisation option is to have a way in which most options
are already preselected for the user. The system might for example deduce
that the likeliest example message is the last message read.
8.2.3 Finding the questions to be answered
After determining what can be personalised according to the user model,
the next step is to determine the information that is required to perform
these personalisations. To that end, appropriate questions about the user
must be found.
There is the possibility that there may be more ways to implement a
personalisation. In this case the questions for both ways must be part of
the result of this step. A choice between the alternatives is made in step 7
where different adaptation options are analysed and chosen.
A way to determine which screen the user will most likely visit next is to
look at the user’s goal. Having determined which paths lead to which goals,
the most likely next transition can be determined. The question that needs
to be answered to do this is: “What is most likely the goal of the user?” We
will identify this question as likelyGoal .
To determine the most probable rules in a screen, the question asked
can be: “What filter rules does the user most likely want to create given the
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Figure 8.3: Adaptation graph after determining questions
current position in the dialog?” (probableRules) The answer in Joe’s case
should include a number of rules for moving messages to the linux-kernel
folder.
To determine other options like the default example mail, the question
that needs to be answered is: “Which message does the user want to use as
example?” (exampleMessage) A good candidate answer is probably the last
message the user watched.
8.2.4 Finding the user properties needed to answer the ques-
tions
Knowing the questions about the user that must be answered, the fourth
step is to determine how these questions can be answered. In this step it is
assumed that all desired general knowledge of the user is contained in the
user model. The algorithms that answer the questions must translate this
general knowledge into specific answers. As a side-product of determining
the algorithms, the needed user properties are determined.
Figure 8.4: Adaptation graph after property determination
In this step there might again be alternative algorithms for determining
the same values. All alternatives must be considered in the results of this
step. Similarly, it might be possible that there is no way to answer a ques-
tion. This means that it does not have corresponding user properties in the
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result of this step. These unanswerable questions will be handled in stage 6.
A plausible way to determine the most likely goal of the user is to deter-
mine the probability distribution of the user choosing each goal, and select
the goal with the highest probability. There are three factors that influence
this probability distribution, namely the frequency of occurrence of each
goal in history (the history property), the current position in the dialog (a
parameter from the system), and third those rules that the user is most
likely to want to create (the probableRules property).
To determine the most likely rules given the current state, the user model
must contain a list of likely rules (again the probableRules property), and
filter them according to the current position in the dialog.
For answering the question of what message must be used as example the
last viewed message must be recorded in the user model (the lastMessage
property).
Concluding this analysis, there are three elements that must be contained
in the user model: A history of previous goals of the user, a list of likely
rules, and the last message read.
8.2.5 The events to record
Having determined the required elements of the user model, the next step is
to determine how these user properties can be determined. All things that
happen in the application can be seen as events. The heuristics to translate
these events into a changed user model determine the events that need to
be recorded.
The most simple heuristic in our case is the heuristic to determine the
last viewed message. We can simply update the user model each time a
message is viewed. To do this we need that a mailViewed event is passed to
the user modelling system, with the viewed email message as a parameter.
Figure 8.5: Adaptation graph after event determination
A little more complex is the history of previous user goals. To maintain
such a history it is necessary to react to the successful completion of the
wizard by recording the user’s goal. The hard part here is to determine the
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user’s goal based on the interaction history. A way to circumvent this is to
assume that goals have a one to one correspondence to the followed path.
This also solves the problem of determining the most likely next transition
given a goal and a current state.
To record the last path of the user, it is however necessary not only to
record the result of the wizard, but also the path followed. To this end,
the user modelling system must record every transition, and the completion
or cancellation of the wizard. We also need to introduce a new temporary
property in the user model to record the path as it is followed. At the end
of the wizard this property is reset, and at a successful completion the path
is added to the history.
To maintain a list of likely rules, the mailViewed event can be reused.
Based on the email, a set of rules can be developed that creates candi-
date rules and their chances. The resulting candidate rules (one message
can result in multiple candidate rules) are then recorded in the user model.
Assuming that newer rules have a higher likelihood, a timestamp must be
recorded with the rules. In the querying of the candidate rules, this times-
tamp is then used to adjust the probabilities accordingly.
Summarising, the following events need to be recorded: the viewing of a
message, the transitions in the wizard, the completion or cancelling of the
wizard.
8.2.6 Removing infeasible options
The sixth step in our method for adding user modelling behaviour is to
review the results of the previous four steps. In this step we will remove
all user model properties, user questions and personalisations that need
information that can not be determined.
Figure 8.6: The adaptation graph
Pruning consists of leaving only that part of the full graph that is part of
complete adaptation elements. The result is that only those personalisations
needed for at least one personalisation are left. This result can be called to
be a complete adaptation graph.
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In our case there are no sinks in the adaptation graph, so all parts are
retained. There are three complete adaptation elements, one element for
the next screen personalisation, and two elements for the default option
personalisation.
8.2.7 Selecting the personalisations
In the seventh and last stage, the final adaptation elements are selected. The
first step is to select the best adaptation element for each personalisation.
The evaluation framework as presented in chapter 6 can be used for this.
The method does however not depend on the use of that framework.
There is one other potential problem. As exemplified by our case it is
possible that there are two disjoint adaptation elements for one personali-
sation. This is normally a signal that the personalisation has been defined
wrong. The solution is to split the personalisation up into two different
personalisations. As a result in our case we now have three personalisations
each with one adaptation element.
8.3 Application of the method
As presented in the previous section we have identified three adaptation
elements in the case. As stage 7 in section 8.2.7 has ensured that each
personalisation is accomplished by only one adaptation element, we will
address each adaptation element by the personalisation it accomplishes.
In this section we will discuss how the adaptation elements are used in
a system, illustrating it along the lines of the email wizard case.
8.3.1 Selecting the example
In the third screen (Figure 8.7) the actual rule can be selected. As the user
model indicates that the most likely candidate for the example message is
the last requested email, that email is preselected. Further the most likely
rule is selected for this filtering. In this case this rule is the automatically
created concept rule that the system still has in the memory. The selection
between similar rules happens on the basis of the user model. An adaptation
element has two points of interaction with the system: the events, and the
personalisations. For example when Figure 8.7 is displayed to the user, the
system will have generated a dialogTransition event. This event has caused
the currentPath property of the user model to be updated.
Besides this event, there are also two personalisations that are used in
the dialog: the exampleMessage, and the likelyRule personalisation. The
next screen personalisation is however not used as we can see from Figure
8.2 that there is only one transition from this screen.
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Figure 8.7: Example selection screen
This leads to the observation that this screen involves all three adap-
tation elements. The nextScreen adaptation element is however only used
to update the user model, while the likelyRule and exampleMessage adap-
tation elements were only used for personalisations. We can also see that
for this dialog the adaptation elements are completely independent, as the
dialogTransition event is not a part of the likelyRule and exampleMessage
adaptation elements.
As it happens that the rule that Joe wanted to create, “move linux-
kernel mails to the linux-kernel folder”, is already selected, Joe clicks on the
“Next” button and goes on to the last screen.
8.4 Method design
In this section we will discuss the design choices made in the design of the
method. To this end we will first discuss the three design criteria of the
method. Then we argue why each of the stages of the method is required,
and finally we motivate the ordering of the stages.
In the design of the method, the first criterion was to base it upon the
GAM model for user modelling as introduced in chapter 4. Doing so allows
the method to fit well with the model, to produce results that work within
the GAM, and to benefit from its strengths.
The second criterion was to incorporate as much of the current and future
software engineering insights as possible. As such the method does not aim
to provide a whole solution to designing a system, but tries to leave space
for existing methods where user modelling is not involved.
The final criterion was to focus on quality of the results. While there is no
absolute argument to be made for quality, user adaptive systems are highly
sensitive to the adaptation model quality. One reason for this sensitivity
is the fact that in many systems, the amount of user knowledge that can
be acquired is limited, and that systems should also work properly for first
time users. Along this lines, one would also not want to require a user to
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spend a significant time with the system before it can be personalised.
After having considered the design criteria, we will now look at the stages
of the method and argue their necessity.
Figure 8.8: Steps of user modelling incorporation (copy of Figure 8.1)
If we look at Figure 8.8 we see it consists of seven stages. These stages
are the minimal required stages for the method. Below we will argue for
each of the seven stages their necessity.
The first stage involves the analysis of the system. The point of this stage
is to gain an understanding of the system. It is obvious that it is impossible
to design the incorporation of user modelling in a system without knowing
anything about the system itself. As such it is necessary that an analysis
stage is performed. If the method is used to incorporate user modelling into
an existing system, this analysis step might just consist of finding that the
people that execute the method already know the system.
The second Personalisation stage involves finding the personalisations
that may be performed to improve the user experience. This stage is critical
in the method, as it is highly creative, and any venue of personalisation that
is missed here will be missed in the result of the method. At some point any
method must identify the personalisations that can be performed. As such
this stage is required as it creates the basis for the next steps. It answers the
question of what should be made user model dependent, and what benefit
will be.
The third stage goes into actually finding the questions about the user
that must be answered for personalisation to be able to take place. This
stage corresponds to the question interface from the GAM (see section
4.4.5.2). Further, the questions an adaptation model will be supposed to
answer have to be specified. This stage answers the question of which knowl-
edge about the user is needed by the system to personalise itself.
The fourth stage, finding user properties,involves determining how ques-
tions about user properties may be based on user properties. This fourth
stage, together with the fifth stage answers the question of how the needed
knowledge about the user is to be maintained. While one could argue that
this stage might be combined with the next stage, we believe it is cleaner to
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separate this as it leaves each stage focused on one part of the GAM.
The fifth stage involves finding the events needed to determine the user
properties identified in the previous stage. This will also result in the def-
inition of rules to be applied in determining the user properties. As the
general goal is to create a method for designing user adaptive systems, it is
necessary to also determine how user knowledge is to be acquired. As such
there must be a stage in which this is determined.
After the previous three stages were structured to follow the components
of the GAM, the sixth stage takes everything together. In this stage, the
results of the stages before it are taken together and filtered. This filtering
is needed as it is not always possible to answer questions that one wants
answered, or to determine user properties based on scarce events. This
stage especially is a mechanical stage that performs a needed cleaning of the
results so that only valid personalisation opportunities remain. Without this
step the method can not guarantee to only deliver valid adaptation models.
At the point of the last stage, there may still be multiple options for
the resulting adaptation model of the method. In this stage these options
must be evaluated, and the best one chosen. It is also the point where
those personalisations that are possible, but not desirable are identified and
omitted from the results. As such this last step is essential for the method
to result in better than average adaptation models.
One could argue that while the final evaluation stage is needed, one
might want to have intermediate evaluation stages. Such stages might be
used to limit the intermediate results and as such reduce the time costs of
the further stages in the method. Looking at the quality criterion we have
however chosen not to do so. As the evaluation of partial evaluation models
can only be done heuristically, one can never be certain that discarded paths
would not have lead to the best result. This does not mean however that
know to be not working approaches should be considered in the stages.
Now that the steps of the method have been illustrated, and their neces-
sity has been argued, we continue on the matter of their ordering. It should
be clear that the analysis stage must be first. Similarly that the pruning
(6th) stage must happen only after partial adaptation elements have been
developed in stages 2 to 5. Further the evaluation step is only sensible after
the pruning, let alone that the suggested evaluation framework (see Chapter
6) does not work on partial adaptation models.
That leaves the ordering of stages 2 up to 5. The first thing to notice
about these stages is that there is some dependency between them. This
dependency is not as hard as with the other stages though, but only exists
between the results. This means that once the first stage is found, the order
of the other stages follows by itself.
In finding the first stage to be performed, it should be clear that the
question finding stage is not suitable. This stage requires finding the ques-
tions about the user that are asked. Without knowing what those questions
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have as results, one cannot hope to be complete, neither can one know that
the found questions are relevant.
One could also start with the stage that finds the user properties. This
stage however has similar problems to the question finding stage. One never
knows whether the user properties are enough.
That leaves the choice to either start with the personalisation finding
stage, or with the event finding stage. This is the difference between a
demand driven approach (first look what you want to do, then how to achieve
it) and a supply driven approach (Look at what you can do to determine
what you can do with it). While a supply driven approach (start with the
event finding stage) works, it has the risk that the possibilities are limited
to those already understood. Further the amount of possible user properties
that can be found from the events that an application process may fan out
enormously, considering many dimensions of knowledge that make no sense
to personalise to.
As a result, the personalisation finding stage seems to be the most ap-
propriate first stage after the analysis stage. From this it follows that the
question finding, user property finding, and event finding stages should go
in that order. This leads to the method order as given.
8.5 Reflections on the method
To evaluate our method for the creation of adaptation models we will argue
four points. We will argue that the method is proper, that it is efficient, that
it is effective, and that it is applicable. Before the next sections deal with
these points in detail, we first give a short description of each. A method
is proper when it’s application leads to valid results. If a method leads
to results in a timely fashion, it is considered efficient. Effectiveness of a
method means that the results are good and usable. Finally a method is
applicable if itself is usable in a real world setting.
8.5.1 The method is proper
For the method to be proper it needs to produce valid results. This means
that if the method gives results, those results must be valid according to the
GAM.
It is easy to see that the method produces valid results that fit the GAM.
The stages of the method follow the GAM in structure. This in itself does
not guarantee valid results, but stage 6 (pruning) ensures that only valid
adaptation models remain. As stage 7 only makes a further selection of
those models, the model that results from the method is also valid.
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8.5.2 The method is efficient
We consider the method to be efficient, if it leads to good results without
unneeded loss of time. This is different than being fast. Fastness is based
on an absolute time. Efficient means that using the method does not lead
to spending time on unneeded activities. Another way is to say it is that it
requires less time than average over all methods that produce equal results.
To achieve efficiency it is desirable that wrong paths are identified early
and not explored further. It also means though that valid paths should
not be discarded without a reason as doing so would altogether miss the
opportunity to get a result involving that path. Tracking back to include it
is expensive if it is even possible to know that the path should have been
explored for the best result.
This means that it is desirable that wrong paths are cut off as soon as
possible, but it also means that valid paths should not be discarded without
reason. It further means that the time spend should be spend only on
achieving the intended result.
If we look at the method we see that the first stage concerns the gaining
of an understanding of the system. This stage must be performed first
as one can not design the adaptive behaviour of a system before knowing
the system. This first stage refers to existing methods for analysing and
designing systems. As such the efficiency of this stage is solely dependent
on the efficiency of the selected method. As the method does not limit this
choice, the efficiency of our method can be considered as unrelated to the
efficiency of the analysis stage.
The second stage of our method identifies the opportunities for person-
alisation. This stage is open ended, as there is no way to know whether all
personalisation opportunities have been found. It is not possible to deter-
mine the percentage of found opportunities either. In general this identifi-
cation stage is highly creative. The efficiency of this stage is dependent on
this creative process. As creative processes in general are hard to predict,
the efficiency of this second stage is hard to define.
Once one goes on to the later stages (3 to 7), one finds that these stages
are methodical. These stages provide clear stages that identify the required
actions. The execution of these stages should be straightforward and pre-
dictable. The stages further lead directly to the development of an adapta-
tion model. The only byproduct is where in the seventh (evaluation) stage
the evaluation results are produced. These evaluation results can be used
as some indication of the quality of the produced adaptation model. As the
evaluation is needed to get a qualitative result, the evaluation step should
not be regarded as inefficient. Evaluation will always result in evaluation
results. As such them being a byproduct does not hamper the efficiency of
the method.
The last point on the efficiency of the method is formed by the fact that
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the stages produce multiple candidate adaptation models, and only choose
one at the last stage. This is a critical choice of the method as this late
cutting ensures that the method does not accidentally lose the best possible
adaptation model as result of discarding it early. While early pruning of
alternatives may have the same results in less time, doing so will reduce the
probability of having the best results. As such the results of the method with
early pruning are different from the method as proposed. Their efficiency
as such is not easy to compare.
The last point on efficiency concerns the evaluation of the results. It
is important to note that the evaluation framework (see chapter 6) allows
adaptation models to be evaluated without having an actual implementa-
tion. This allows prototypes to be built only when needed, and as such the
evaluation to be efficient.
The method further only contains those stages that lead to a good adap-
tation model. The method does not produce other artifacts than an adapta-
tion model, and evaluation results that show why it was chosen. As the aim
of the method is to create adaptation models, these artifacts are desired.
The evaluation results are a side effect of the evaluation of different adapta-
tion models. A stage that is required to ensure that the model implemented
has the properties that are desired for the system.
The method further focuses on alternative adaptation models. At each
stage, the method retains possible alternatives on achieving the same goals.
As a result of this focus on the generation of alternatives, the method more
likely to return a good result the first time it is used, than a method that
focuses on one alternative early on.
8.5.3 The method is effective
The method is considered effective if the results of the method are not only
valid, but also good. This goes into the quality of the results of the method.
As such it goes beyond the method being proper that only guarantees valid
results, not the desired results.
From section 8.4 we can recall that quality has been one of the design
criteria for the method. As a result of this criterion the method is built to
retain alternatives. This leads to the fact that in stage 7, there is a good
amount of alternative models at hand. Only at that point the best model
is chosen to be tested. As the method does not by itself discard any model,
the application is made adaptive in the best way the method applicants can
imagine.
This by itself does however not guarantee the best adaptation model
being found. As there there is no way to recognise the best adaptation
model, and the universe of possible adaptation models is close to infinite
this is not possible. This is aggravated by the fact that the method involves
creative actions. Because of this the method aims to make effort not to lose
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those possible adaptation models that have been identified.
The method is designed to be based on the GAM. As a result the adap-
tation models that result from the method are immediately applicable as
instantiations of the GAM. This makes their implementation into an adap-
tation engine that uses the GAM very straightforward.
8.5.4 The method is applicable
In real world situations, a method is employed often in business situations.
As such it is important that such a method has properties that make it easy
to do so. In short the method should be practical for application. In this
perspective we will successively argue that the method is cheap to apply,
measurable, controllable and that the results are comparable. In the next
paragraph we will first give a short description of each of these points, and
successively evaluate the method on these points.
Controllability of a method means that a manager is able to steer the
application of the method. To be able to do so properly, the application
of the method should be measurable. It is important to be able to know
in which stage the method the team is, and how far along this stage. This
allows management to see in advance when things are going to be late and
to take appropriate measures. Finally if the results of the method are com-
parable, it is possible to use multiple teams in parallel, or maybe even to
compare the results of different projects.
The method as we have proposed in section 8.2 is cheap to apply for
the following reasons. First, there are no additional requirements on the
application of the method. Secondly, the critical stage in the method is
stage 2. This stage is open ended, and could easily go out of control. This
step is however at the start of the method, and as such the commitments
made are not yet big. This makes it easier to stop the method if it will not
produce good results in time.
It would be even better if this critical step was the first stage. The first
stage however is the analysis of the system to use. This understanding is
essential to be able to determine how adaptive personalisation could be used,
but itself is fully independent of the possibility of adaptive personalisation.
This knowledge further is often already available as either the system is
already existing or the adaptive personalisation is a design option instead
of requirement.
In the case that a new system is being developed, the domain analysis
required to make this system leads to the creation of an understanding of
that system. For an existing system, there is normally a number of people
who work on that system and thus know it. Otherwise it is in any case
necessary to know the system to be able to improve or maintain it. Whether
the improvement is adaptive personalisation or not.
On the subject of measurability we can see that while stage 1 and 2
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are rather open ended, the other stages (3 to 7) are clearly defined. It is
further easy to determine their process, from the results of the previous
stage. As each of the stages 2 to 6 produces a list of stage results that the
next stage expands on, one can easily count how many of those results have
been expanded on. The analysis stage (1) depends on analysis methods that
are chosen. As such it’s measurability is determined by the method chosen.
Stage 2 that determines the personalisations is harder. It is however possible
to count the number of personalisations found and compare it to the system
size. Management could at some point just cut off this stage and let the
team continue with the personalisations found until that point.
Whether a method is easy to control is strongly dependent on whether
the method is measurable. We have seen in the previous paragraph that
the method is measurable. To be able to control it, it must be possible to
intervene in the method. For stage 2 this is possible by for example setting
a maximum time, or maximum amount of personalisations. For the other
stages it is possible to add selection steps that remove the least promising
results from the previous stage. While this influences the results of the
method, this method of control is available in the method. Other ways to
control could be to expand the project team.
Finally the evaluation method described in chapter 6 and used in stage
7, allows for the comparison of the results of the method. This way the
performance of different teams can be monitored. It is also possible to take
the results of all but the first stage, and compare these with those of other
teams. This way the best options can be found on which both teams could
use their individual perspectives.
All in all we can see that the method is relatively cheap to apply, measur-
able, controllable and that the results are comparable. Together this makes
a good case for the method being applicable. We have also demonstrated the
use of the method on the email filter wizard case. While it is not sufficient
evidence of the quality of the method, the method showed to be applicable
in that case.
8.6 Reflections on the evaluation framework
The evaluation framework as presented in chapter 6 plays an important
role in the method for designing adaptation models. As such the quality of
the evaluation framework influences the quality of the method. One should
however be aware that another evaluation framework or method could be
used instead.
In the evaluation framework three levels of evaluation are identified that
each increase in effort required, and in quality of the results. Depending on
the ambition of the evaluator the appropriate levels can be used.
In the end, user testing is the only thing that will show how actual use of
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the system affects users, and resources. This is more so for user adaptive sys-
tem then for regular systems as a substantial part of the evaluation of a user
adaptive system is formed by evaluating the adaptive part. This evaluation
of the adaptive part must work on two aspects, whether the system predicts
the user properties properly, and whether the chosen personalisation will
actually work for users with that property. Verifying prediction quality can
best be done by having actual data of actual test subjects, including their
user properties.
Performing user testing is expensive however as it requires at least a
working prototype, and the testing process it self might also be labour in-
tensive. Therefore it is important to be able to make an estimate of the
performance of an adaptation model before being at the point where user
testing is to be performed. As such it makes sense to have a levelled eval-
uation framework with different levels of evaluation for different ambition
levels.
The rest of this section will be concerned with the preliminary and struc-
tural evaluation levels. The evaluation framework does not prescribe the
method of user testing to be used. As such we do not evaluate the user
testing here. We will first give a short overview of what we desire in an
evaluation level.
The first desired feature for an evaluation level is that it fits with the
GAM and the method for designing adaptation models. The second desired
feature is that the evaluation level goes into various aspects of the use of
adaptation models, and as such be a tool that does not skip over important
issues. The third desired feature is that it is objective, in that the results
do not differ because of the person to use the evaluation level. The fourth
desired feature is that the level can be tuned to the demands from the context
of the system in which the adaptation model is to be employed. Next we
will discuss these desired features for both evaluation levels.
Both the preliminary and structural evaluation levels are based on the
GAM, and as such are in line with the GAM. This means that both can be
used to evaluate adaptation models as given by the GAM. As the evaluation
stage of the adaptation model design method has adaptation models as input
that are valid according to the GAM, this means that both evaluation levels
can be used within the method.
Both levels further share a number of evaluation dimensions. These
dimensions take into account both processing as well as human computer
interaction issues. Together these dimensions give a clear picture of an
adaptation model. As such both evaluation levels give a broad overview of
the strong and weak points of an adaptation model.
On the point of objectiveness, the preliminary evaluation level does not
score that strong. As the preliminary evaluation level tries to make a rough
division in two dimensions of an adaptation model, a difference of judgement
can make a significant difference in the result. This preliminary level is
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however not meant to give final judgements on adaptation models, but to
give an indication. As such we do not see this as a major problem.
The structural evaluation level does offer a degree of objectiveness. It is
based on determining the score on the evaluation dimensions, based each on
a number of indicators. While these indicators are not all quantitative, they
are small and clearly described, so a difference in judgement is not that likely.
Further as there are many indicators, a difference in one of these indicators is
not likely to have a significant influence on the overall outcome. One should
however realise that it is not possible to give quantitative measures of all
indicators, so some level of human judgement, and as such subjectiveness,
can not be avoided.
This leaves us to discuss how both evaluation levels score on the factor of
taking the environment into account. Both evaluation levels are based upon
the same set of broad dimensions. The evaluation levels give results for an
adaptation model on each of these dimensions. As an evaluator determines
the relative weight of each of these dimensions, the results on these dimen-
sions can then be used to give a combined, environment dependent score of
the adaptation model that has been evaluated.
Having discussed how the preliminary evaluation and structural evalua-
tion levels score on the four desired properties, we will take an overall look
at the levels in the next two sections.
The preliminary evaluation level determines the position of adaptation
elements in a classification framework. Based on this framework general
properties can be inferred. While this is not an exact method, it does provide
an insight into an adaptation element that can be used easily. As such it
could be used to discard results from intermediate stages of the method. It
is not sufficient though to make a final judgement.
The structural evaluation level works by evaluating adaptation models on
different indicators for each dimension. As each indicator is focused on one
aspect of a dimension, using these indicators can be done quite objectively.
As a result the aggregation of the scores can also be rather objective. This
means that the evaluation can be repeated easily when other options are
available, or the importance of certain evaluation dimensions shifts.
8.7 Conclusions
In this section we have introduced a method for designing adaptation models.
This method has been based upon the GAM model. The method is aimed at
providing guidelines for the development of adaptation models by identifying
the major steps that must be performed for creating adaptation models.
We have evaluated this method in two ways. First we have argued the
design of the method, why each stage is included, and why they are per-
formed in the given order. Next we have argued why the method is helpful
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in creating adaptation models.
Finally we have evaluated the evaluation framework as was introduced
in chapter 6. This framework provides direction for the evaluation stage of
the method. In the evaluation we argue why the framework is acceptable
for evaluation purposes, offering various levels of quality with various cost
levels.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this final chapter we conclude our thesis. First section 9.1 gives a short
overview of each of the chapters. Then section 9.2 lists the contributions
made by this thesis. Section 9.3 reflects back on the research questions and
finally, section 9.4 looks at future research opportunities.
9.1 Overview of the chapters
In chapter 2 we have given an overview of user adaptive systems research.
We found that, while there is much work that describes specific applications,
there is little generic work. There are some methods for the design of adap-
tive hypermedia. These however do not generally apply to user modelling.
Further, these methods focus more on the design of the hypermedia and the
personalisations than on the inference needed for adaptation.
Chapter 3 has presented three cases that illustrate the need for user
adaptive systems. These cases have also been used in other chapters of the
thesis for illustrative and evaluation purposes. The cases were chosen to be
quite distinctive in nature, both in application as in kinds of personalisation
required.
In chapter 4 the Generic Adaptivity Model (GAM) is presented and for-
mally described. This model lays the foundation for answering the research
questions and describes how an adaptation model can be integrated into
a user adaptive system. This gives a partial answer to the question how
adaptive personalisation can be integrated into user adaptive systems.
The GAM model has been based on the difference between general in-
teractive systems and user adaptive systems. As a result the model shows
a clear separation between the application logic and the adaptation compo-
nent.
Along with the model, the concepts of push and pull adaptation have
been introduced. These concepts link the information flow to its provision
and use, leading to a circular model of information flow. This model, re-
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peated in Figure 9.1, illustrates the relationships between the various parts
of a user adaptive system.
Figure 9.1: Overview of the Generic Adaptivity Model (copy of Figure 4.5)
As an aside, chapter 4 shows that the evaluation semantics for rules do
not pose any restriction on adaptation models. The semantics chosen do
however influence the ease by which an adaptation model can be imple-
mented.
In chapter 5 we proceeded by describing various extensions on the GAM
as detailed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes how an adaptation engine
can be made for the GAM and describes our prototype implementation of
such an engine (see also appendix A and B). The concepts of adaptation
graph and adaptation element are introduced. Various GAM extensions are
presented: session identification, session aggregation support, generation
and selection of alternatives, event filtering, and event prediction feedback.
Finally a GAM extension is presented that allows multi-user and multi-
application usage. This extension enables features such as (1) sharing user
models between applications and (2) taking the behaviour of other users
into account.
In chapter 6 an evaluation framework has been presented. This frame-
work has three levels to evaluate adaptation models. The first two levels,
preliminary evaluation and structural evaluation, are described in detail.
The third level, user testing, is outside the scope of this thesis.
For the preliminary evaluation level, the properties of push, pull and
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hybrid adaptation are analysed for their merits on a number of evaluation
dimensions. In the structural evaluation level the scores on each of these
dimensions are determined by structural evaluation of an adaptation model
on a number of indicators for each dimension.
Chapter 7 evaluates the GAM by looking at various uses and properties of
the model in a cost benefit approach. In this approach, we look at desirable
properties of user adaptive systems that come with the model. The features
reviewed in this chapter are:
• Speaking each others language (7.2). The introduction of namespaces
allows sharing of user models between multiple systems.
• Merging adaptation models (7.3). Defining a way to merge adaptation
models allows, together with the namespace support, adaptive systems
to cooperate in maintaining data about users. Doing so would increase
the information upon which the user model is based and as such the
accuracy.
• User control and privacy (7.4). The GAM separates user knowledge
from application logic. As a result it is possible to have client-server
based user adaptive systems where the user knowledge is kept and
used at the clientside. If transferring a part of the application logic is
impractical then it still is possible to maintain the user model at the
client while protecting user privacy. For example by offering alterna-
tive answers without disclosing their truth.
• Effectiveness of the user model (7.5). The three features earlier in this
list, allow user models to be shared. Thanks to keeping user control
this is also possible when the application design did not foresee this
particular cooperation. As such an increased amount of information
leads to an increased effectiveness.
• Broadly applicable (7.6). The model is broadly applicable. There are
only modest assumptions made by the GAM. To illustrate this the
three cases from chapter 3 have been used.
• Disabling personalisations (7.7). The concepts (1) personalisation and
(2) separation of personalisation and adaptation make it possible to
individually switch personalisations on and off.
• Sharing user models between users (7.8). Using user namespaces it is
possible to share user model parts between users.
• Non violating (7.9). The GAM does not violate any of the evaluation
dimensions as laid out in section 6.3.
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Finally chapter 8 presents a method for the incorporation of adaptive person-
alisation. This minimal method focuses on the inference for user adaptation
only. As such the method does not offer guidance in the development of the
full system. This chapter further argues why usage of the method is appro-
priate in the design of adaptive personalisation. The evaluation framework
as presented in chapter 6 is also evaluated in this chapter.
9.2 Contributions
This thesis presents the following contributions to the research on adaptive
personalisation:
• First of all, this thesis has presented the GAM as a general model for
adaptive personalisation (see section 4.4).
• We have described extensions to the GAM for various purposes:
– Development of adaptation engines. A prototype engine has also
been developed (see section 5.2).
– An extension for multi user and multi application usage (see sec-
tion 5.5).
– Various common extensions have been identified (see section 5.6).
• We introduced the concept of adaptation graph. This allows adapta-
tion models to be graphically analysed (see section 5.4.2).
• We have shown how adaptation models from multiple applications can
be merged to form a shared model (see section 7.3).
• We have shown how user privacy can be protected by restricting ap-
plication access to the user model (see section 7.4).
• Three cases have been described that show how the GAM can be used
in those cases (see section 7.6 and chapter 3).
• We introduced the concept of adaptation element as the subgraph of
the adaptation graph containing all information sources of a particular
personalisation. (see section 5.4.3).
• 10 dimensions for the evaluation of adaptation models have been pre-
sented (see section 6.3).
• We have introduced an evaluation framework that can be used for the
evaluation of adaptation models beyond their prediction qualities (see
chapter 6).
• A method for the design of adaptation models has been presented (see
section 8.2).
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9.3 Evaluation of the research questions
In this section we will evaluate how this thesis has answered the research
questions posed in the first chapter.
9.3.1 How can user modelling be integrated into user adap-
tive systems?
The question of how user modelling can be integrated into user adaptive
systems has been answered in two parts. Chapter 4 has presented the general
adaptivity model (GAM) that along with providing a general model also
shows the relations of the adaptive behaviour with the rest of the system.
Chapter 8 continues answering the question by providing a method for
the design of the adaptive behaviour (or adaptation model) that determines
the adaptive behaviour of a user adaptive system. The requirements of user
adaptive systems have been outlined in section 6.3.
9.3.2 How can user modelling be evaluated?
The question how user modelling can be evaluated has been answered in
chapter 6 that describes a three level evaluation framework for user adaptive
systems. This framework uses the model from chapter 4 in combination with
the concepts of adaption element and adaptation graph from section 5.4 to
be able to make statements about (parts of) an adaptation model.
In the evaluation of the model in chapter 7 we have further used various
GAM extensions as presented in chapter 5 to show the versatility of the
GAM. This evaluation illustrates the strenghts of the model by describing
a number of applications of adaptive personalisation.
9.4 Future work
In this thesis we have shown the validity of the GAM model by a theoretical
evaluation. This justifies further, more practical, evaluation. In practical
usage the method can be made more specific to the underlying domain by in-
troducing domain dependent elements. This enables offering more guidance
during the construction of adaptation models.
A point that also deserves further research is the relationship between
the GAM and domain models. At some point the domain must be taken
into account in the adaptation model. This is not limited at all by the
GAM as described in this thesis. As such little guidance can be provided.
A special challenge is the question how to share domain knowledge between
the adaptation component and the application without this knowledge being
duplicated.
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Besides a practical evaluation, we would like to see how the results pre-
sented in this thesis can be carried over to new areas. Interesting research
topics concern the practicality of user model sharing and privacy protection
by keeping the model local. To this extent the prototype may be extended
to enable easy integration with actual applications. This also allows trying
out simple adaptive personalisation on the desktop level.
Appendix A
Prototype Description
A.1 Prototype
There are a number of functions that the adaptation engine performs:
• Maintaining an adaptation description abstraction, including saving
and restoring this adaptation description to and from an XML file.
• Maintaining a user model abstraction, including saving and restoring
this user model to and from an XML file.
• Handling incoming events and updating the user model as a result.
• Handling incoming questions, and returning the resulting answers.
The adaptation description abstraction is provided primarily by the
AdaptationDescription class. Some auxiliary classes are also used.
classes. These classes for example provide typing, event types, attribute
types and question types.
User model maintenance is provided by the UserModel class. This class
stores all the properties of the user. In the implementation we have used
a lazy initialisation approach that makes that attributes are only stored if
their value has been set. For attributes whose value has not yet been set,
the adaptation description is consulted.
Besides attributes the adaptation engine implementation provides lim-
ited support for objects. These objects allow for the grouping of attributes,
events, questions, etc. in a way that multiple instances can be defined with
the same code. While objects are not necessary, they make writing and
maintaining adaptation descriptions simpler.
Handling of events happens in the postEvent method of the UserModel
class. It is important to note that, because of object support, events can
have a context. This context is the object for which the event occurred.
Events that occur in a global scope do not have a context.
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Handling questions happens in the askQuestion method of the user model
class. When a question is asked, its code is retrieved and executed. In the
question and rule code, the user model attributes are available as variables.
Questions are available as functions and can be accessed from the rule and
question scripts.
An important property of questions is that they are not able to change
user model attributes. This ensures that the user model stays consistent
and that question results can be cached.
A.2 Classes of the system
In this section we will describe the main classes of the prototype. There are
many more classes, but they are either implementation details, or unrelated
to adaptation such as the script interpreter. Especially the scripting requires
much code that is of no real concern for extension or usage of the engine.
A.2.1 Design diagrams
Figure A.1: Prototype design
If we look at the overview in Figure A.1 we see that the UserModel
and AdaptationDescription classes play a major role in the architec-
ture. The AdaptationDescription class functions as the type of a user
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model. A user model does not contain by itself the dynamic parts of an
adaptation engine. Events and questions are instanciated by the applica-
tion when relevant. They are based upon the AdaptationDescription.
A special place is taken by the ObjectType and MetaClass classes.
An object type could be seen as a sub adaptation description. It may define
its own AttributeTypes, EventTypes, Rules, and QuestionTypes. A
MetaClass allows those elements to be shared between multiple intances of
the ObjectType class and thus share parts of their implementation. This
is useful for reflecting repetitive parts of the domain into the adaptation de-
scription. MetaClasses and ObjectTypes can also define attributes that
are not reflected in the UserModel. This allows for constants that influence
the behaviour of Rules and Questions defined in the MetaClass.
1
1
1
AdaptationDescription
EventType
- name : String
Rule
Answer
+type
QuestionType
- name : String
UserModel
Question
ParamType
- name : String
Param
- value : Object
Event
Attribute
- value : Object
0..*0..*
0..*
AttributeType
- name : String
ValueType
1
*+Has
1
+Type
0..*0..*
+Type
1+Answers
*
1
+instance
0..*
1
+Type
1+Type
0..*
Figure A.2: Class diagram
If we look at the class diagram as given in Figure A.2 we see vari-
ous patters reoccurring. Probably the most prevalent pattern is that of
a meta relation: An AdaptationDescription describes a UserModel,
an AttributeType describes an Attribute, a MetaClass is the type of
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an ObjectType that itself is the type of an ObjectImpl, an EventType
describes an Event etc.
There is one type in the diagram that does not contain any derived
classes. Those classes exist, but are not given in the diagram for clarity. It
are classes for integers, floating point values, strings, booleans etc.
A.3 Descriptions of the classes
In this section we describe the main classes of the prototype.
A.3.1 AdaptationDescription class
The AdaptationDescription class describes the behaviour of the adap-
tation engine. It specifies the attributes, events, rules and questions. The
AdaptationDescription class is also responsible for creating UserModel
instances. The class provides methods to query and retrieve event types,
question types etc.
A.3.2 Answer class
The Answer class implements the answers to questions about the user. It
provides ways to get the answer value and the question that was asked.
Answers are created by instances of the Question class.
A.3.3 Attribute class
The Attribute class implements one attribute value pair. It allows re-
trieval of the AttributeType, the name, and the value.
A.3.4 AttributeType class
The AttributeType class defines the type of an attribute. This means its
name, default value and the type of the values. These can all be retrieved
from the type. It also offers methods for the creation of Attribute in-
stances for this type.
A.3.5 Event class
The Event class represents events as can occur in the system. Events have
parameters (represented by the Param class), and an event type. Event
instances allow retrieval of the parameters and the event type. Event in-
stances are created by EventType instances.
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A.3.6 EventType class
The EventType class represents the type of events. Event types have
names, a list of ParamType instances representing the parameters of the
event, and optionally an ObjectType context. It creates Event instances.
A.3.7 MetaClass class
The MetaClass class defines ObjectType instances. This allows for shar-
ing code within an adaptation description. The MetaClass defines the
events, attributes, rules and questions that are shared between object types.
All ObjectType s are based on a MetaClass.
A.3.8 ObjectImpl class
The ObjectImpl class represents the instanciation of an ObjectType
for a particular user. It contains the Attribute s of the object. Which
attributes are there, and their types is defined by the ObjectType or
MetaClass.
A.3.9 ObjectType class
The ObjectType class allows for objects to exist in a user model. It de-
scribes the name of the object in the model, and inherits definitions from
a MetaClass. It also can provide additional attributes, constants, ques-
tions, events and rules. It creates ObjectImpl instances that live in the
usermodel.
A.3.10 Param class
The Param contains the value for a parameter as well as the ParamType.
When instanciating an Event or Question with parameters, the correct
Param instances need to be given.
A.3.11 ParamType class
The ParamType class represents the type of parameters. Parameters exist
in questions and events. A ParamType differs from an AttributeType in
that it does not define a default value. It still has a name and ValueType.
A ParamType class is responsible for instanciating a Param instance.
A.3.12 Question class
The Question class is a class for concrete questions. It contains the specific
parameters for this question. As Answer s link to the question they answer,
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question instances can also be used to retrieve answers. The actual asking
is done by the QuestionType instance that defines the question.
A.3.13 QuestionType class
The QuestionType class is an abstract class that implements questions as
exist in the adaptation model. It contains the name, parameters and return
type of the question. It does however not specify how the question is to be
answered. Instances of QuestionType such as ScriptQuestionType
must specify this. A QuestionType is also responsible for creating ques-
tion instances Question given the right parameters. The actual calcula-
tions that the answering involve are performed by the QuestionType, not
the Question, as this allows the Question to be independent of the actual
QuestionType descendant.
A.3.14 ScriptQuestion class
The ScriptQuestion class cooperates with the ScriptQuestionType
class to be a fully function al Question descendant. A ScriptQuestion
knows how to evaluate the script that it was given and returns the answer.
A.3.15 ScriptQuestionType class
A ScriptQuestionType is a QuestionType whose behaviour is script-
driven. It is instanciated with the return type, parameters, name, and
a string representing the script to use to answer the question. The class
instanciates ScriptQuestion instances, given the right parameters.
A.3.16 Rule class
The Rule class is an interface for rules. Rules have two methods. The
isTrigerred method to determine whether they are triggered, and the
execute method that executes the rule action.
A.3.17 ScriptRule class
The ScriptRule class implements the Rule rule interface based on scripts.
It contains an expression that represents the condition, and the statements
that make up the action.
A.3.18 UserModel class
The UserModel class ties everything together. Its contents are defined by
an AdaptationDescription and it contains all the attributes of the user
model. It further allows Events to be fired and Questions to be asked.
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A.3.19 ValueType class
The ValueType class is the baseclass for all types supported by the system.
It has subclasses for booleans, integers, strings, and many more. Character-
istic is that all valuetypes must have a default value, and must define a way
objects they describe are serialized and deserialized from a string.
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Appendix B
Scripting language syntax
In the prototype a scripting language is used. The language syntax is as
follows in BNF format:
stmtseq

 statement ﬀ


-
statement
- closedstmt
- block


-
closedstmt
- basestmt - ;
-
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basestmt

- funccall
- vardef
- vardefassign
- assign
- funcdef
- if
- for
- while









-
block
- {
- stmtseq - }-
funccall
- name
- objAcc


- (
- expr
 ,ﬀ




- )
-
vardef
- type - name -
vardefassign
- type - name - =
- expr -
assign
- valueContainer - =
- expr -
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funcdef
- func
 - name - (- type - name
 ,ﬀ




- )


- stmtseq - endfunc -
if
- if
 - expr - then - statement
- ;


- stmtseq 


- else - stmtseq




- endif 


-
for
- for
 - (- basestmt- block


- ;
- expr - ;- basestmt- block


- )


- statement -
while
- while
 - expr - ;


- stmtseq - endwhile
 -
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indirectValue
- valueContainer
- funccall


-
valueContainer
- name
- arrayAcc
- objAcc



-
arrayAcc
- indirectValue - [
- expr - ]-
objAcc
- indirectValue - .
- name -
name
- a-z
 - A-Z -




 a-z ﬀA-Z ﬀﬀ0-9 ﬀ






-
expr
- literal
- indirectValue
- !- expr- (- expr - )- expr - operator - expr





-
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operator
prio=1-
ˆprio=2- *prio=3- /prio=3- %prio=4- +prio=4- -prio=5- == prio=5- != prio=5- <= prio=5- <prio=5- >= prio=5- >prio=6- && prio=6- || 














-
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literal
- true
 - false - null 
- -




0-9 ﬀ


- .



- 0-9
 


- ’- escapedChar- "


- ’

- " escapedChar ﬀ


- "







-
escapedChar
- char (excl ”)
- \- n- r- t- f- b- \- "- ’










-
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Summary
Unlike humans, computers generally do not take their piers in communica-
tion into account. Adding to this the increasing complexity of information
systems, the need for adaptive personalisation is there.
In this thesis we look at adaptive systems from the perspective of inter-
active systems. As most systems are, or can be seen as, interactive systems
this should pose no problem.
In interactive systems users cause events. These events can be passed on
to an adaptation system to maintain a user model. The events also cause
the interactive system to react. These reactions may be parameterised by
the user model.
In this thesis the following research questions are addressed:
• How can adaptive personalisation be integrated into user adaptive sys-
tems?
• How can adaptive personalisation be evaluated?
To answer these questions it is essential to first provide a model of user
adaptive systems. We introduce the Generic Adaptivity Model (GAM).
The GAM divides the system into four layers: the application layer, the
interface layer, the reasoning layer and the user model layer. It is important
to notice that the reasoning layer consists of two reasoning components: the
push adaptation component and the pull adaptation component.
The push adaptation component is responsible for transforming user
events into user model updates. As such it maintains the user model and
the reasoning happens when users perform events. It is not necessary that
these updates have been completed for the application to react to the user
events.
The pull adaptation component is responsible to using the user model
to answer questions about the user that influence the system reaction to the
user. As such this is computed at the moment a reaction is required and is
more time critical than push reasoning.
The behaviour of an adaptation component largely standard. As such it
makes sense to create an adaptation engine that can be used in conjunction
with an adaptation description to implement the adaptation component.
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The adaptation description then describes, by means of a script language,
the push and pull reasoning to be performed as well as the events and
questions to be recognised.
Related elements in an adaptation model can be grouped together into
an adaptation element. Together all adaptation elements in an adaptation
model form an adaptation graph. This dependency graph can be used to
visualise an adaptation model.
In evaluating adaptation models the final evaluation involves testing with
users. There are however two other evaluation layers that are less costly. The
first evaluation layer involves a rough evaluation on the kind of reasoning
used (push or pull). The second layer performs a detailed structural analysis
of an adaptation model.
The evaluation layers work on a number of dimensions. These dimensions
are: predictability, adaptability, supportability, control, speed, extensibility,
model size, privacy, concurrency and prediction quality. In the structural
evaluation level a number of indicators are used for each dimension.
Looking at the GAM it has a number of benefits:
• It will allow different applications to cooperatively maintain properties
by using common names and merging adaptation models.
• It has strong capabilities for ensuring privacy and user control over
the user models.
• By cooperative modelling more information be used to have more ef-
fective personalisations.
• The model is very generic and does not prescribe reasoning models.
As such it is broadly applicable.
• The model coexists well with the evaluation framework and does not
violate any dimension.
To answer the question how to integrate adaptive personalisation we intro-
duce a seven stage method for creating adaptation models. In the first step
the application is analysed. In the second step possible personalisation op-
portunities are determined. In the third step questions about the user are
found. In the fourth step the user properties are determined. The fifth step
determines the events needed to maintain the user model. The sixth step
combines the results and cleans out infeasible options. Finally the seventh
step evaluates the options to select only the best opportunities for adaptive
personalisation.
Samenvatting
In tegenstelling tot mensen houden computers geen rekening met hun ge-
sprekspartners. Voeg hierbij de toenemende complexiteit van informatiesys-
temen de behoefte aan adaptieve personalisatie is duidelijk.
In dit proefschrift kijken we naar adaptieve systemen vanuit het perspec-
tief van interactieve systemen. Aangezien de meeste systemen interactief zijn
of zo gezien kunnen worden levert dit geen problemen op.
In interactieve systemen genereren gebruikers events. Deze events kun-
nen doorgegeven worden aan een adaptatiesysteem om een gebruikersmodel
te onderhouden. Deze events zorgen er ook voor dat het interactieve systeem
reageert. Deze reacties kunnen geparameteriseerd zijn door het gebruikers-
model.
In dit proefschrift worden de volgende onderzoeksvragen behandeld:
• Hoe kan adaptieve personalisatie ge¨ıntegreerd worden in een adaptief
systeem?
• Hoe kan adaptieve personalisatie gee¨valueerd worden?
Om deze vragen te beantwoorden is het essentieel om eerst een model van
gebruikersadaptieve systemen te definieren. Wij introduceren het Generieke
Adaptiviteits Model (GAM). Het GAM deelt het systeem op in vier lagen: de
applicatielaag, de interfacelaag, de redeneerlaag en de gebruikersmodellaag.
Het is belangrijk om op te merken dat de redeneerlaag uit twee componenten
bestaat: de push component en de pull component.
De push adaptatiecomponent is verantwoordelijk voor het vertalen van
gebruikersevents naar updates van het gebruikersmodel. In die hoedanigheid
beheert ze het gebruikersmodel en de redenering gebeurt op het moment dat
gebruikers events veroorzaken. Het is niet noodzakelijk dat deze updates
compleet zijn voordat de applicatie op de gebruikersevents kan reageren.
De pull adaptatiecomponent is verantwoordelijk voor het gebruik van
het gebruikersmodel om antwoord te geven op vragen over de gebruiker die
de systeemreactie op de gebruiker be¨ınvloeden.
Het gedrag van een adaptatiecomponent is grotendeels standaard. Daar-
om heeft het zin om een adaptatie engine te maken die samen met een
adaptatiebeschrijving gebruikt kan worden om de adaptatiecomponent te
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implementeren. De adaptatiebeschrijving beschrijft dan doormiddel van een
scripttaal de push en push redeneringen die uitgevoerd moeten worden en
de events en vragen die herkend moeten worden.
Gerelateerde elementen in een adaptatiemodel kunnen gegroepeerd wor-
den in een adaptatie-element. Samen vormen alle adaptatie-elementen in
een adaptatiemodel een adaptatiegraaf. Deze afhankelijkheidsgraaf kan ge-
bruikt worden om een adaptatiemodel te visualiseren.
Bij het evalueren van adaptatiemodellen moet er uiteindelijk met gebruikers
getest worden. Er zijn echter nog twee evaluatielagen die goedkoper zijn.
Bij de eerste evaluatielaag word er globaal gee¨valueerd op basis van de soort
redenering die gebruikt wordt (push of pull). In de tweede laag wordt een
gedetailleerde structuuranalyse van een adaptatiemodel uitgevoerd.
De evaluatielagen werken op een aantal dimensies. Deze dimensies zijn:
voorspelbaarheid, aanpasbaarheid, ondersteunbaarheid, controle, snelheid,
uitbreidbaarheid, modelgrootte, concurrency en voorspelkwaliteit. In het
structurele evaluatielaag wordt voor elke dimensie een aantal indicators ge-
bruikt.
Kijkende naar het GAM heeft het een aantal voordelen:
• Het staat verschillende applicaties toe om gezamenlijk eigenschappen
the beheren door gezamenlijke namen te gebruiken en adaptatiemo-
dellen samen te voegen.
• Het is sterk in het beschermen van privacy en het bieden van controle
over het gebruikersmodel aan gebruikers.
• Bij cooperatief modelleren kan meer informatie gebruikt worden om
effectievere personalisaties te verkrijgen.
• Het model is generiek en schrijft geen redeneringswijze voor. Daardoor
is het breed toepasbaar.
• Het model past goed bij het evaluatieraamwerk en gaat niet tegen de
evaluatiedimensies in.
Om de vraag te beantwoorden hie adaptieve personalisatie ge¨ıntegreerd kan
worden introduceren we een zevenfase methode voor het cree¨ren van adap-
tatiemodellen. In de eerste fase wordt de applicatie gea¨nalyseerd. In de
tweede stap worden mogelijke personalisatiemogelijkheden bepaald. In de
derde stap worden mogelijke vragen over de gebruiker gevonden. In de vier-
de stap worden de gebruikerseigenschappen bepaald. De vijfde stap bepaald
de events die nodig zijn om het gebruikersmodel bij te houden. De zesde
stap combineert de resultaten en verwijderd onmogelijke opties. Uiteindelijk
evalueert de zevende stap de opties om alleen de beste mogelijkheden voor
adaptieve personalisatie te selecteren.
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